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ABSTRACT
Foxfire-Vermont:
A Retrospective Case Study of a Rural
Staff Development Curriculum Program
(February 1980)
Howard S. Shapiro, B.A.
, University of Miami
M.A.T.
, Antioch-Putney Graduate School
Ed.D.
, University of Massachusetts
Directed by: Professor Patrick Sullivan
In 1974, the Georgia-based Foxfire approach to education
was brought to Vermont through an inservice teacher education
program sponsored by the School for International Training
in Brattleboro, Vermont. The primary goal of the program
was to introduce and train concerned Vermont teachers in
Foxfire techniques and philosophy so that their students
could create a literature about traditional aspects of
rural Vermont life. The program included a two-week summer
training workshop and an implementation phase conducted
during the school year.
A retrospective case study of the Foxfire-Vermont
program forms the basis for the present study, which is
conducted through qualitative methodologies, including
participant observation and personal documents. The study
specifically addresses the following research question:
VI
what tensions and issues arise in a program
designed to prepare rural inservice teachers
to implement a new curriculum based on the
Foxfire concept?
The study includes an overview of the social and
educational conditions in Vermont, along with a critical
review of the literature on the current state of inservice
education and on the Foxfire concept of education. A
narrative account of the design and implementation of
the Foxfire-Vermont program is given, as well as an analy-
sis of the intended and unintended consequences of the
program. Conclusions and implications of the study for
research and practice are offered.
The following key issues that arose during the program
are described and analyzed:
Issues of the Training Phase:
1. tension between Foxfire and humanistic
education values, i.e. , the issue of
product versus process
2. tension between the demands of the
intentional learning community formed
during the training phase and those
of the surrounding communities
3. tension between directed and non-directed
learning experiences
Issues of the Implementation Phase:
1. tension between the expectations set
in the training phase and the realities
of school-year application
2 • confusion about the roles and
responsibilities of the staff and
the teachers in relation to each
other and to the local projects
3. contradictions inherent in the
decision to create a product and
the tension created by distracting
the teachers from their local
projects
The study demonstrates that it is neither possible nor
desirable to completely eliminate tension from staff
development programs. It recommends that planners and
participants need to be constantly aware of and
continually responsive to the demands of the ongoing
program process. Further, the study recommends that
strategies addressing this need must be an integral part
of the program.
In general, the present study challenges what it finds
to be the often simplistic definitions of staff development
which do not take into account the nature of the local
school and community setting. Staff development, the study
finds, is linked to many factors, including the social
organization of the school, its environment, and the
characteristics of its population.
Four areas for further research are suggested by the
study:
1. identification of comprehensive and
innovative means for building on-site
support for curriculum change projects
viii
2 . analysis of the specific training
needs of teachers in rural areas who are
considered outsiders by the school and
comnninity
3. study of the specific differences be-
tween urban, suburban, and rural staff
development needs
4. identification of the long-term effects of
FOxfire projects on the teachers who
initiate them
Under implications for practice, the study addresses:
1) the need for the content of inservice training programs
to be compatible with their design and 2) the need to create
and build local support for curriculum change into every
phase of inservice programs.
ix
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Statement of the Problem
Guidelines for developing rural curricula are slowly
emerging, but one of the highest priorities in rural educa-
tion is the development of a curriculum that is appropriate
to the community in which it will be utilized.^ The rural
school too often has felt required to imitate its urban
counterpart, with the result that the "natural advantages"
of rural communities have been ignored. Jonathan Sher
addresses this problem:
The movement to urbanize rural schools and emulate
urban and suburban models greatly dampened any
latent desire to create a uniquely rural curriculum
in most districts. Predictably the effort to imitate
what metropolitan schools used to do did not result
in rural educational excellence. As a consequence,
the need to develop uniquely rural curricula is as
acute today as it was decades ago.^
Disputing the belief that the size and homogeneity
of rural communities preclude variety in the resources
offered by the population. Faith Dunne sees the sense of
"community responsibility" in rural schools as a possible
tool for enrichment:
The rural school can call upon the traditional
interconnection between school and community to
provide a kind of variety rarely available in
cities and suburbs and as enriching, in different
ways, as museum field trips and compartmentalized
third grades. Within even the small, homogeneous
rural community there is a wide variety of skills.
1
2experiences and memories. If the school can tap the
traditional sense of community responsibility for
the school, that wide range of people can be broughtinto the school to interact with the children, to
teach, and to remember earlier times.
3
One move to create curricula that address the needs of
rural education is represented by Foxfire. Developed in
rural Georgia in the late 1960 's, the Foxfire concept of
education grew out of a need to involve young people directly
in exploring and documenting their cultural heritage. It
has resulted in a variety of adaptations in schools and
communities throughout the United States.^
Dunne comments on the potential for Foxfire in the
creation of a rural curriculum:
Foxfire-type studies and other oral history projects
can teach a wide variety of skills to children,
while engaging them in work of value to the community
and to their perceptions of themselves as country
dwellers. In addition, rural areas are ideal
sources of oral history, populated as they are by
farmers who can generally spare some time in the
middle of the day: old people who feel alone with
their memories; and local businesses whose owners
might be convinced that their duty to the town lies
in letting employees contribute time to the schools
in letting children come to learn the business. 5
However, despite the well-intentioned calls for new and
appropriate rural curricula, there are considerable obstacles
in the way of this goal, including lack of funds, lack of
expertise , and lack of time for staff development in most
schools, what emerges out of experience and the litera'
ture is a need to expand inservice opportunities for rural
3teachers and to do so in such a way as to directly involve
them in the process. Foxfire as a rural educational experi-
ment has come to provide a model for curriculum development.
In this model, the role of the teacher is crucial and
exceptionally demanding. The teacher is put in the position
of making a number of decisions about what is appropriate
to the community involved and acting upon these decisions.
The adoption of Foxfire techniques has been accomplished
through the training of teachers in the skills needed to
gimplement Foxfire-style projects. In the spring of 1974.
the School for International Training in Brattleboro, Vermont,
embarked upon a program to adapt the Foxfire concept to
selected schools and communities in Vermont. Financial
assistance for the program was obtained through a grant
under Title I of the state's Community Service and Continuing
Education Project.
Although the Vermont program developed independently
from the "official" Foxfire network, the original Georgia
Foxfire project was helpful in the initial planning stages.
The Vermont program differed from the pattern set by Georgia
Foxfire in its approach to training teachers in Foxfire
skills
.
Foxf ire-Vermont , unlike the early Georgia workshops for
teachers and students, was a training and support program for
twelve teachers from within a single state. Designed
4especially to draw on the resources in Vermont, the program
was based on the assumption that a regional approach would
be effective. Staff development was emphasized on the
assumption that the program's goals could be achieved through
effective teacher training and through support for the
development of local Foxfire projects.
Currently there is little information on the design and
implementation of rurally based staff development programs
aimed at curriculum change.^ There is, however, a well-
documented need to describe staff development programs
8through case studies or other means. The value of retrospec-
tive case studies in the area of curriculum development is
convincingly noted by Robert Wise, when he argues that,
... curriculum workers should take time to write
accounts of their experiences in doing curriculum
development, and ... the literature on curriculum
development should contain a much higher proportion
of accounts and analyses by curriculum workers of
their experiences.^
A critical analysis of the 1974 Foxfi re-Vermont program
provides insights into the process of training and supporting
teachers in their use of Foxfire in their schools and commu-
nities. It also analyzes critical questions for the develop-
ment of guidelines for other rural inservice training programs.
5Purpose and Significance of the Study
The purpose of this retrospective, critical study is to
analyze and assess the development of an inservice program
for rural teachers based on the Foxfire concept. Specifically,
the study examines the 1974 Foxfire-Vermont program by
addressing the following major research question
j
What tensions and issues arise in a program
designed to prepare rural inservice teachers
to implement a new curriculum based on the
Foxfire concept?
The study provides important data on a relatively un-
studied phenomenon: the processes involved in training and
supporting teachers in the use of Foxfire in their schools
and communities. At the same time, the study offers findings
and conclusions to guide the development of other rural
inservice programs with an orientation toward curriculum
change, helping them to identify and assess possible sources
of tension or support. The study analyzes the issues relating
to Foxfire and staff development. While Foxfire in the past
has not been viewed as a concept related primarily to staff
development, it is clear from the study that the adaptation
of Foxfire on a regional level raises important issues for
the field of staff development.
The conceptual framework for the study has a three-fold
purpose: first, to describe the setting for Foxfire-Vermont
by offering an overview of the social and educational
6conditions within the state; second, to relate the program
under study to the overall field of inseivice education by
examining staff development and the special needs of rural
inservice education: third, to analyze the major concept on
which the program was built by presenting an examination of
the original Fbxfire concept.
By focusing on the process of the design and implementa-
tion of the program under study, the present research makes
a contribution to the body of knowledge on rural staff
development. Foxfire-Vermont was the first effort in the
country to develop a state-wide inservice program to train
selected teachers to implement Foxfire-style projects in their
schools and communities. The value of this study is enhanced
by the use of an actual set of events and situations as its
basis. Although impossible to quantify and control statisti-
cally, the study of the program offers scholars and practi-
tioners valuable insights for future planning and research.
At present there is relatively little research on the
process of rural staff development as it relates to curri-
culum change. At the same time the overall quality of the
literature on staff development is characterized as "uncriti-
cal and on the lowest level of generality. What does exist
is not very useful because most studies pay little attention
11
to the processes employed in staff development programs. By
contrast, this study describes and analyzes the processes
7involved in the Poxfire-Vermont program and the tensions and
issues that arose.
The present research also responds to a call within the
field for documentation of curriculum development efforts.
Wise, for example, holds that to improve practice, the field
of curriculum development must develop a literature that
reflects how it is practiced. Retrospection, he observes,
is a legitimate form of inquiry into curriculum development
practice: "An account can study and illuminate the pervasive
aspects of practice, those aspects that adhere in the funda-
mental and enduring problems that curriculum workers address.
Wise specifically suggests a variety of "productive forms of
inquiry" into the curriculum development process, including
13
case studies by participants and document analysis. This
study answers that call and helps to focus future research
..12
efforts
8Delimitations of the Study
Certain advantages and disadvantages are to be expected
from a descriptive study based on qualitative data rather
than controlled research data. This study does not formally
measure or evaluate program outcomes, and the lack of
statistical evidence and quantitative data delimit the
study in terms of controlling several variables.
This case-study approach offers no control groups and
looks at only one program in depth over a one-year period,
a relatively short time span. The conclusions of the study
must be considered in light of these delimitations.
Finally, personal bias must be considered, as the program
director is also the author of this study. The author
was very aware of this problem and made every effort to
eliminate biased reporting and analysis. The passage of
time has been valuable in providing perspective on the
program.
Methodologies and Design of the
Retrospective Case Study
9
The present study employs the case-study method as a
way of providing a natural basis for analysis, criticism,
snd interpretation. This method is effectively presented
by Robert Stake when he contrasts the case-study approach
to the dominant trend in social science research based on
the positivist tradition.
The positivist orientation rejects the study of the
particular, assuming it to be idiosyncratic and therefore
limited. This tradition values the pursuit of the rational-
istic and the use of quantitative measures. Positivists
search for facts and causes which produce quantitative data,
allowing them to prove relationships statistically between
14
variables.
Stake argues against the positivist tradition and calls
for the use of phenomenological or qualitative methods as the
"most effective means of adding to understanding for all
15
readers," The phenomenologist is concerned with under-
standing human behavior by looking at how the individual
experiences the world, Through qualitative methods, such
as participant observation and personal documents, the
phenomenologist uses descriptive data which helps him or her
percsive reality as the subjects see it.
The phenomenological perspective values the full and
10
thorough analysis of the particular case, leading to a form
of what Stake calls "naturalistic generalization." It is
arrived at by recognizing the similarities of objects and
issues in and out of context:
Naturalistic generalizations develop within a
person as a product of experience. They derive
from the tacit knowledge of how things are, why
they are, how people feel about them, and how
these things are likely to be later or in other
places with which this person is familiar. 17
The use of qualitative methods in social research in
the 1960 's and 1970 ‘s has increased. Wilson views this in-
crease of qualitative methods in the field of education.
Cicourel has also reported the growing use of these methods
in the study of educational organizations, emphasizing the
advantages of gathering information based on direct involve-
ment in the day-to-day life of students, teachers, and
18
administrators
.
Qualitative methodologies refer to research procedures
which produce descriptive data: people's own written or
19
spoken words and observable behavior. This approach
directs itself at people within settings in a holistic
manner. Two sources of data which have served as the main-
stays for qualitative methods are participant observation
and personal documents.
Personal documents are those materials in which people
reveal in their own words either their view of their life
or some other aspect of themselves. personal documents
11
include materials such as diaries, letters, and autobio-
graphies, which allow the researcher to examine facets of
people, events, and settings which are not directly observable.
In participant observation, the role of the researcher
can vary greatly in terms of involvement and distance. At
one end, participant observation can be characterized by a
period of intense social interaction between the researcher
21
and the subjects in the milieu of the latter. On a wider
scale, Raymond Gold identifies four possible roles for field
workers and discusses the advantages and disadvantages of
each as they relate to maintaining a balance between the
"participant" and the "objectivity" of the "observer."
The roles Gold identifies include:
1. complete participant
2. participant as observer
3. observer as participant
22
4. complete observer
Since the present study employs the first role, complete
participant, it is appropriate to examine its advantages and
disadvantages. These are later viewed in greater depth as
they relate to the design of the present study.
The complete participant operates in a role where he or
she is totally involved in the setting and activities
of the
study. This level of involvement allows the researcher
access
to information that might otherwise be out of bounds
to the
12
fi©ld iTGssdirchsir* At tli@ sciins tirn© ths pirobl©ni is raised of
maintaining a balance between the self as a participant and
the self as researcher in terms of losing the distance and
perspective needed in qualitative research approaches.
In the present study the researcher was a complete
participant in the program under consideration: he was, in
fact, the director. This dual role as researcher and full
participant raises important issues as they relate to the
objectivity and validity of the findings.
Participant observers usually work in settings in which
they are personally and professionally detached. That is,
their career, status, friendships, past, future, and self-
definition are not intertwined with the setting being
studied. Yet while the need for the researcher to be de-
tached is widely accepted, there are nonetheless several
examples of successful participant-observation studies that
have been conducted by researchers who were intimate
23
participants in the settings.
The present case study combines the two qualitative
methods of participant observation and personal documents.
By using these two approaches, the researcher attempts to
develop a balanced view of the program. The combination of
these approaches is exploratory in nature and grows out of
the special circumstances from which the case study was
conceived and developsed.
13
The study was retrospectively developed by the researcher.
The retrospective nature of the study provides certain
balances that help to insure the objectivity needed in the
presentation and analysis of the research data. The years
which have elapsed since the 1974 Foxfire-Vermont program
have provided invaluable distance and perspective to the re-
searcher and helped him to separate his role as researcher
from that of participant. The advantages of a participant's
careful and thoughtful analysis of his experiences and those
of others has significant potential for contributing to the
knowledge of the field of inservice education and of
curriculum design in particular.
14
Data Sources and
Utilization of Data
The data used in the study were gathered over the life
of the 1974 Foxfire-Vernont program. These data sources
include
:
1. notes and materials from program planning,
staff selection, and staff preparation
2. notes and materials from the program descrip-
tion and announcement
3. completed application forms from participants
and related correspondence
4. notes from interviews with prospective workshop
participants
5. staff and participant field notes from the
summer workshop
6. group journal from the summer workshop
7. author's field notes from the summer workshop
8. written and taped oral evaluation by partici-
pants at the end of the summer workshop
9. the summer workshop publication Process ;
About Carina and Learning
10. correspondence between staff and participants
during the implementation phase, including the
program's newsletter
11. the publication Rowen , produced during the
implementation phase
12. author's field notes on four follow-up
meetings during the implementation phase
13. end-of-year written program evaluations by
participants and staff
15
The researcher collected field notes during the program,
although not for the purpose of formal study. At the same
time, however, as the director he had the advantage of being
intimately familiar with all aspects and phases of the
program. The fact that the director is no longer connected
professionally with the program under study is another aid
to objectivity.
The use of the personal documents from the program are
central to the presentation of the case study because these
documents reflect the themes and issues analyzed in the
study. Both solicited and unsolicited personal documents
24
are analyzed by the researcher retrospectively.
16
Approach to the Analysis
The analysis and interpretation of the data is an in-
tegral part of the research process. The data sources listed
in the previous section were first carefully re-examined by
the author. Transcriptions of the tapes were then made.
After all of the data were reviewed, they were coded accord-
ing to an extensive list of categories, e.g. . degree of
participation, group interaction, skill development, and self-
initiation. These categories merged into themes that form
the basis for the analysis.
The themes of the program training phase include:
1. the unanticipated tension between Foxfire
and humanistic education values in the
context of the product vs. process issues
2. the unanticipated tensions between the
demands of the intentional learning com-
munity and the use of surrounding
communities
3. the tensions between directed and non-
directed learning experiences
The themes of the implementation phase of the program
include
:
1. the tension between the expectations created
in the summer workshop and the realities of
school- year application
2. the confusion about the roles and respon-
sibilities of the staff and the teachers in
relation to each other and the local projects
3. the contradictions inherent in the decision
to publish Rowen , and the tensions created
by detracting the teachers from their local
projects
17
These themes are analyzed in the context of their in-
tended and unintended consequences. The planning decisions
of both the training and implementation phases are examined
from this perspective drawing upon the program's data sources.
The analysis then builds from two levels: the first develops
from a critical review of the literature on social and educa-
tional conditions in Vermont, the current literature on the
state of staff development with an examination of rural in-
service education, and the literature on the Foxfire practice
of education. The second develops from a retrospective case
study of the 1974 Foxfire-Vermont program.
18
Vermont; The Social Context of the Study
A profile . Vermont, according to the 1970 United States
census, is the most rural state in the nation^ with 68 percent
of its population living in rural areas. Though the state
ranks thirty-second in population density, its geography
offers
:
... no vast watersheds to urban places, no
mountain-flatland junctions at which people might
cluster, and no seaports in which to mass the
paraphernalia of urbanism. The consistently hilly
topography helps explain why, after two centuries
,
the state's largest city numbers less than 40,000. ^
Because of its rural nature, Vermont has remained out-
side the largely urban-oriented development of American
culture over the past century. The state was, of course,
affected in some degree by national economic and 'social
trends, but it has managed to retain a high degree of in-
26
dividuail identity and control.
Vermont was never highly industrialized and is unlikely
to become so. Only 8 percent of the population is employed
in production work as compared to the national average of
12.8 percent. Agriculture, once a major industry, has de-
clined. In 1949, it employed 23.3 percent of the state's
population: 20 years later that figure had dropped to 8.1
percent. The small hill farmer has almost disappeared, re-
placed by mechanization and modern farming techniques. This
trend is most apparent in dairying. The number of people
working in dairy farming has declined along with the number
19
of farms, but because of its dependence on technology, dairy-
ing has become a growing industry in the state. The reliance
on modern techniques and machines has led to increased
dependence on and control by out-of-state investors in
industries as diverse as recreation and dairying.
Dairying, the ski and tourist industries, and the charm
of Its public image make Vermont an appealing place for people
in neighboring urban states to come in search of a simpler
life style. The sixties and seventies have witnessed a
significant increase in the number of retired professional
people and upper-middle-class families moving to Vermont
from urban and suburban areas. Between 1960 and 1970, the
state added 54,000 new permanent residents, more than in any
previous decade. Most of these inhabitants came from the
neighboring seaboard megalopolis and, though eager to begin
a new way of life, were reluctant to leave the accoutrements
of an urban existence totally behind them. These new resi-
dents, with their active concern for issues such as education,
culture and land use, have, perhaps more than any other single
group, changed the economic and social life of the state.
The extension of the inter-state highway system through
the state has aided this process, and small towns have be-
come like suburbs with commercial and residential sprawl on
their outskirts. These physical alterations are the most
visible signs of the changes that have profoundly affected
20
the very core of rural life in Vermont and have created a
basic conflict between old and new.
The implications of uncontrolled growth in Vermont
became clear in the late 1960 's. A number of special
commissions were created to study and make recommendations
on the alternatives open to Vermonters for the next twenty-
five years. Reports on transportation, agriculture, educa-
tion and other economic and social concerns were presented
to the governor, and, in 1971, Act 250 was passed by the
legislature. Act 250 is a comprehensive law that regulates
economic growth and attempts to protect the environment. It
is a landmark in the field of environmental law and was,
ironically, conceived and "pushed through" the legislature
by a Republican governor who was a former insurance executive.
Act 250 has been fairly effective in curbing unplanned
growth, but it cannot totally control the effect on the
state of national trends. Its psychological impact combined
with its legal requirements for those wishing to develop
land has sent many potential developers to other states with
fe\fer restrictions. Act 250 has earned Vermont the reputation
of being a tough place to do business and probably helped
maintain Vermont's low per-capita income. In fact, the
state's Industrial Building Authority lists Vermont as last
28
in the nation in income growth rate.
21
By restricting "undesirable" growth and preserving the
environment, Vermont has created conditions that tend to
attract upper-middle-class people from urban areas who are
not dependent on industrial development for an income. At
the same time, low-income people are becoming alienated by
conditions that make it more and more difficult to earn a
living. Income differences within the state are growing.
According to a 1976 report, the lowest 20 percent of Vermont
families receive only 3 percent of the gross state income, well
below the national average of 5.4 percent. The top 20 percent
29
receive 44 percent of the gross income. This growing
inequality of income presents a disturbing trend that threat-
ens the egalitarian tradition of Vermont life.
It is important to separate myth from reality when
attempting to present an accurate picture of Vermont. The
magazine Vermont Life presents a bucolic picture of Vermont
as many would like to think it is, but the following quotation
more accurately describes the tension between myth and
reality:
The myth reads that Vermont is a land of home
places as recorded in the prints of Currier and
Ives. But the home places are gone. The myth
reads that Vermont is filled with neighbors who
fend for themselves, tend their home fires, and
help each other out of snowbanks in winter. But
many of the home fires are dead and the hill people
are huddled in trailer parks, where land specula-
tion has left them. The myth reads that Vermont
is a land of hillside Jerseys, farm boys gnawing
timothy, and general stores with big black stoves.
But a few beef cows have replaced the Jerseys, the
farm boys have vanished, and the general stores
22
have turned into supermarkets. The myth promotes
the Vermonter as the universal neighbor, outwardly
hostile to outsiders and imbued with the spirit of
community at home. But the rural dweller is now,
even more than the city dweller, in the trafficjam, the crowded elevator, the waiting line at
lunch. NOW the rural man is completely alone,
entrapped by technology, cut away from interpersonal
relations, linked only to the system whence comes
the governing criteria of his activities. 30
Perhaps the truth lies somewhere between the two per-
ceptions, for although Vermont has undergone radical change
over the past 20 years, it has managed to maintain and even
strengthen certain institutions and traditions. Even as
economic independence has decreased, Vermonters have clung
hard to the tradition of self-government. The town meeting
has become an increasingly important form of local government
that Vermonters value as one of the remaining pillars of
rural identity. Local control of schools is equally cherished
and is often a source of conflict between the towns and the
state.
Local control versus centralization . The tension between old
and new manifests itself politically in the gap between what
Frank Bryan calls the "community axiom and system axiom.
"
The community axiom holds "that man is happiest when in close
contact with others like himself in places where life styles
are in plain view." In other words, local problems can best
be solved by local people. The system axiom holds "that man
is happiest in a rational arms-length relationship with
others—lots of others. The latter is an urban philosophy
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and its propon©nts believe that local problems can best be
solved by outside experts. Efficiency is the over-riding
principle to which the system axiom subscribes; centraliza-
tion is an important corollary.
There are three groups in Vermont which subscribe to the
community axiom. The first are hill people whose forebears
lived off the land. Often referred to as "native Vermonters,"
this group, unlike many of its contemporaries, did not leave
the state after high school graduation to seek better employ-
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ment opportunities elsewhere. As taxes rose, and the value
of land for second homes increased, the traditional Vermont
farmers found they could no longer afford to farm. They were
forced to sell, first land and then the old family farm,
although they were not trained for other work. They moved
into trailer parks or other low-cost housing and are generally
employed in service-related industries, construction, or state
highway department projects. Once the mainstay of rural life,
this group has been most deeply affected by land development
and the centralization of agriculture. Its members occupy
a low position on the economic ladder, second only to the
traditional or chronic poor. These people resent centraliza-
tion because it restricts their lives through laws and limits
such activities as snow—mobiling and hunting.
The second group is the old Yankee elite who oppose
centralization for nostalgic reasons. This group still con-
trols much political and economic power on a local level as
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it has for generations. The third group that embraces the
community axiom is the intellectual and artisan left who are,
for the most part, y^ung newcomers committed to the concept
of "small is beautiful." Their beliefs are based on a
philosophical commitment to a simpler life, in contrast to
the hill people who regard centralization and bureaucracy
as major intrusions on their lives. The coalition of the hill
people and the intellectual and artisan left is seldom strong
because of the extreme differences in class and cultural
background.
The community axiom has broad support even from those
who prefer the system cixiom, however. Farmers are the
strongest supporters of the system axiom because they have
learned that to survive they must embrace modem technology
and its accompanying values. The middle-class and the
technocratic elite are two other groups Bryan identifies as
supporters of this axiom. Most are well-educated, erstwhile
urbanites who govern the state's growing technocracy. Al-
though they pay lip service to the community axiom and
believe town meetings should be preserved, they know that
important decisions will be made beyond the confines of the
town hall. The technocrats believe in both centralization
and specialization, while the community axiom people be-
lieve in local autonomy and the citizen generalist who relies
upon his or her own resources and skills to solve community
problems. The conflict between the two systems has long
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existed on both a local and state level in Vermont under
various guises
, and it has been an important theme in the
political life of the state.
Educational issues for Vermont . Nowhere has the conflict
been more visible than in the field of education. Those
believing in the community axiom have been strong opponents
of school consolidation, while the system axiom people have
supported centralization and specialization. Official state
policy has also supported centralization as a panacea for a
multitude of educational problems. Compared with those in
other states, Vermont's educational system still remains small
and decentralized but there is strong support, particularly
from professional educators, for further school consolidation.
They argue for the adoption of urban school designs in "even
the most rural Vermont school district, often with little
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regard for local conditions or values.
"
Stuart Rosenfeld, in his study of school decentralization
in Vermont, presents the arguments for and against consolida-
tion and analyzes the potential economic impact. He con-
cludes that the claims made for economies of scale, effec-
tiveness, and equality are not substantiated by the evidence.
Little data exists to show that students in larger schools
perform better or that larger schools operate any more
efficiently. Although larger schools may offer more choice
and better facilities. Rosenfeld concludes that this does
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not outweigh the benefits of smaller schools which offer in-
creased student participation, closer control of the budget-
ary process by the community and the classroom teacher, and
increased community cohesion and pride—benefits that are
often lost as schools grow and school boards combine.
Vermont's students, by any standards, are predominately
rural T they come from rural homes, are raised on rural
traditions and values, and experience all the strengths and
weaknesses of rural life. Rosenfeld maintains that this
background must be utilized to insure the continuation of
this rural inheritance that Vermonters prize and value.
Concern for the perpetuation of what is unique to Vermont
is by no means a recent development. In 1928, a special
Commission on Country Life was established to make recom-
mendations for the planning of Vermont's future. Two hundred
leading citizens from all over the state were selected to
participate in sixteen committees studying the state's economy,
educational system, medical facilities, recreation, land
utilization, community life, conservation of traditions and
ideals, and so on.
The final report, entitled Rural Vermont: A Program for
the Future by Two Hundred Vermonters , was published in 1931,
and it made several recommendations concerning the state's
educational system. One was the development of larger school
units, which is not surprising since state policy was well
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established in this direction by that time. However, the most
novel and interesting educational recommendation to come out
of the commission was in the field of teacher training. it
called for:
The establishment of a sociological orientation
course in all the normal schools based on the
study of the economic and social problems of the
typical Vermont community. 36
The report elaborated on this recommendation by supporting
an experiential approach to such a course:
The conventional course in rural sociology carried
on by lectures or textbook work cannot suffice.
Even where such a course is enriched by illustra-
tions of Vermont situations
, it should be based
on Vermont problems, clarified by frequent refer-
ence to authoritative works and to practice in the
country at large . The course should be built on
actual questions under discussion in newspapers
and elsewhere, and other community questions which
might or should be in the minds of thoughtful
citizens. 37
The report also urged the adaptation of the "child-and-
community-centered school" as opposed to the "teacher-and-
curriculum—centered" school. It espoused the principle of
making "developments grow out of the actual physical and
human nature of Vermont" as primary educational procedure.
In the late sixties, under the progressive leadership
of Commissioner Harvey Scribner, the state Department of
Education restated a commitment to child-centered education
stressing process rather than product. The Vermont Design
for Education presented 17 goals that were basically a
summary of Dewey's philosophy. Included in the goals is
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the following:
The environment within which students are
encouraged to learn must be greatly expanded.
If the "environment" is taken to mean the world out-
side the school walls
, there is a contradiction between the
state department s support of child—centered, community-
based education and its support of centralization. Central-
ization, according to Rosenfeld, "inserted an artificial
barrier that makes it more difficult for parents and community
to feel integrated within the school. However, the system
axiom continues to dominate education policy in Vermont as it
did 50 years ago, and the situation is intensified by local
school district's heavy dependence on state funds to balance
budgets.
Meanwhile, the parochialism of the past often associated
with small town life is giving way to a cosmopolitanism
created by urban refugees who actively seek involvement in
community life. This group, along with the longer time
residents, provides a rich and vital population blend almost
unknown until twenty years ago. The newcomers represent a
socially aware group and bring a great diversity of talents
and skills which can be tapped by education. By combining
traditional life styles with a multitude of interests includ-
ing the arts, contemporary social issues, technology, and
agriculture, the state's population offers an interesting
array of new resources to education.
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At the same time significant improvement in instruction
has been made in the state through the creative use of federal
funds. In 1966, a Title III project entitled "Planning for
Educational Innovation in a Rural State" was undertaken.
The result was the establishment of three federally funded
regional Action Centers in Vermont. Although the action
centers are no longer in existence, they introduced a number
of new ideas and, more important, directly supported class-
room teachers in the implementation of these ideas. The Action
Centers also identified a core of highly professional teachers
whose classrooms still serve as models for other teachers.
This was the first time official approval had been given to
the concept of teachers as the best teachers of teachers, and
thanks to the Federal Programs Division of the state Depart-
ment of Education, support for the idea has continued to grow.
In many ways, the Federal Programs Division has been
more sensitive to local needs and values than other divisions
in the state office. The local programs they fund require a
considerable amount of local support and representation and
usually work on the assumption that the classroom teacher is
the key to the success of any project. Funding for new ideas
is directly available to the classroom teacher through the
mini-grant program. These grants, which may be initiated by
any individual or group, focus on the solution of both school
and community problems. Proposals are judged not only on
their educational merit, but also on the extent of community
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involvement
•
But these are isolated programs and. in general, urban
solutions are being used to try to solve rural problems.
It is with irony that Bryan notes:
... the functional death of the Vermont town
with its profound history of localism, while
cadres of sociopolitical engineers are working
feverishly to install neighborhood decision-
making structures in urban America. 41
Social relations in rural Vermont are strikingly
different from social relations in urban America. In rural
Vermont, they are much less dominated by specialization and
time orientation, external motivation, competitiveness and
hierarchical organizational patterns. The hill farmer prides
himself on being a j ack-of-all-trades . and this value is im-
portant for teachers and newcomers to understand and act upon
within the educational process.
Rosenfeld, in describing the effects of the rapid
economic and social development on Vermont's teachers and
students, points out that specialization has never been as
highly regarded or easily accepted as it is in more urban,
industrialized regions where the division of labor has a
longer tradition. Teachers, he found, felt a pervasive
isolation from both the community and the educational pro-
cess in these larger districts. In smaller districts, teachers
by and large felt more comfortable and more effective.
It is clear that teachers are a crucial factor in the
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educational process. Rosenfeld believes that organizational
designs cannot make up for deficiencies in people. Big
schools do not guarantee good teachers any more than small
schools preclude them."^^ That teachers have been alienated
centralization suggests the need for more effective
inservice programs that creatively merge the traditional and
the new human resources available in most Vermont communities.
A report on rural education by the Northwest Regional
Educational Laboratory states that, since rural students
frequently depend upon those educational opportunities avail-
able to them in local schools for their total exposure to for-
mal learning, it is doubly important to make this experience
effective and appropriate. The potential strengths and
advantages of the rural environment must be capitalized
upon if school systems hope to turn limitations to assets.
Small schools, sparce population density, and remoteness
from urban pressures must be valued, not vilified: rural
education can incubate clarity, perspective and humane
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concern.
The challenge for education in Vermont then is for
educators to examine the values of rural life and to find
ways of developing new curricula that acknowledge the unique-
ness and strengths of rural life. This study will focus on
this dynamic through the documentation of the development and
implementation of an inservice teacher education program based
on the Foxfire concept.
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CHAPTER I I
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
Introduction
The purpose of the review of the literature is to
develop a conceptual framework for viewing the study of the
1974 Foxfire-Vermont program. This review develops a context
for understanding the program by examining its conceptual
foundations. As an inservice program of teacher education
based on the Foxfire concept, the case study under examina-
tion can best be understood by examining both inservice
teacher education and Foxfire. Specifically, the review
seeks to
;
1. provide a review of the current literature
on inservice education/staff development,
with particular attention paid to special
considerations for rural settings, and
2. to provide a critical overview of the Fox-
fire concept with implications for its
application to inservice/staff development
This chapter is divided into two sections; the first
focuses on inservice education; the second section concen-
trates on the Foxfire concept and its applications. In
Chapter III the case study will examine how the Foxfire
concept was applied to inservic© education.
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Section One; Inservice Education
The review of the literature on inservice education
presents! 1) an overview of the fi©ld identifying the
issues and problems, 2) an examination of the value orienta-
tions to teaching that have shaped inservice education,
3) teacher participation in inservice planning, 4) recent
thinking on inservice education, including the Rand study,
5) special considerations for rural inservice education, and
6) implications of the literature for the design of the
Foxfire-Vermont program. The review identifies a series of
assumptions which serve as part of the study's conceptual
framework.
Overview of the field; issues and problems . The field of
inservice education presents a confusing and chaotic picture,
but there is general agreement that it needs to develop a
better understanding of teachers' professional needs.
While the literature on inservice education is voluminous,
it is as haphazard as the programs it describes. In 1976,
as part of the Inservice Teacher Education Concepts Study,
Nicholson, et al., conducted an extensive and thorough re-
view of the literature on inservice education which covered
more than 2,000 books, articles, and unpublished papers.
Nicholson and Joyce, in "Part III, Literature, characterize
the quality of the literature:
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The majority of reports and articles are on the
lowest level of generality: they are expository
descriptions, usually uncritical, of specific
existing or completed inservice projects. Less
frequent are works of a slightly higher order of
generality. These include surveys covering
several projects: pieces of educational research:
directories and guidebooks on reading, workshops,
institutes, or consultants: catalogs of teacher
training products: and proposed models or sugges-
tions for future inservice. On the most rarified
level are found the few works that attempt to
deal with the subject of inservice teacher education
as a whole: review of the literature or research
and a few other comprehensive studies.
2
The Nicholson and Joyce review concludes that there is
very little analytical research data available and that what
does exist is not very useful. Most of the studies are
concerned with the content of inservice education: very few
pay any attention to the processes employed in training
teachers.
Despite the lack of hard research data, there is general
agreement on what the issues in the field are. Nicholson
and Joyce identify two areas of high agreement among two
thousand people they interviewed:
1. to include teachers as staff for inservice much
more than has been done previously
2. to make ISTE (inservice teacher education) more
responsive to teachers ' job needs and more
relevant to their emergent roles
3
However, Nicholson and Joyce point out that the more
specific the interviewees became on these issues, the more
vague they became about just what the objectives and methods
of the inservice process should be."^ The authors
identify
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two general structural problems. First, the vast varieties
of possible training options need to be interfaced closely
with teacher needs and the general thrusts of school districts.
Theory-based approaches need to be followed up by clinical
training which is largely mediated by teachers themselves.
Second, the vast problems of time required for training and
the necessity to provide training close to the work site
obviously have not been solved at all.^
Value orientations for inservice education. An examination
of what Joyce calls value orientations for teaching provides
a useful way of looking at ideas about the nature of teaching
and the approaches to inservice education which have developed
from them. He identifies three value orientations:
1. program implementation
2. skill development
3. an act of mutual development and self-discovery
In the first orientation, program or curriculum imple-
mentation, the curriculum defines both the content and pro-
cess of inservice work. The teacher is viewed primarily as
an information giver and the training is along traditional
collegiate lines which emphasize the cognitive aspects of
academic disciplines. The academic reform movement in the
early sixties exemplifies this orientation; it attempted to
make scholars of students. In many cases the teachers were
trained to use "teacher-proof materials. The child, in this
approach, «as viewed as an information-processing
creature
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and his emotional involvement was ignored or de-emphasized.
®
Related to this orientation is the skill development
approach which assumes that teaching consists of a series of
identifiable skills which teachers must acquire to be compe-
9tent. This orientation is best known in connection with
the movement for competency-based teacher education, which
seeks to train teachers in techniques for working with
children to induce or maintain certain predetermined behaviors.
Edelfelt places these two value orientations in perspec-
tive by offering the following concepts which have tradition-
ally shaped inservice education;
1. the primary role of the school is giving and
receiving information
2. learning is the receiving of information
3. curriculum and teaching are fixed elements
4. teacher education is the quest for mastering
of relatively stable subject matters and
methods^®
The third orientation, teaching as an act of mutual-
and self-discovery, views the teacher as a facilitator rather
than an information giver. This orientation grew out of the
school of humanistic psychology and gained considerable
strength in the late sixties and early seventies. Arthur
Combs, drawing on the work of Maslow and Rogers, plays a
major role in translating the humanistic school of psychology
into education. His personalistic approach views teaching
in this way;
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A good teacher is primarily a unique personality.
If good teachers are unique individuals we can
predict from the start that the attempts to find
common uniqueness would be unlikely to get results.
A good teacher is first and foremost a person
and this fact is the most important and determining
thing about him. He has competence to be sure, but
not a common set of competencies like anyone else.^^
The humanistic movement represents a reaction to the
traditional content and skill focuses of the first two
orientations. However, its concern for process overshadows
questions of content and context and tends to isolate the
teacher from the realities and demands of the school environ-
ment. This is particularly true when the organizational
patterns and procedures of schools do not change to accommo-
12date changes occurring in people.
Teacher participation in inservice planning. Contributing to
the problems in the field is the lack of teacher participa-
tion in the design and implementation of inservice programs.
Despite the lofty pronouncements on the need to increase
teacher involvement in planning and managing their profession-
al development, there remains a large gap between rhetoric
and practice.
Although there is strong evidence that full teacher
14
p3i^ticipation in this process is desirable and effective,
there remains the traditional belief that inservice education
is a remedial activity, and that it is determined from above.
This deficit model views teachers as needing inservice
training because they lack the professional skills to teach
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15®ffQctiv©ly« It loads to a dsfonsive posture which, in
turn, discourages teacher initiative. These current incon-
sistencies in the field can be viewed as challenges to the
improvement of inservice education.
Recent thinking on inservice education. Judith Schiffer
identifies two current prevailing approaches to inservice
education that are consistent with Joyce's values orienta-
tion: the organizational-goals bias and the personal-change
16bias. The first approach views organizational goals as
the appropriate focus for staff development efforts and views
teacher involvement in attempts at self-improvement as in-
compatible with the goals of any given setting. In this
approach staff development programs are developed by some
objective process and not upon the felt needs of teachers.
The personal-change bias, on the other hand, holds that
there is value in making personal changes in teachers as a
way of fulfilling overall organizational goals. It assumes
that individual personal and professional growth will en-
hance the school. This approach has a wide variety of
applications, ranging from taking college courses to partici-
pation in T-groups.
Both of these approaches have serious deficiencies. The
organizational-goals bias fails to take into account individual
differences between teachers in attitudes, values, and teaching
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styles. Also, this approach fails to recognize the need
for teacher participation in a collaborative approach to goal
setting which, as research indicates, enhances the chances
of long-range successful change. On the other hand, the
personal—change bias neglects the need for organizational
accommodation to personal change.
Schiffer concludes that staff development designs must
18provide for personal change. However, this in itself
will not necessarily result in school renewal: the latter
requires that organizational adjustments be coordinated
with personal change. Lack of attention to important organiza-
tional factors leads to frustration on the part of persons
who are changing: they tend to revert back to old behaviors
and, ultimately, fail to implement innovations.
One of the more recent and significant contributions to
some of the questions regarding teacher growth and staff
development is the Rand study authored by Paul Berman and
Milbrey Wallin McLaughlin. This study of innovative federal
programs encouraging local educational change efforts examines
closely the factors that support teacher growth. Although
this change agent study is not concerned with inseir/ice
training per se, it looks at a number of issues related to
the design and implementation of staff development programs,
including 1) what motivates teachers to gain new skills? and
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2) how do variables including teacher commitment, reward
structures, training activities, support activities, the
scope of change, and the role of administrators affect the
local project?
More broadly, the Rand study identifies four areas
crucial to successful implementation of innovative efforts;
1. institutional motivation
2. project implementation strategies
3. institutional leadership
4. particular teacher characteristics
According to the study, local commitment to a project is
critical to its success. Also, teacher commitment to the
project is the single most important factor in attaining the
project goals.
Project planning strategies and the scope of change are
also significant. The study finds that "collaborative plan-
ning," in which everyone involved in the project is on an
equal basis, is the most effective strategy in terms of
short-range and long-range success. Another type of planning
strategy—grass roots planning—is considered ineffective.
Grass roots planning is defined as including those activities
planned by teachers in relative isolation from school or
district officials. Although these projects are often carried
out effectively in the beginning, lack of administrative
support or subsequent teacher turnover leads to their dis
continuation.
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The other factor relating to teacher motivation is the
scope of project change. The study states that the greater
the scope and the more work required of teachers, the higher
the proportion of commitment among them. it also finds
that intrinsic professional rewards are far more important to
teachers than extrinsic rewards such as extra pay or credit
21
on the salary scale.
The second criterial factor includes project implementa-
tion strategies, which the study defines as staff training
22
and staff support activities. It finds that training
activities are ineffective in the long run if they are not
followed up by staff support. At the same time, though, the
study acknowledges that the most effective staff support
activities are those that encourage full teacher participa-
tion in decision making and problem solving. This also helps
23develop a sense of teacher "ownership" of the project.
Support personnel with characteristics similar to the
facilitator role described by Combs are the most helpful,
according to the study.
Regarding the third factor, institutional leadership,
the study indicates that school administrators are far more
important to the project's long-term outcomes than is the
project director. In some cases, though, where projects have
neutral or indifferent principals, project directors score
high. These projects typically involve curriculum change.
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The fourth factor, teacher characteristics, offers some
interesting insights into teacher attributes. The rrost
important identified by the study is what it calls "teacher
©fficacy, a belref
,
on the part of the teacher, that he or
she can help even the most unmotivated student. This
characteristic was viewed as the factor most strongly related
to project success.
In summary, the Rand study suggests that effective
staff development should incorporate the following five
assumptions about professional learning:
1. teachers possess important clinical expertise
2. professional learning is an adaptive heuristic
process
3. professional learning is a long-term, nonlinear
approach
4. professional learning must be tied to school
site program building efforts
5. professional learning is critically influenced
by organizational factors in the school site and
in the district^^
The Rand study greatly expands the understanding of staff
development in an organizational context and contributes
significantly to the knowledge of what works, what does not
work, and why. The study equates successful change with
staff development and provides useful insights into the
pjfocess of teacher growth in an organizational context.
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— considGrations for rural insQrvicG Qduoation. The
current state of rural inservice education is in many ways
comparable to that found in its urban and suburban counter-
parts. However, the literature in this field is even more
scarce and plagued with the same problems cited earlier in
this review. The rural teacher has even less access to the
traditional sources of professional assistance. As Faith
Dunne states in her study of rural schools:
... the amount of professional support given
the rural teacher by state departments of education
or colleges and universities will not compare
with that given the urban and suburban teacher
for many years to come. 27
Jonathan Sher, in his recent book on rural education in
which the Dunne article appears, cites the expansion of
inservice education as a high priority in his agenda for
the field:
In most rural communities, the professional growth
and development of school personnel are impeded,
first because rural districts rarely provide
continuing inservice programs and second, because
the kinds of external opportunities for professional
development available in urban areas are notably
absent in rural areas. Teachers need time to
share ideas and problems with counterparts, both
within their own, and other, school systems. They
also need the time and resources to develop curri-
cula materials, take needed courses, and keep up
with recent advances in their fields. 28
Another factor that directly affects the rural teacher
is the distinct lack of appropriate curricula for the rural
child. Dunne observes:
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For fifteen years curriculum developers have
undertaken countless projects for urban children,
ranging from Sesame Street to minority-oriented
social studies curricula for high schools. For
twenty years, carefully designed suburban
curriculum packages have been available. During
the same period, virtually nothing has been done
for the rural child. 29
The relative isolation of rural teachers from the traditional
resources for professional development, including the support
of other teachers, combines with the lack of appropriate
curricula and material resources to present special
problems for rural inservice education.
Sher calls for increased sharing between teachers in
different school districts as one way to develop more effec-
tive rural inservice programs. At the same time, he views
the teacher as a logical participant in the development of
curricula appropriate to the local community. Sher suggests
that such curriculum design efforts should build upon the
"natural advantages" of rural communities by:
1. returning to the rural traditions of individual-
ized instruction and cross-age teaching
2. making extensive use of the local community as
a learning resource for rural children 30
Along these lines, Sher calls for the establishment of
"community faculty" by involving local people, including
older people, as part of the educational process.
The relationship of the community to the school in rural
education is a factor generally overlooked in inservice
teacher education. It is a factor of particular significance
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in rural inservice education because the community generally
has a more direct voice in school and curriculum decisions
than in urban settings. if teachers are going to partici~
pate in the process of developing local curricula as part of
professional development, the community must be seen as a
resource, not a barrier. Again, Sher states:
... rural schools need teachers who are specially
trained to be generalists. The best rural teachers
are the ones who are able to cope with sparsity,
utilize community resources, invent curricular
materials, and, above all else, are oriented toward
teaching children rather than subjects. 31
Sher has made a significant contribution to the field of
rural education through his documentation and analysis of the
field and recommendations for reform. The rationale for these
reforms is convincingly developed and suggests some important
guidelines for the design of effective rural inservice
education. Sher's acknowledgement of the community as an
important resource provides rural inservice education with a
social context lacking in most other inservice literature,
including the Rand study.
The Rand study does, however, offer important implications
for rural inservice education. The five assumptions previously
listed about professional learning certainly apply and in
some cases may be even more important than the social context.
For example, teacher efficacy may be an even more crucial
factor in rural teachers given their isolation and the lack
Teachers working alone in their schools need aof resources.
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sense of self-confidence, and a reasonable expectation of
success, in light of limited material resources and few
provisions for planned staff development activities. In
addition, intrinsic rewards may be the only rewards availaJale
in rural schools because of the scarcity of funds.
Implications of the literature for the design of the case
study . The literature cited in this review provides a
background to the design and practice of the Foxfire-Vermont
program. While it must be acknowledged that much of the
literature was not available in 1974 when the program took
place, the concepts and ideas are similar to those which
formed the basis of the thinking involved in developing the
program. The data discussed in Chapter III that were used
as background for the program planning were based on research
in Vermont and were strikingly similar to the findings of the
Rand study.
The Foxfire concept, to be reviewed in depth in the next
section of this chapter, makes certain assumptions about the
role of the teacher which help to define the content and
process of a staff development program. Foxfire requires an
integration of all three of Joyce's value orientations,
curriculum implementation, skill development, and personal
growth. Foxfire defines a curriculum with specific skills
which seeks to enhance personal growth. At the same time.
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there is no textbook or set curriculum for the teacher to
follow; he or she must develop a curriculum unique to local
conditions. The teacher is viewed as a facilitator, structur-
ing and guiding students in a learning process which involves
specific skill development,
Foxfire assumes that the teacher is the key participant
in designing local curricula. Sher and Dunne support this
assumption and emphasize the appropriateness of such an
endeavor in rural settings like Vermont. Teachers for Fox-
fire-Vermont were recruited on a voluntary basis and asked to
participate in some aspects of the program planning. This is
in contrast to one of the noted deficiencies of other in-
service programs in which teachers are told—not asked—what
they need to learn and are excluded from the planning. The
literature also cites the importance of support activities
as part of a successful inservice program. These activities
take on even more significance given the isolation of teachers
in Vermont.
The implications of the Rand study for Foxfire-Vermont
in terms of teacher characteristics and motivation provide
a significant dimension to the design background. Teacher
efficacy and motivation become important criteria for parti-
cipation and prove to be the most important factors in program
success. Voluntary participation is a key corollary to this
aspect of the design.
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A collaborativ© planning approach based on an integra-
tion of organizational goals and personal goals seemed to the
planners of the Foxfire-Vermont program to be appropriate to
the program's design. The organizational goals included
needs in the context of the communities which they served.
Psrsonal and professional goals would complement the organiza-
tional goals. The Foxfire-Vermont program placed the teacher
in the position of acting in a relatively autonomous way on
a local level while at the same time creating a training
program that supported the teachers in these local efforts
at curriculum design and implementation. The training and
support activities needed to be compatible with the perceived
realities of rural life in Vermont and the Foxfire approach
to learning.
In summary, the development and approach of the program
under study can be understood in light of the findings from
the literature reviewed in this section. They include the
following:
1. Teachers need to be actively involved in design-
ing and implementing inservice programs based
on their perceived professional needs.
2. Organizational and personal goals must be con- ^4
sidered to insure effective inservice programs.
3. Teachers possess important clinical expertise.
4. Professional learning is an adaptive heuristic
process. 36
Teachers must partici^te in inservice programs
on a voluntary basis. 3'
5.
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6. Curriculum-oriented rural inservice programs
need to be built upon the natural advantages
of rural communities. ^8
7. Inservice training programs which integrate the
three major value orientations for teaching
—
curriculum implementation, skill development,
and personal growth—are almost nonexistent. 38
8. Support activities are an important program
design element following initial training
activities. 40
9. Teacher efficacy and motivation are crucial
factors in selecting participants and are
directly related to program success. 41
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Section Two; The Foxfire Concept
“How shall the ^ung become acquainted
with the past in such a way that the
acquaintance is a potent agent in
appreciation of the living present?^^
The Foxfire concept of education stands as one answer
to John Dewey's forty-year-old challenge to make the past
come alive in the minds of young students. Over a decade
ago, a new teacher in rural Georgia drastically revised his
English curriculum to increase its significance to the present
lives of his students. The literature on that concept of
education, which forms the conceptual basis of the program
under study, is reviewed here. The Foxfire books and related
literature form the basis for the review. The section is
organized in the following way:
1. definition and overview of the Foxfire concept
2. the origins of Foxfire
3. the Foxfire documents
4. the educational content and process of Foxfire
5. Foxfire's social and educational context
Definition and overview. Foxfire is an educational concept
that teaches basic academic and vocational skills by helping
the student develop a sense of self, community, and tradition
Students are involved in the extensive interviewing of people
in the community, often those in the oldest living generation
From the data collected, the students document the wisdom of
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the past and capture the essence of their own cultural
^®^itage« Shills are developed in the following areas
i
interviewing, writing, editing, photography, marketing, book-
keeping, transcription, layout and graphic design, and pub-
lic speaking. The result is the production of a magazine or
some other form of piiblic media.
Foxfire is a community approach that assumes education
can best take place in the context of the immediate social
milieu. Its interdisciplinary nature suggests the inter-
relation of subjects usually taught in isolation from one
another. Cultural journalism is the generic name for Foxfire,
and it is used in subject areas such as English, history,
folklore, and science.
Although it began as the modest attempt of a teacher
named Eliot Wigginton in rural Georgia to reach a few intran-
sigent students, the Foxfire Magazine now reaches all 50
states and 12 foreign countries. Selections from the magazine
have appeared in book form and have become national best
sellers. At the same time, the concept has spread through-
out the United States, and adaptations have developed in both
rural and urban settings. The success of the Foxfire concept
deserves closer examination as does its broader educational
implications.
The origins of Foxfire. Twelve years ago, Eliot Wigginton, a
young English teacher just out of Cornell University, started
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teaching at the 240-student Rabun Gap-Nachoochee School in
Appalachian Georgia. Finding the traditional English curricu-
lum of little interest to his students, Wigginton became more
and more, frustrated as the school year continued. After his
Isctern was set on fire one day by a student, Wigginton
decided that his curriculum had to be changed. As he tells
it, "The next day, I walked into class and said. *How would
yDU like to throw away the text and start a magazine?
' And
that's how Foxfire began.
Although it came at a time of great educational and
social ferment, Wigginton 's project developed in relative
isolation from the mostly urban educational experiments of
the day. Foxfire was the response of a frustrated teacher
seeking a more appropriate approach to academics for his
students, not the carefully planned, innovative curriculum
projects characteristic of the late sixties.
This is not to suggest that Foxfire is unique or that
it does not, at least in part, derive its theoretical base
from other sources. Students, particularly at the college
level, have long served as collectors of folklore. Foxfire,
however, offers a much longer rein and sense of involvement
for its students than traditional academic projects under-
taken primarily to satisfy course requirements.
Foxfire portrayals in word and photograph are reminis-
cent of Philip Agee's Let Us Now Praise Famous Men. It is a
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revival of the genre of reporting that characterized the
WPA writers during the 1930 's, although it lacks the politi-
cal thrust and intensity of that era. Its spirit reflects
Robert Flaherty's approach to filmmaking in its gentle and
sympathetic treatment of the human experience. It is a pro-
cess akin to anthropological research, whereby the explorer
(the interviewer) must first have an intimate knowledge of
the people and culture he chooses to document. In a more
contemporary sense, Studs Terkel's Working also reflects the
spirit of Foxfire.
The Foxfire documents . The results of the Foxfire program
in Georgia have been collected in five volumes: The Foxfire
Book, Foxfire 2, Foxfire 3, Foxfire 4, and Foxfire 5. In
addition, two supplementary books have appeared, explaining
the Foxfire process in educational terms: Moments: The
Foxfire Experience by Eliot Wigginton and You and Aunt Arie ,
a description of the technical aspects of Foxfire, by Pamela
Wood, advisor to Salt , a Foxfire derivation in Kennebunk,
Maine.
In a sense, the Foxfire books represent a modern re-
enactment of an old ritual: young people sitting and listening
to the words of their elders. In Foxfire, neighbors, family,
and community members are interviewed on a range of subjects
from hog dressing to faith healing and most of the resulting
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articles are told in a "how-to-do-it
" fashion. The personal-
ity article, focusing on a single individual who tells his
or her life history and philosophy, is another popular form.
The books focus on the complexity of mountain life and the
ways in which the mountain people come to terms with nature.
Yet since most of these traditions have been passed on orally,
the act of writing them down for future generations is a
significant one in scholarly terms.
It is difficult to identify a single thematic strain in
the books since the anthology format precludes this, but the
strong feelings the authors have for their subjects is
striking, as shown in this example written by Barbara Taylor
and Sheila Vinson in Foxfire 2 :
The grass hasn't grown greener up at Maude's: she
has never won any world titles or medals: but if
there ever was one to be recognized for just plain
simple old-fashioned ways, Maude would certainly be
a prime candidate. She lives rough, but has pride,
dignity, warmth and a joy and enthusiasm for life
that is boundless. And she has our respect and
affection. 44
The personality articles follow a relatively set pattern,
beginning with childhood reminiscences and progressing to
topics such as family relations, work, and attitudes toward
sex and religion. The interviewer selects questions from
his standard repertoire, basing his or her choice on the
direction the interview takes. Perhaps the message that comes
through most consistently is the strong commitment the
people interviewed have to their way of life:
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I wouldn't swap this little shack here for thefinest house in New York. i wouldn't do it.
That's just the way I feel. 45
The personality interviews reflect a rapport between
the interviewer and subject that often results in the sharing
of a highly personal part of that person's life. The reader
feels very close to the people in these pages. Sometimes
the things shared are difficult to understand; for example,
the feelings of the black woman who worked for a Ku Klux
Klansman on his dairy farm. she found him and his family to
be among the nicest people she had ever known. Her conclusion
was that there must be some good in everyone.
The "how-to" articles describe, in considerable detail,
a variety of survival crafts of Appalachia. One of the most
ambitious of these articles is "From Raising Sheep to Weaving
46Cloth, " in Foxfire 2. Drawing upon the knowledge of five
people who either raised sheep or had memories of their
parents raising sheep, the article describes the background
of the enterprise. It documents the range of skills involved:
raising sheep, shearing, carding and spinning, making a
spinning wheel, dyeing with wild plants, and weaving.
Each stage is generously illustrated through step-by-
step photographs. Drawings are also used, showing, for
example, how a corn shuck bobbin is made. The photographs
are often close-ups, allowing the reader to see the process
as it develops. Fifty-three separate photographs and
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illustrations with captions complement the eighty-three
pages of text. A glossary of terms and a reading list are
provided, contributing to the thoroughness and lucidity which
make it possible for the novice to recreate or adapt the
enterprise to his or her needs.
Although the article concentrates on the "how-to" as-
the subject, the personal dimension is by no means
eliminated. Since all of the information is acquired through
interviews, the way the people feel about their craft is
effectively integrated into the text.
In addition to the skill-oriented and personality articles,
folktales, particularly ghost stories, round out Foxfire's
offerings. The stories are presented verbatim with dialects
accurately transcribed as in all other articles. The
commercial success of the Foxfire books speaks to their
appeal to a variety of audiences. Wigginton identifies the
various audiences in the following way:
You get a set of grandparents who used to live in
the mountains, who want to be able to take this
book and give it to their grandchildren and say:
"When you're reading about the people in this
book, you're reading about me, because this is
the way our family was brought up too." A school-
teacher buys the book for a totally different
reason and sees it as something he or she might
implement in his or her classroom ... A lot of
other people are buying it because they're
sincerely interested in doing some of the things
described in the book. You get people who really
do want to make banjos or build a log cabin.'*'
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The Foxfire books themselves are attractive and engag-
ing, but their content—folklore collections—was offered
in such publications as the magazine Mountain Life and Work
years before Wigginton was born. The difference here is that
high school students rather than professional folklorists
produce the high-quality Foxfire publications, serving as a
reminder that the educational process underlying the publica-
tion is far more significant than the final product.
The educational content and process of Foxfire . In its
broadest sense. Foxfire is a repository for craft and folk-
lore. But the creation of this body of knowledge involves
a complicated educational process drawn from a variety of
traditions. The collaboration between young and old adds an
extraordinary dimension to this process and sets human
relationships at its center, relationships which represent
an unusual departure from most educational practice in
American society. Foxfire is unique in that it transcends
even what has come to be called "humanistic education,
"
which focuses more on the relationships of the learner to his
or her peers than to people of another generation or social
class. Unlike its contemporary, progressive counterparts.
Foxfire integrates these intergenerational relationships into
the educational process.
In Moments: The Foxfire Experience, a gentle sermon on
the Foxfire process, Eliot Wigginton addresses himself to
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teachers, discussing the intangibles of teaching, student
involvement
,
and the stages of development students go
through. Wigginton identifies four levels that are central
to the Foxfire process:
Level 1
—
gaining skills and confidence
Level 2
—
growing, refining, checking bases
Level 3—beyond self
Level 4—independence
Each of these levels is described in detail through the
use of charts and generous anecdotal material. Achieving
Level 1
—
gaining skills and confidence—is accomplished by
each individual through the writing of an article. By
mastering the skills needed for such an undertaking, the
student begins to develop a positive self-image. Wigginton
expresses it this way:
First, I celebrate the community and the rich
variety of folks that live within it. That is the
force I use to awaken, direct, and give energy to
the kid's own competencies. Second. I emphasize
to them the notion that they are going to be trying
to touch others through what they do—to reach out
and help others feel what they have felt and share
what they have shared. I like each student to
approach an article conscious of an audience out
there, saying to himself, "I just had a great
experience, and I'd like to share it with you."
Level 2
—
growing, reinforcing, checking bases—has the
same goals as Level 1, but the intensity is increased so
that the student is not only confident of his or her self
but also responsible to the needs of others. Wigginton
identifies what he calls "keys" that may be helpful. These
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"keys” refer to moments that highlight significant relation-
ships and correlations; examples include working with yDunger
students on skill development, talking to a local service
organization about the Foxfire project, or learning to give
and take constructive criticism without feeling threatened.
Level 3—beyond self—develops as the student becomes
truly capable of moving beyond himself or herself to a
sensitive awareness of others. Wigginton recognizes this as
a tremendously complex phase and gives as an example the help
given to Aunt Arie, an elderly woman, who needed assistance
with her gardening and household chores after an illness.
She was an early contact of the Foxfire students, and
Wigginton notes with pleasure that they continue to visit her.
The complexity grows as students increase their contact
with the outside world. For example, an advertising agency
wanted to do a series of coffee commercials featuring moun-
tain people. The agency approached Foxfire to ask for help
in identifying subjects for the commercials. It fell to the
students to decide whether they wanted to become involved
and to set their own terms in this relationship. In the end,
they agreed to help, but they set several conditions and
chose people who were willing to participate, using need as
a major criteria for selection.
Wigginton believes that one of the most difficult things
for a teacher to impress upon students is the existence and
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of ©xploitat ion around th©tn and th©ir r©sponsibility
to do som©tliing to combat it. It is his hop© that by ©xposing
stud©nts to th© impact of social injustic©, gr©©d or in©p)ti—
tud© on th©ms©lv©s and th©ir community, th©y will b© mov©d
to action. H© d©scrib©s his approach in th© introduction to
Foxfir© 2 ;
Th© only way I can s©© to g©t our kids committ©d to
our n©ighborhoods and our communiti©s is to g©t th©m
involv©d in th©ir surroundings, that th©y b©com©
d©t©rmin©d that th© community's destiny will b© in
^their hands, not in th© hands of commercial rapists."*^
H© offers no easy formula for dealing with injustic© and
greed, but h© sees th© coming to terms with this as a part
of th© individual growth process.
Level 4—independence—is seen as an exit phase during
which the student looks toward the future. The student is
on her or his own and often is involved in projects the
teacher neither initiates nor knows about. Wigginton lists
a number of social action projects in which he would like
to see students at this level involved, but it is not clear
how many of these projects will be undertaken. In the final
analysis, however, the projects are secondary. "What's more
important is that you now have on your hands a kid who is
about to make some real tracks into a humane future and is
„50
anxious to get on with it.
"
Moments is filled with anecdotes about the people who
fill the pages of Foxfire. The following is but one:
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John Conley, an old blacksmith, once made a wagon
wheel for us. An error in^ the pattern he used to
cut the felloes for the rim caused it to take on
a slightly scalloped effect instead of being per-fectly round. We told him it wouldn't matter for
we had all the instructions we needed to describe
the technique for making one, but when we went back
several days later to pick up the wheel, we noticed
that the rim was perfectly round. Stan Echols, one
of the students in charge of the interview asked
him about it, and John told him that the error had
^^othered him so much that he had gotten up in the
middle of the night, drove to his shop, had cut out
a new pattern and a new set of felloes because
everything that had come out of his shop to date
had been representative of his best, and he didn't
want this wheel to be any different. Stan talks
about that moment in the Foxfire film and says.
"NOW whenever I start out to do something, that
always pops into my mind and it gives me the in-
centive to go on and try to do better. "51
The title of the book represents Wigginton's belief
that Foxfire provides moments such as this one that will
stay with the students forever. He also calls them "peak
experiences" that have significant impact on the student's
development. It is the teacher's role to structure the
learning environment in a way that will maximize the chances
of these moments occurring.
In a radical departure from most curriculum develop-
ment efforts, Wigginton maintains that there can be no
textbook for Foxfire. In a sense, the students make the
textbook not only to educate themselves but also to educate
people in their own communities about their own lives. One
adaptation of the Foxfire concept on an Indian reservation
in the western United States produced magazines which are used
in local elementary schools as culturally relevant reading
i
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material
.
From another perspective. Foxfire can be seen as a
humane use of communication media. The gentleness and res-
pect with which the Foxfire contacts are treated stands in
sharp contrast to the attitude of media studies projects,
in which students are armed with electronic equipment and sent
out to "shoot" people in the community. Media studies grew
in part out of an ambivalent reaction to the impact of
media on society, working to create more knowledgeable, if
also more cynical, consumers. While the goals of media
studies programs are not very different from those of Foxfire,
they do exclude the development of human relationships.
In Foxfire, the learner is placed in a "demanding
reality context, " according to Ronald Gager. Learning by
experience occurs, he says, when,
... the learner is placed into a demanding reality
context which necessitates the mastery of new, ap-
plied skills, followed immediately by responsible,
challenging action, coupled with an opportunity for
critical analysis and reflection. 52
It is apparent that Foxfire meets this condition for
experiential learning. Students in Foxfire actively partici-
pate in creating something and sharing it with others. There
is less deferred learning than in traditional education where
students sometimes must wait years to apply acquired skills
and knowledge. Also, the learning that takes place could not
easily happen in a traditional classroom. Along these lines,
Wigginton reminds us that "Foxfire must reflect as well as
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• 6influence reality.
"
foxfire introduces students to people who are usually
outside the traditional educational experience and who often
provide positive adult role models. "Out there, the kids
meet people who are special, and who make them feel special,
and that's a big part of what it's all about. James
Janetti, following the publication of his first article in
Salt , the Maine derivative of the Foxfire Magazine, reflects
on his experiences
:
Seeing Mary awakens me to a different reality.
Actually, a more realistic reality, where a person's
fate depends directly upon desire and motivational
force. Whether it is deer hunting and fishing or
farming, Mary's life is always a direct challenge
of determination against obstacles. I find it easy
to respect a person who has dealt all her life in
these terms. ^5
In a film produced in 1973 about Foxfire, several
students involved in the Rabun Gap project present their
views concerning the significance of their experience:
Foxfire has enabled us to sit down with our grand-
parents and discuss things and listen to what they
have to say and feel is important. It's helped the
older people as much as the yDung people. Before,
they didn't think we thought they had anything to
say and it's changed all that.56
One of the better known people from the Foxfire books
is Aunt Arie. One student has this to say about her:
Aunt Arie knows exactly where she is in the world.
She knows where she is, where she's going and where
she wants to go. And that 's all she wants to be.
She just wants to be heard and the wealth of infor-
tnation has come from what she's been through in her
lifetime. She's learned from her experiences. She
goes on in spite of things that would put me away.
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One student observes in summation;
Old people provide another way of looking at our-
selves. By talking to them yDu can see there's
still hope. 58
A crucial issue in the Foxfire concept is the lack of
value placed on objective truth as contrasted with interpre-
tations presented by those interviewed. The process is sub-
jective by its definition, although research and verification
of facts is an integral part of writing an article. Hayward
Crewe, the teacher-advisor of Fulcrum
, a Foxfire offspring in
Hanover, New Hampshire, takes the following position;
. . . the reader is asked to remember that we are
not writing a history book, a textbook, or even a
series of clinical case studies. We are learning
to know people and their personal perceptions of
the world of the present, past, and even the future.
If errors creep in (and we have been told that we
allow this to happen), it is because we value what
people tell us beyond the objective truth, since it
speaks of the human experience. It is quite obvious,
then, that the people we interview are more impor-
tant to us than so-called facts. These people are
our prime resource. 58
Clearly, Foxfire should not be considered an objective
\
body of knowledge but rather a description of how the '•
people interviewed perceive their life experiences. Fox-
fire is as much a literary and creative endeavor as it is
historical documentation: it is an interdisciplinary approach.
combining the humanities and social sciences.
But if it is to be judged as a historical document,
then the questions of objectivity and accuracy must be
addressed. In his introduction to Black Mountain. Martin
Duberman makes the unorthodox observation that his work is
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neither the final nor the complete word, but an individual's
response to his subject. He admits that his sense of Black
Mountain has been filtered through the primary experiences
of others, concluding that "it may not be the best way to
proceed through life, but it is the historian's way.
Duberman continues
:
Every historian knows that he manipulates the
evidence to some extent simply because of who
he is, or what he selects (or omits) or how well
(or badly) he empathizes and communicates. . . .
Yet the process by which a particular personality
intersects with a particular subject matter has
rarely been shown, and the intersection itself
almost never regarded as containing materials of
potential worth. Because objectivity has been
the ideal
,
the personal components that go into
historical reconstruction have not been candidly
revealed, made accessible to scrutiny.
As an education process. Foxfire reveals these personal
components of historical reconstruction and, in the end,
values them more highly than the volumes produced.
Foxfire; its social and educational context . Unlike the
current inadequate conceptualizations of inservice education.
Foxfire is based on the belief that the educational process
cannot be divorced from its social context. Foxfire originat—
ed and has flourished for the past twelve years in a tradition-
al educational setting, which suggests that it appeals to and
satisfies a wide range of educational criteria. In this it is
unlike some of the other experience-based programs like
Outward Bound which have, for the most part, developed outside
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of the public school system. in the United States.
is also different from approaches such as that
represented in the Whole Earth Catalogue and other works of
the back-to-the-earth movement. Foxfire books do not call
a return to man's natural state, nor do they ignore the
exigencies and challenges of nrodern life. Instead, they use
the immediate social environment as a vehicle for exploring
the future, reminding us of the value of historical awareness
and continuity. Foxfire does not tell us how good things used
to be: on the contrary, its pages are filled with tales of
personal hardship and hard times. What is documented is the
way people respond—with resiliency and creativity—to these
challenges.
The following definition of experience-based learning
offered by Gager reflects many facets basic to Foxfire:
... responsibility to self and others: direct
involvement with the community: decision-making
affecting self and others: elimination of age/
cultural isolation: and applying acquired skills
through relevant experience. 62
The role of process in education deserves examination,
for it is a central question, and the product emphasis in
Foxfire seems contradictory to it. Foxfire emphasizes the
creation of a final product after going through a well-defined
series of steps, raising the question of the relationship
between the means and the end product. Wigginton addresses
this issue when he observes that:
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The end product can be so intensely focused upon
that the process is forgotten or downplayed. I
feel that some sort of end product (magazine,
newspaper, television show, radio program) is a
valuable conclusion to kids ' activities because
it forces them through the discipline of working
their material into communicable form, and also
sets them up for reactions and praise from an
audience they weren't even aware existed. Knowing
that something is going to happen to their work
is one of the most powerful motivations around. 63
The need for balance between process and product in
Foxfire is a legitimate concern that requires constant
vigilance on the parb of the teacher. To concentrate solely
on process would eliminate the important reality context that
forms a crucial element in experiential education.
It is also necessary to consider whether or not Foxfire
is progressive in a social and political sense. Its incor-
poration of subject matter reflecting the past opens it to
charges of being, at the least, romantic, perhaps even
reactionary. But Foxfire does have implications for social
change. Focusing on the immediate community. Foxfire assumes
that students, as a result of their experiences and involve-
ment with people, will become familiar and concerned with social
problems.
Wigginton's Levels 3 and 4—beyond self and independence
—
incorporate social action first on a personal basis by helping
individuals in times of need and then through participation
in less individualized community action projects. The
stress on awareness of local and regional problems, such as
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irresponsible land development, is central to the design of
Foxfire. Responsible action is highly valued as an integral
of the student's personal development.
Unlike other educational approaches. Foxfire reaches its
position on social change through personal experience rather
than through the study of abstract sociological dilemmas.
The assumption here is that the local environment is the most
appropriate starting point from which to move out into the
broader world community.
Advanced Foxfire students have worked on projects in-
volving techniques learned in their earlier work but having
wider informational value. A sample of topics includes:
the role of the mountain woman, the exodus of mountain
families to the cities, and land prices and the roots and
effects of land speculation on mountain people.
In working with social change in America today, the
problem of racism must inevitably be confronted. Foxfire
assumes that students should interact with people in the
community with whom they would not normally come into con-
tact, that is, people of other races, subcultures, or economic
classes as well as older generations. Wigginton illustrates
the potential conflict embodied in this tenet in a story
about two girls from an intensely racist family. He encouraged
them to write a personality article on a black woman, and,
at first, they were hesitant. But they met with her once and
then returned six more times. Finally they produced an
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article and developed a lasting friendship. The conversion
is not always as rapid or easily won, but Foxfire places
great faith in the curative powers of talking with people
and establishing common bonds in an atmosphere of mutual
respect.
As an educational approach, Foxfire offers rural students
an alternative to the well-established belief that "success"
is available to them only through migration to urban areas.
For many decades, rural education has consciously or uncon-
sciously discouraged students from considering the option of
remaining in their own communities. The prevalence of urban-
and suburban-oriented curricula in rural schools is. in part,
responsible for this bias. As a result, education in rural
areas has often presented the local community in a negative
light as a place with little of value to offer its yDung
people. Urban and suburban life, on the other hand, has been
held up as the ideal for students to strive for, either by way
of imitation or by actually moving to cities or suburbs.
There are indications that substantial progress is being
made in reversing this trend. The advantages of smallness
are beginning to be understood in educational terms: witness
the move to develop curricula suited to local conditions.
This change is part of a growing acknowledgement that rural
life has many advantages and possibilities, both social and
economic, not found in other settings.
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It is hard to say whether Foxfire is one of the contri-
buting factors or a reflection of this new awareness, but it
is true that Foxfire became popular at a time when a re-
assessment of rural life was underway. As an educational
approach, it rejects the notion that rural life is inherently
backward and reactionary. Instead, it examines the rural
environment and isolates the aspects that are important for
a rural student—and perhaps all students—to learn. Foxfire
starts with the assumption that rural life offers yD^ng
people the opportunity to come to terms with themselves
through a creative and time-honored process, one that will
help them to understand themselves and their communities from
the perspective of others' experiences.
In another way, scarcity of economic resources is no longe
just a rural problem, and the value Foxfire places on tradition
al survival skills becomes more significant as global resources
diminish. It may be that rural students, educated from the
perspective of the community, will be better prepared to cope
with the demands of the future than students who learn in
other ways. Viewed in this way, these skills and crafts,
taught by self-reliant and independent people, become more
than simply another quaint piece of Americana. They may also
be the skills of the future.
Underlying the whole Foxfire process is an emphasis on
communication and related skills. Its focus on intergenera—
tional and intercultural contact demands that students move
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bevond their customary interaction with peers to the some-
times more difficult relationships with people of other
backgrounds, ages, and social classes. These relationships
cannot be taught in the classroom; the community setting is
crucial to the process and cannot be recreated in the school.
The ability to present an idea clearly, cogently, and
creatively is also emphasized through the demands of public
speaking and the writing of articles worthy of publication.
In both cases
,
the student must be able to express his or her
thoughts and information to an audience which may or may not
share his or her knowledge or understanding of the topic.
The technical skills learned in Foxfire, mentioned earlier
in this review, comprise the biroad area of information
gathering. The ability to find, gather, and interpret data
cannot be overemphasized as a crucial skill in contemporary
education and a complex society.
Foxfire, then, is a response to the pressing need to
develop a curriculum that addresses the social and education-
al problems of rural areas. It draws heavily upon the re-
sources and traditions of rural life and capitalizes on the
tradition of individualized instruction and cross-age
teaching.
Inherent in the skills and material that Foxfire teaches
is the manner in which they are taught. The attitude about
the role of the student is one example. Unlike most con-
temporary educational approaches. Foxfire stresses a sense
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of professionalism in completing tasks because students will
assume responsibility in working in the community and in
communicating their finds to local and national audiences.
Students are producing something that is of value to them
and to others, and they are introducing people of other back-
grounds and regions to a new, more sympathetic view of rural
life.
The experiential and interdisciplinary approach of Fox-
fire, combined with its emphasis on local, traditional
themes and on creativity through exploration, precludes the
development of a formal curriculum or textbook. The assump-
tion that the roles of learner and teacher are interchangeable
and may be played at different times by students and their
teachers draws upon experiential learning theory. The inter-
disciplinary nature of Foxfire transcends conventional
educational practice, particularly at the secondary level,
and suggests that artificial barriers of content are incom-
patible with the study of the community.
Analytical literature on Foxfire is almost non-existent.
What does exist tends to be of a popular, journalistic nature
and fails to raise critical questions and issues. As a
relatively new educational approach. Foxfire does not fit into
the traditional domains of educational knowledge, and its
interdisciplinary character almost eludes traditional analysis
and categorization. The need for research on Foxfire and its
long-term effects is strikingly evident.
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CHAPTER III
THE CASE STUDY;
THE BACKGROUND, PLANNING, AND IMPLEMENTATION
OF THE POXFIRE-VERMONT PROGRAM
Introduction
The preceding introductory material, including the
profile of Vermont and the review of the literature, has set
the social and theoretical background for an examination of
the Foxfire—Vermont program. The present chapter provides
a presentation of the case study under examination. It
begins with the direct programmatic influences on the
design and planning of the program and shifts into a retro-
spective, narrative account of the day-by-day activities of
the two-week summer program, as well as a briefer account of
the implementation phase conducted during the school year.
This chapter provides the substantive data which is then
analyzed in Chapter IV and on which the conclusions and
implications of the study, presented in Chapter V, are based.
In style, this chapter differs from the others in the study.
The training phase, which includes the two-week summer work-
shop, and the implementation phase, which involves the follow-
up activities during the school year, are described in a
retrospective narrative that attempts, as objectively as
possible, to offer the personal interactions that are critical
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to an examination of the program in the light of the re-
search focus. The data sources that form the basis for the
narrative of the training and implementation phases include
the materials cited in Chapter I, and, in particular, staff
and participant field notes from the workshop and the
group journal.
The first section of the chapter looks at the background
and planning behind the formation of the program design. The
research underlying the rationale for the design, the actions
arising out of the philosophical design, and the actual
planning of the program are described in detail. Cross ref-
erences are made to integrate the conceptual and practical
components of the study. Specifically, the first section
examines the two major influences on the development of the
design: the educational conditions in Vermont and the Peace
Corps Training model. The origins of the operating assump-
tions incorporated into the program's goals are examined.
In describing the actual planning of the program, a
more chronological view is given of the day-to-day steps
involved in the planning and preparation for the summer work-
shop. Included are descriptions of the recruitment and
selection of staff and participants, the move to create an
experiential learning environment, and the planning under-
taken by the full staff. This retrospective case study seeks
to capture both the conceptual and practical considerations
in the program's development to illustrate its process.
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The second section presents a chronological retro-
spective description of the two-week Poxfire-Vermont work-
shop based on participant field notes: the group journal:
the publication from the workshop: Process: About Caring
and Learning : participant evaluations , both written and
oral: and the author's field notes. The description draws
on the writing and thinking of all staff and participants
during the course of the workshop.
A retrospective narrative of the design, structure,
and activities of the follow-up part of the 1974 Foxfire-
Vermont program is also given. The data for this part of
the case study include:
1. written correspondence from participants
2. the follow-up project publication, Rowen
3. publications of local projects
4. the author's field notes
5. newsletter from the project director during
the school year and other correspondence
6. end-of-project evaluations by staff, partici-
pants and students
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Section One; Background and Planning of
the Program Design
Program purpose and design assumptions
. Late in the spring of
1974, the School for International Training in Brattleboro,
Vermont, developed an inservice teacher training program
under a grant from the Vermont State Agency for Title I of
the Higher Education Act of 1965. The program was conceived,
under the guidelines of the grant, as a way of addressing a
specific need within the state: the need of young people to
explore and rediscover their cultural legacy in order to
understand and better control the forces of social and
economic change that affect their lives.
An adaptation of the Foxfire concept was selected as
the strategy, and 10 to 15 teachers were to be trained in
Foxfire techniques daring an intensive two-week workshop in
August of 1974. The workshop was to be followed by local
application of the Foxfire program during the 1974-1975
school year.
The overall goals of the program were to:
1. introduce and train concerned Vermont teachers
in Foxfire techniques and philosophy
2. enable students to create a literature about
traditional aspects of Vermont life through
local publication of magazines and creation
of other media
promote a public awareness of the value of the
cultural heritage of the state
3 .
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The objectives of the intensive summer workshop were to:
1. allow each teacher participant to go through the
process of completing an individual and/or
group Foxfire project
produce a publication by the end of the workshop
that documented the workshop experience (this
objective was added during the planning period)
3. develop an awareness of the problems of rapid
social change within the state and the need
for cultural preservation and explore potential
educational solutions
4. increase participants ' awareness of local
communities as learning resources
5. develop participants' abilities to apply what was
learned in the workshop to their schools and
communities
6. develop a statewide support system for partici-
pants that would continue throughout the
school year
The program design was developed on the supposition
that teachers would view themselves as learners as well as
educators and would view the entire program as an opportunity
for professional and personal growth. One of the mas t
critical assumptions made by the planners was that the
participants, as learners in the summer workshop, would need
to go through the Foxfire process themselves.
Since Foxfire is a program which usually takes place in
traditional educational settings, while emphasizing learning
outside of the classroom, the planners felt a need to create
a program design that addressed these two often conflicting
conditions. At the same time, clearly defined skills were
recjuired for the application of Foxfire. These fundamental
skills w©ir© to b© th© basic cont©r)t of tb© siitTim©ir workshop
and school-year follow-up. Wigginton's four levels of th©
Foxfire process (described in Chapter II, Section Two)
require the mastery of these skills as a prerequisite to
reaching the more affective levels of the process.
The planners placed a high value on creating an en-
vironment that woiiLd, as closely as possible, simulate the
learning process and milieu that the teachers would en-
counter in their own schools and communities. The workshop
had to stimulate creativity and self-motivation in order
to deepen the teachers ' understanding of the Foxfire
learning process. The planners also felt a need to view
the workshop as a cooperative effort which reflected the
collective aspects of Foxfire. Finally, when the workshop
goal of producing a publication was added, it was considered
important to build into the design an element of mutual
support by p>articipants.
The workshop was perceived as an experience complete
in itself, but it was also designed as preparation for
application during the school year. In relation to this
emphasis on local application, educational research on
innovation within Vermont and its implications for the
Foxfire program needed to be examined.
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Educational conditions in Vermont . The development of the
Foxfire-Vermont program design grew from a survey of
educational conditions in the state conducted by the program
planners. The survey focused on curriculum change and. more
specifically, the teacher's role in this change. While there
was little data available to the planners on inservice
teacher education in Vermont, what did exist proved invaluable
and provided useful guidelines for the program's design.
Some of the material was of an informal nature, outside the
framework of formal research. The informal material included:
1. interviews with individuals involved in
teacher education and/or community studies
2. program descriptions and curriculum materials
from teacher education programs
3. reviews of related programs done by educational
institutions and other organizations such as the
state historical society
This material, while less traditional, did not conflict with
the findings of more formal research on inseirvice teacher
education in Vermont.
The most useful data was found in the Federal Programs
Division of the Vermont State Department of Education.
Through Title III, a number of programs had been initiated
to encourage educational innovation on a local level through
out the state. The "Mini-Grant" program, as it was called,
offered the greatest help in the design of Foxfire-Vermont.
Mini-grants were available to individuals or groups of
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teachers or community people who wished to initiate a new
educational program in their school and/or community. Sums
of money up to $1,500 were made available to applicants who
could demonstrate a community problem and propose an
educational solution. Hundreds of mini^grants were funded
between 1969 and 1974,
Several mini-grant projects had given students a chance
to work as apprentices to local merchants, craftsmen, and
service people. Others had encouraged exploration of the
home community through writing and/or photography projects.
A few had attempted historical reconstruction by the reading
of old town records, visiting historic spots, and talking
with old-timers.
The mini-grant program was based on the assumption that
educational change must be initiated and carried out at the
local level by people who have an intimate knowledge of the
community. This assumption seemed relevant to Foxfire-Vermont
in view of the rural nature of the state and its strong empha-
sis on local control. Further, Vermont had limited financial
resources for staff development or specialized teachers. Of
the fifty-five school districts in the state, for example,
only two had full-time curriculum supervisors. This sug-
gested that the responsibility for trying a new curriculum
might logically and necessarily be considered part of the
teacher's domain, a consideration critical to the success
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of the implementation of Poxfire-Vermont.
The mini-grant program provided examples of teachers
assuming roles of educational leadership in cooperation
the community. Although most of the mini—grant pro-
jects examined were not in the specific area of Foxfire,
they nonetheless demonstrated that classroom teachers could
actively participate in the process of curriculum change
based on local conditions. At the same time, through this
and related programs, a core of classroom teachers around the
state had been trained to develop and implement inservice
programs for other teachers.
It seemed clear that the design of the Poxfire-Vermont
program had to acknowledge these developments and incorporate
them into the design. An emphasis on the teacher as educa-
tional leader seemed appropriate, given the limited financial
resources within the state and the lack of curriculum
materials available for rural education. It also seemed
appropriate, in a program which was seeking to encourage
interaction within the community, that an appreciation both
of unusual skills and the value of learning from one another
to nurture those qualities in the teachers was important as
well
,
Another source for the project design was a study
entitled. Title III Kaleidoscope; A Study of Educational
Change in Vermont , In this study, Julia Blake drew a
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series of conclusions based on research to determine the
elements which played a critical role in the success of
Title III projects. The study was undertaken to provide
advice to others involved in educational innovation in the
state. The conclusions that were of particular interest
to the planners of the Foxfire—Vermont program were that:
1. the teacher's personal qualities, particularly
human relations skills, are the most critical
factors affecting a project's success
2. it is critically important to involve staff in
the planning phase of a project prior to imple-
mentation
3. it is very helpful if the project director is
a native or established resident in the
community rather than an outsider
4. the number of staff is usually not a critical
factor
5. support from the principal is a very critical
factor
6. support of the general community is only slightly
less important than support of the educational
community and is best won by supportive parents
7. the level of funding rarely is the critical
factor in a project's success or failure
8. materials, equipment, and facilities are not
usually the critical factors affecting a
program's fate^
These findings were based on data collected from feder-
ally funded Title III projects in Vermont. Most of the
projects studied included more local staff and larger amounts
of money than the Foxfire project would involve, but the
conclusions, nonetheless, seemed applicable to the program's
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design.
The strong emphasis on human relations skills as an
element crucial to the project's success seemed particularly
relevant to Foxfire, as did the recommendation that the
director be a native or established resident. This rein-
forced the planners ' belief that teachers familiar with the
local community could best initiate a Foxfire-style project.
Blake's report documented the frustration many educational
innovators encountered in Vermont communities. In some
cases, individual projects were doomed to failure because
the community and school did not understand the goals of the
project; in others, the content of the project was either
incompatible with or irrelevant to rural life.
Underlying much of this frustration, however, was the
innovators' ignorance of the community's social and politi-
cal life. Many innovators assumed that their programs could
exist in isolation from any specific social context. Bryan's
system axiom, described in Chapter I, illustrated this
attitude and placed the innovator, often an outsider, in a
role of authority in relation to the school and community.
In contrast, being a "force for change rather than a forcer
of change" or "serving rather than saving" were descriptions
of leadership attitudes offered by directors of successful
federal projects in Vermont. Thus, the teachers selected to
introduce the Foxfire concept to their schools and commu-
nities had to be individuals committed to non-formal and
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non-authoritarian educational approaches, while at the same
time being capable of operating effectively in their
communities.
The ability of teachers to play many roles in the
community was, therefore, one way of determining their
suitability for the Foxfire-Vermont program. Formal and
informal involvement in the complex fabric of the community
became an important consideration in the selection of partici-
pating teachers. Teachers who had been in their schools for
at least two years seemed more likely to have had the chance
to become involved in community activities than those who
were still becoming acclimated to a new school setting.
In accordance with the Blake study, the Foxfire planners
agreed that large quantities of money were not a necessary
prerequisite for a project's success and that, inversely,
too much outside money might create a situation in which a
community felt overwhelmed or resentful. It was assumed
that the modest sums of money needed for the operation of a
Foxfire-style project could feasibly come from within the
school and community.
Since Blake also concluded that a project's chances for
success increased if it had clearly defined objectives,
addressed a generally acknowledged problem, and emphasized
basic skills, these key elements were built into the design
of Foxfire-Vermont, even though they represented a somewhat
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unorthodox approach to education. Foxfire directly challenged
the assumption that real learning can take place only in the
classroom. In a rural state like Vermont, where basic
educational needs had only recently been met in terms of
facilities and staff, it seemed to be no easy task to con—
vince communities that young people can learn from non-
educators outside of the school setting. Blake's findings
provided an important base for the program's design because
the nature of Foxfire easily lends itself to satisfying her
criteria, even though "education" takes place outside of
the classroom.
A Peace Corps training model . The scarcity of suitable train-
ing models for the program within the field of inservice
education necessitated a search outside of the field for an
appropriate theoretical model. The experience of the School
for International Training as a sponsoring institution for
the training of Peace Corps volunteers provided a useful
starting point, underscored by the fact that the project
director himself had worked on a number of Peace Corps projects.
The school had, since 1962, trained more Peace Corps groups
than any other institution in the U.S., with the exception
of the University of Hawaii. It had developed an experientially-
based approach to the training that emphasized the cross-
cultural preparation of volunteers on an affective as well as
cognitive level. It was also acknowledged that the volunteers
needed to develop job—related skills for the roles they would
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assume overseas. Though Peace Corps training programs pre-
sented a different set of operating principles from the
Foxfire-Vermont program, the parallels seemed worthy of
examination by the planners.
Another resource for the training model appeared in the
literature. Roger Harrison and Richard HDpkins, in their
article entitled "The Design of Cross-Cultural Training:
An Alternative to the University Model," offered a training
design that seemed appropriate as a guideline for the
4Foxfire program. The article responded to the need to
develop training designs for the Peace Corps that would
prepare volunteers more realistically for work overseas:
it also had clear implications for inservice teacher training.
Harrison and Hopkins rejected the notion that the traditional
university classroom model was the best way to prepare volun-
teers to function effectively in a new culture. This assump-
tion, because it echoed Wigginton's ideas about learning,
seemed particularly significant for the training design of
the Foxfire-Vermont program.
The cross-cultural dimension of the Harrison and Hopkins
design could be applied to the intergenerational and inter-
cultural aspects of the Foxfire concept. By defining culture
in temporal as well as spatial terms , Vermont communities
could be divided into sub-cultures delineated by social,
economic, and age differences. Older people could be
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perceived as representatives of another culture in light of
their experiences in another era.^
The intent of the Foxfire planners was to design a
program that recognized the sharp class and economic dif-
ferences within Vermont communities and to offer ways of
dealing positively with those differences. To do this,
participants needed to see Vermont as a complex social
entity and needed to learn how to interact with a broad
cross-section of people. As Blake's study showed, human
halations skills are essential to the success of any innova-
tive educational program in Vermont. Foxfire, as a commu-
nity-centered approach, reinforced the assumption that
teachers could not be effective without the skills and aware-
ness to interact positively with the community.
Harrison and Hopkins defined interpersonal effective-
ness as "establishing and maintaining trust and communication,
motivating and influencing, consulting and advising—all that
complex of activities designed to inculcate change. In
Foxfire, the learning process could be viewed in these terms.
The teacher had to be able to establish trust and communica-
tion with his or her students and community and motivate and
guide the students in the activities that represented a
different approach to learning. The ability to be sensitive
to the needs and expectations of schools, community, and
students could be viewed as a cross-cultural skill if it
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were assumed that each group represented a differing set
of values and assumptions.
Harrison and Hopkins proposed a series of design
principles for experientially based training programs using
what they called "notable elements of successful experience-
based training. " Meta goals of the traditional college and
university classrooms and appropriate meta goals for cross-
cultural training were contrasted by the authors.^ Many
elements of the learning process described in the Harrison
and Hopkins model were incorporated into the Foxfire-Vermont
training design.®
The experiential training concepts offered by Harrison
and Hopkins provided a basic framework, while Wigginton's
four levels of the Foxfire process offered more specific
training guidelines. The teachers, as learners, might begin
by gaining skills and confidence, but the final goal, level
four, independence, would be achieved when they could function
independently as leaders and recorders in their communities
and with their students. Common to both sources was the
emphasis on process, with the learner taking as much respon-
sibility as possible for his or her own learning.
Harrison and Hopkins, however, almost totally rejected
content as a legitimate part of preparing trainees for over-
seas service. In contrast. Foxfire emphasized both a process
and content for learning: cultural journalism and oral
history. Unlike Peace Corps trainees , the participating
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teachers were already aware of the environment in which they
would implement what they learned in the training program.
Despite the differences between Foxfire and the Peace
Corps training needs, the planners found the Harrison and
Hopkins model to be extremely valuable as a broad philosophi-
cal base. The most significant contribution was the view
that the learner be considered in a holistic way, taking into
account his or her emotional and intellectual responses as
well as the project approach as a vehicle for skill
development
.
The task of creating a program design to train Vermont
teachers in the Foxfire approach based on regional and local
realities called for identification and analysis of models
and training programs pertinent to the goals of the program.
At the same time, Wigginton's down-to-earth perspectives on
the demands placed upon Foxfire teachers suggested the qualities
the program would need to seek in prospective participants:
Foxfire places demands on a teacher (and adminis-
trator) that would be intolerable to many of his
peers. For one thing, it demands that you be ready
for the unpredictable, for each kid's experiences
out there are going to differ, as will their re-
sponses to them. It demands that you be prepared
to take kids on interviews after school hours if
they cannot go by themselves. It demands that you
scour the community, sometimes alone, for experi-
ences you would like your kids to have. It demands
a tremendous expenditure of energy and imagination
and ingenuity.
9
In summary, the design background of the program drew
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upon the research on innovative educational programs in
Vermont, with a focus on the role of the teacher and com-
munity, an experiential training model, and the characteris'
tics of the Foxfire learning concept. The concepts drawn
from these sources combine to create a set of operating
assumptions which were incorporated into the program's
goals. These assumptions can be summarized in the follow-
ing way:
Overall Program Assumptions
1. with training and support the rural
teacher is capable of initiating and
carrying out local curriculum change and
can accept the primary responsibility
2. teacher participants must be familiar with
the local community and confident that
they can effectively work with non-
traditional approaches in traditional
settings
3. money and materials are not important
factors in this process
4. human relations skills in the local school
and community context are critical to
successful implementation of the Foxfire
concept
5. administrative and community support are
very important to local adaptation
Learning and Training Assumptions
1. the training model should be experientially
based, combining affective and cognitive
skill development as in Foxfire
the training model should as closely as
possible simulate the Foxfire learning pro-
cess as it will be adapted in local communi-
ties
2 .
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3. the learner should take primary responsi-
for his or her own learning
4. the learner should go through the process
aware of how he or she will adapt it in
the local setting
5» the staff must aid in conceptualizing the
and model a facilitating inter™
active role
6. a manageable degree of tension between
structure and non-structure, process and
product, can be a positive contribution
bo the quality of the learning process
These assumptions were developed early in the program and were
based more upon the requirements of the original proposal
and the project directors' own experience than on a systema-
tic search for design principles. As shall be seen in the
narrative, and later examined in the analysis, these assump-
tions were not always articulated: nonetheless, they affected
the actions of those involved.
A narrative account of the planning process of the 1974
Foxfire-Vermont program, including the selection of staff and
participants, the setting, the structure, and the scheduling
of the summer workshop and school- year implementation, follows.
The planning process reflects the practical application of the
conceptual data presented in Section One and described in the
proposal. The proposal stressed an experiential approach,
particularly for the summer workshop, and the need for
participants to be "flexible and open" to new ways of learning.
It became apparent that the planners also needed to be "flexible
and open, " so that the workshop could reflect the best of
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their cooperative thinking.
Staffing and, participant selection
. The authors of the pro-
posal for the 1974 Foxfire-Vermont program, the project
director and the assistant director, took responsibility
for planning and implementing the program. Part of this
responsibility was to identify and select the other staff
members. When the project was approved for funding in June
of 1974, they began the work of defining their roles more
clearly and searching for the remaining staff, as well as
consultants.
The two core staff, although experienced in cross-
cultural training and nonformal education, were new to the
task of developing a statewide inservice teacher education
program based on the Foxfire concept. The director was a
staff member in cross-cultural studies at the School for
International Training with experience in Peace Corps training,
and he had been responsible for organizing media workshops
with teachers in Vermont. He hoped that the Foxfire concept
would fill the need for content that he believed was lacking
in workshops concentrating on photography, videotaping, and
the like. He also felt the importance of having teachers
involved in the development and planning of curriculum
activities.
The core staff began early to identify individuals and
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institutions involved in folklore/oral history activities in
the state. Contact was made with the University of Vermont,
the Vermont Historical Society, and other organizations.
Although these contacts were useful in identifying potential
resources for the project, including existing oral history
collections and related materials, they offered few insights
into Foxfire-style projects in local schools. Institutions
of higher learning were concerned with the professional
collection of folklore and represented a traditional approach
to learning, valuing the product of the discipline of oral
history but ignoring the potential educational benefits of
the process.
It became clear early in the planning that it would be
necessary to seek out teachers experienced with the Foxfire
concept at the local level, individuals who had worked with
students in the context of their own schools and communities.
More traditional practitioners of oral history might be used
as consultants , but the experiential nature of the program
required staff who could provide guidance and leadership to
participants based on first-hand experience with Foxfire
—
or a similar approach—as well as with inservice teacher
education.
In addition to the two project directors, two positions
were identified as necessary to rounding out the staffing
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pattern. They were:
Teacher Advisor
—
—to coordinate the educational
aspects of cultural journalism/
Foxfire and to provide leader-
ship for the development of the
necessary skills
Technical Advisor—to teach the requisite skills
for the production of a maga-
zine by workshop participants
The criteria for their selection included:
1. experience in cultural journalism or related
educational approaches
2. familiarity with experiential learning
approaches as they related to inservice
teacher education
3. strong interpersonal skills for working with
other staff and participants in an intensive
learning situation
4. familiarity and experience in working in
community-oriented education in Vermont
Staff position #1: teacher advisor . Through the
Vermont State Department of Education a teacher was identi-
fied who had initiated a Foxfire-style project at the middle
school in MDntpelier, Vermont. As language arts teacher
there for five years, she had just completed her first year
as the teacher/advisor to Tree Tap , a magazine published by
her middle school students with articles on such subjects as
cheese making, wooden pipes, and a local bell collector. The
^j^]^0ctors spoke to her in April and asked for suggestions on
what should be included in a Foxfire workshop.
She outlined the important areas to be covered for
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those initiating a Foxfire project. They included the need
for advice on technical matters, including the type of equip-
ment to purchase and the basics of photography, and advice
on cataloging and transcribing. She also referred to the
mechanics of magazine production as an area to be included.
On the affective level of Foxfire, she noted that "any
^ihtle human relations tips, which seem to hold true in most
situations and if ignored tend to cause problems
, would have
been helpful." As a classroom teacher she felt the need to
evaluate student performance: "If you're in a system which
requires grades, different ways of establishing criteria
which are meaningful to the student are very helpful."
Finally, she suggested that "it would be very helpful to
establish an oral history hotline, clearinghouse, etc.,
for Vermont, so that each group involved could benefit from
others' experiences."
As the first written communication from a Vermont teacher
working in the field, this contact provided the planners with
some concrete information on concerns a practicing teacher
might have in initiating and running a Foxfire-style project.
It suggested that these concerns needed to be addressed in
the final program design and that it was important to have
as a staff member someone like this teacher who had been
through it herself. She was subsequently hired as the
teacher.
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Staff TDOsition #2; technical advisor . The position of
technical advisor required a person who could fulfill the
established criteria and at the same time provide the im-
portant technical instruction on magazine production in the
summer workshop. A graphics designer with a degree in educa-
tion and a broad background in inservice education was chosen
for this position in the early spring of 1974. He had worked
in federally funded inservice programs in both northern and
southern Vermont over a period of five years and had
specialized in the development of curriculum materials based
on locally available sources. Much of his work had been done
through Action Centers, which were State Title III inservice
programs in St. Johnsbury and Woodstock, Vermont. Although he
had had no previous experience with oral history per se, his
expertise with graphic design and his work with teachers was
impressive and strong enough to compensate for this deficiency.
During the summer of 1972, he had served as a staff member
in an intensive three-week summer workshop for inservice
elementary teachers. The workshop was based on an experiential
learning model and dealt with open-classroom teaching tech-
niques. From this experience he observed that, "the workshop
had no beginning, middle, or end. It lacked a focus and the
process became an unsatisfying end in itself." He suggested
that it was desirable for any learning experience to have a
clear structure and concrete goals for learners to work
toward.
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In discussing how the Foxfire summer workshop should be
structured, he proposed that the production of a magazine by
participants become an integral part of the learning experience.
While the idea seemed appealing, the planners were doubtful
about whether it was indeed realistic in view of the limited
duration of the workshop. Further, his proposal that the
publication be in the participants ' hands before they departed
at the end of the two weeks seemed even more unrealistic.
However, the planners encouraged him to check out the logistics
of his proposal by talking with local printers and formulat-
ing a plan of action. The planners also felt that the
teacher advisor should be involved in making the critical
decision to publish a magazine.
At the same time, there were other decisions that the
planners felt had to be made given the shortness of time and
the need to publicize the program to Vermont educators in
time to recruit participants. Fortunately, after the pro-
posal was submitted but before it was accepted, a good deal
of work had been done. The planners had identified the two
prospective staff members, developed a description of the
program to be sent to Vermont schools, identified and
gathered resources and materials on oral history inside and
outside of Vermont, identified potential consultants for the
program, and sought guidance from IDEAS, Inc, the Washington.
D.C. -based educational organization which provided
the
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stewardship for spreading the Foxfire concept,
Concurrent with the selection of staff, the planners
developed a set of guidelines for recruiting 10 to 15
Vernont teachers. These included geographic diversity within
the state, as well as drawing from communities of differing
size, economies, and social structure. In addition, teachers
from a broad range of grade levels, from upper elementary
through high school, were sought. Although nationally
Foxfire had been practiced primarily on a secondary level,
it seemed possible to adapt it to middle and elementary school
settings. Further, the planners did not want to eliminate
teachers from participation solely on the basis of grade
level or subjects taught. The interdisciplinary nature of
Foxfire lent itself to a variety of adaptations and academic
disciplines, so to create rigid criteria for teacher selec-
tion seemed inappropriate.
Evaluating the background and experience of participants
required more flexible criteria. The key element was work
in the community. The planners felt that there must be some
correlation between community work undertaken voluntarily
and the motivation to begin and sustain a Foxfire project in
the school. It also seemed important given the perceived
need for participants to be familiar with the social setting
of the school and the community at large.
Secondly, it was considered ideal if the participants
were native to their communities. However, since this was
considered to be unlikely, the planners agreed to look for
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teachers who had been in residence for at least two years.
(In actuality, several participants were later selected who
had not been with a school for two years, but who nonethe-
less seemed highly suitable. ) Experience in nonformal
education, such as experimental projects within the school
or out-of-school youth programs, was also considered valuable.
Underlying all the aforementioned criteria was the hope
that participants would feel a commitment to a Foxfire-
style project in their own schools. The summer workshop
was a training program for school-year application, and
participants would be expected to take part in all facets
of the program, including the four follow-up sessions during
the year.
Because of the limited economic resources of most teach-
ers and their need to accrue recertification credit, the
question of financial support and academic credit for partici-
pants was approached as an important facet of recruitment.
On the one hand, the planners felt that it was reasonable
for teachers to receive academic credit for the program:
but on the other hand, credit was not to be the primary
motivation. To help insure local support of the project,
the teachers and their communities were to be required to
pay at least part of the training cost. Therefore, it was
decided that participants should be required to pay a twenty^
five dollars registration fee upon acceptance into the
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program, and academic credit would be available on an optional
basis at additional cost. All other training costs would be
covered by the program budget.
Each applicant was required to submit with his or her
application a letter of support for the project from the
principal or superintendent to insure at least some prior
knowledge of the program on the part of local school officials.
Since the success of the project would depend to a large
degree on local school and community support, it was felt
that the application process should directly involve those
officials. More importantly, the process of requesting the
letter and possibly compensation for the registration fee
was seen as a vehicle for helping the teacher clarify his or
her purpose in a local context. It placed the teacher in the
position of having to articulate the goals and rationale
of the program to their administrators. In summary, the
planners were looking for highly motivated teachers who could
demonstrate an understanding of the Foxfire objectives,
provide evidence of sufficient local support to implement
a project in the school, and show strong rootedness in
Vermont communities.
When funding for Foxfire-Vermont was assured in early
June 1974, the planners set about the task of formalizing
the application procedure and publicizing the program. A
brochure explaining Foxfire-Vermont was sent in mid-June to
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©a.ch school district in th@ stats# Pirsss rslsasss sxplaining
the program were placed in newspapers around the state along
with paid advertisements in selected newspapers. At the
same time teachers who had previously been involved in
community-oriented education were identified through the
Vermont State Department of Education and contacted directly.
The initial brochure defined the Foxfire concept and
described the Foxfire-Vermont program as a year-long commit-
ment on the part of participants. It stated under the
section on eligibility: *'We are seeking highly motivated
individuals who are willing to take on the added responsibility
of developing such a program in their schools." The intention
was to create a kind of self-selection process that would
place the responsibility on the individual for determining his
or her suitability for the program.
The formal application process was designed as a continua-
tion of this self-selection approach. The application form
was divided into three sections:
1. basic biographical data, including information
on the number of years at their current schools
2. information about their background and experience
with non—traditional approaches in the classroom
as well as experience in folklore, crafts,
local history, anthropology, or related fields,
along with a statement on how the Foxfire con-
cept would be effective and what would be
accomplished through its use
references from three educators and a letter from
the principal or superintendent endorsing their
efforts to initiate a Foxfire-style project in
their school
3.
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The form also asked applicants to indicate when they would
be available for an interview. The interview was seen as
an opportunity for the planners to explain the program in
greater detail and offer applicants an opportunity to
learn more about the program and its various components.
More than twenty-five inquiries were received from late
June through July 1974, resulting in thirteen formal applica-
tions. The number of applications, while modest, seemed well
thought out and generally reflected the qualities and high
motivation the planners were seeking. At the same time,
the applicants represented a fairly broad geographical
distribution and a variety of schools and communities.
The ages of the twelve teachers finally enrolled ranged
from 24 to 56 with the average in their early thirties.
(Of the four staff members, the assistant director was in
her mid-twenties: the others were roughly ten years older.)
None of the teachers was a native of the community in which
he or she was teaching, and only three were native to
Vermont. Their backgrounds revealed a rather broad range
of experience: a former minister, a former general store
proprietor in a small Vermont town, two former Peace Corps
volunteers, the owner of a small plastics manufacturing
company, and a woman who had done extensive field work in
cultural anthropology in Ireland. Some saw Foxfire as a
way to meet the need for cultural preservation and to en-
courage respect for older people and the old ways.
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Although the information sent to the teachers with the
application forms clearly described magazine production tech-
niques and skills as the focus of the program, few applica-
tions discussed this aspect. Not one applicant directly
described the product of the project they would undertake
with their students. The applications revealed a greater em-
phasis on teaching philosophy, experience, and need for a
Fbxfire approach than on specific strategies for implementa-
tion. Since the teachers showed a high degree of confidence
and understanding of the Foxfire project, the planners
assumed that the workshop would build upon this motivation
and that the process orientation of the participants would be
balanced with the product aspect of a Foxfire-style magazine.
In short, the teachers at this point seemed unaware of
the importance of the technical requirements of the process
and the demands it would place upon them as learners, but
they were eager to improve their ability to work with the
Foxfire approach. On the other hand, the application did not
ask for a specific implementation plan, but instead solicited
ideas on what would be accomplished through the use of a Fox-
fire approach. Motivation was considered a primary criterion
and the planners did not want to discourage potential partici-
pants by emphasizing technical program aspects. Experience in
other inservice programs suggested that teachers are sometimes
wary of learning opportunities that seem overly technical.
B
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F\irtherniDre, given the limited resources of Vermont communi-
ties the planners did not wish to create the false impression
that Rjxfire projects require substantial funding or
sophisticated equipment.
Another indication of a high level of motivation was
that only four of the twelve participants elected to taike
the program for academic credit. Clearly, the teachers'
motivation went beyond the usual reasons for participating
in inservice programs. The recruitment process, by going
directly to teachers, sought to insure a commitment on the
part of the person who would actually carry out the project.
The alternative approach, of asking school administrators to
select teachers, might have had advantages in school support,
but it also could have conveyed administrative pressure. The
responsibility for the Foxfire project would be largely up
to the teachers , and from the beginning it was thought that
they should also be responsible for developing the essential
understanding and support it would require.
Because Foxfire was a relatively unknown idea, and because
recruiting began so late in the year, the program fell three
short of its goal of fifteen teachers. It was also necessary
to relax admission criteria by accepting two teachers who were
entering the first year in their schools. Both, however,
presented strong applications , and the planners felt a mini-
mum of twelve was necessary in the workshop to give a balance
of interests and backgrounds and to encourage productive
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interaction. The self
-selection concept proved its worth;
the twelve who actually applied were regarded as excellent
candidates.
In mid-May, the planners began designing what they
perceived as an experiential learning environment for the
summer workshop that would be compatible with the goals of
the program. First a site had to be selected that would
provide the necessary living and working spaces and also
be convenient to field work possibilities. The site itself
had to be free from distractions; in the planners' minds
that ruled out a traditional college campus. Nothing
should be allowed to come between the participants and the
surrounding communities that they would be working in. Since
both staff and participants were required to live full time
on the site, its selection was especially important.
In early June, the Putney, Vermont, campus of the
Experiment in International Living was selected. Nestled in
the hills of this small town, the site offered both relative
seclusion and accessibility to the surrounding area. While
one of the site's three buildings, a guest house, would be
in use during the workshop by non-workshop people, it was
physically renoved from the two buildings that would house
the summer program. One of the buildings, a steel-strand,
auditorium-like structure with a large central room which
would serve as a dining and meeting area, contained a
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kitchen where staff and participants could share cooking
responsibilities. On either side of the large common area
were modest, rather spartan rooms for staff and partici-
pants to live in during the workshop. An empty building
across the way provided work spaces.
A residency requirement was considered crucial to the
workshop's success both to give sufficient time for skill
development as well as to develop a sense of caring and
respect that would serve as support during the follow-up.
Even individuals who lived within commuting distance were
asked to live at the site. The cooperative living situa-
tion, with staff and participants sharing in the preparation
of food and cleaning, had several objectives: first, it would,
from the very beginning, place everyone in the position of
working together in groups at a task that was real and
non-threatening: second, it would allow meals to be more
flexible both in times and menu and would give the group
responsibility for joint decision making. Although the
temptation to contract with a food service was appealing,
the planners decided it would be more valuable to make use
of this experience.
In a sense the planners were trying to create a relatively
self-sufficient living/leaming community similar in some
ways to the more self-sufficient communities of the past that
Foxfire students would study. They also hoped that the
experience of planning and working cooperatively would
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provide guidelines—and cautions—for the teachers when they
assunied responsibility for leading their students on group
projects.
The planners next looked out into the surrounding com—
munities of southeastern Vermont to identify contacts who
might be willing to be interviewed by workshop participants
or serve as resources. The assistant director took on this
task and began compiling an annotated list of potential
contacts based on recommendations from local history buffs
Icnown to the program, as well as the local office of the
Council on Aging. She visited a senior citizen group in the
local town to explain Foxfire-Vermont. The seniors were
enthusiastic in their support and offered fifteen more names
of potential contacts for the project, bringing the list to
about forty.
It was assumed by the planners that although the parti-
cipants would probably develop their own contacts through
some of the early community exploration exercises, it woiiLd
still be useful to have a list on hand. Also, the process
of compiling it helped to familiarize the community with the
program's existence and purpose. An article explaining the
program was placed in the local newspaper.
Through IDEAS, Inc., the planners obtained copies of
Poxfire“St yle publications from all over the U.S. and abroad
to begin a resource center for the workshop. Copies of
Exchange , the newsletter published by IDEAS on the practical
of cultural journalism, were ordered along with theaspects
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film "Foxfire." Resources from the Vermont Historical Society
on the state's history were ordered, as were films on the
subject. At the same time, the teacher advisor was accumulat-
ing materials for the resource center she felt might be use-
ful to the teachers, including a bibliography on oral history
and its educational applications.
Since the program could not directly fund local projects
developed out of the workshop, information was gathered on
grants available to teachers within the state from the
Vermont State Department of Education, the Vermont Historical
Society, and other sources. Because of her previous contacts
with both of these organizations, the teacher advisor sought
out this information and also invited two staff members from
the Vermont Historical Society whom she had worked with to
make presentations at the summer workshop on their work in
oral history. The teacher advisor also lined up four of her
students to act as consultants to the workshop. It seemed
consistent with the Foxfire concept to draw upon the experience
of all knowledgeable people, whether young or old.
In early June, the four staff members assembled for the
first planning meeting. Up until that time each staff member
had worked independently in his or her designated area of
responsibility. The planners had made and implemented a
number of decisions pertaining to the goals, structure, and
setting of the summer workshop and follow-up as described in
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the preceding section. A cornmitment to creating an experien-
tial training approach underlay these efforts, and it was
assumed that these planning steps would form the basis for
the creation of an overall and day-to-day schedule for the
summer workshop.
The meeting was viewed by the planners as an opportunity
to begin pulling together the diverse elements of the pro-
gram into a more coherent order, by defining in operational
terms the roles and responsibilities of staff and their
relationship to the program. The agenda for the meeting was
left fairly open-ended. It was hoped that the staff would
identify areas that they felt needed discussion and in this
way move toward the specifics of the program. One goal of
the meeting was to begin the crucial participation of staff
in the program design, particularly the summer workshop,
and to develop comfortable working relationships. An assump-
tion behind the planning process was that each staff member
woiHd draw upon his or her experiences and expertise and take
the responsibility for defining his or her own role.
The particular experiences and concerns of the two new
staff members had already begun to have an effect upon the
shape of the program. Out of the technical advisor's con-
cern for focus, the idea for a magazine was formed: and out
of the teacher advisor's experience with Tree Tap , the
specific skills for cultural journalism were identified.
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Had these two staff members come with different experiences,
the shape of the program might well have been different.
The project director began the meeting by outlining the
goals and objectives of the overall program and the summer
workshop. He then gave an overview of what had already been
planned for the workshop, including setting, learning philo-
sophy, living situation, recruitment procedures, and program
expectations of the participants. The rationale of each
program component was explained; the advisors asked questions
to clarify certain points. The advisors were then asked to
describe their experiences as they felt they related to the
workshop.
On the one hand, the technical advisor thought the staff
should estciblish the task of producing a magazine and allow
the teachers to define how it would be accomplished. The
teacher advisor, on the other hand, felt that structure
was needed to insure the developiment of skills crucial to
Foxfire. These skills would be learned by doing, she agreed,
but they must be consciously built into the workshop schedule.
She was not opposed to the production of a magazine in the
workshop, and in fact supported it as a valuable learning
vehicle. Her reservations were somewhat allayed by the
technical advisor's confidence that it could be done.
The issue of process versus product had thus emerged:
it became the main point of discussion among staff for the rest
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of fh© mssting ©nd th© ov©3raH pl©r)Tiir)Q proc©ss» Although
th©r© was agr©©m©nt that an ©xp©ri©ntial l©aming approach
was d©sirabl© for th© workshop, its d©finition in operational
terms needed clarification. The group agreed that the issue
of structure versus nonstructure could not be fully re-
solved without actually beginning the process of building a
schedule for the workshop based on the skill areas required.
As a result, the director asked the teacher advisor to create
a specific schedule for the two-week workshop.
The teacher advisor and the IDEAS consultant met in mid-
July to work on scheduling. They came up with a series of
proposed activities in the areas of resource identification,
interviewing techniques, tape transcription and cataloging,
and archiving of data. The schedule that they sent to
Brattleboro was very detailed and virtually filled each day
of the workshop. The planners felt that the schedule was
too structured and reflected the consultant's experience with
the Rabun Gap training approach, which was designed primar-
ily for high school students. At the same time, however,
the schedule was seen as a useful set of guidelines for
activities and objectives that could be incorporated into
the workshop in other ways. It also provided a clearer
picture of the roles the advisor and consultant would assume.
The issue of how much structure was desirable continued
to surface and needed resolution by the staff. The planners
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assumed that it would be worked out in the final planning
phase of the workshop since it seemed more of an operational
than a philosophical question. While the advisor and consul-
tant were drawing up schedules, the staff in Brattleboro
hhemselves with the final selection of participants
and the preparation of informational material on the work-
shop to be sent out in early August. The final information
sheet sent to participants summarized the general approach
of the workshop, told them what to bring, and offered informa-
tion on staff and consultants.^^ The purpose of the informatbn
sheet was to set a tone for the workshop that would emphasize
the experiential and individualized nature of the endeavor and
encourage the teachers to begin focusing on their own roles
within its context.
Final workshop organization. The first two weeks of August
represented the final planning phase, when the diverse elements
of the workshop were pulled together in preparation for the
arrival of participants. The full staff was brought together
at the site two days before the workshop. In preparation for
the meeting, the planners spent considerable time arranging
the rooms and adapting them to the needs of the workshop.
Careful attention was given to creating a living and learning
environment that would encourage formal and informal communica-
tion. To encourage staff and participant communication
everyone was housed together.
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While the planners were preparing the workshop site, the
teacher advisor arranged with two professional folklorists
from the Vermont Historical Society to participate as
consultants in the workshop. She chose these two people
because of the help they had given her with Tree Tap .
Also in preparation for the workshop the planners had
asked a staff member from the School for International
Training to lead a community investigation exercise called
the "drop-off. " Used extensively in the past in Peace
Corps training, the drop-off, which placed students alone in
a new community to gather information about its history,
economy, social structure, and related areas, seemed well suited
to the workshop objective of putting participants in contact
with surrounding communities as early as possible.
On August 12, the staff met for their final planning
session before the workshop. Although structure versus non-
structure loomed as a potentially divisive issue among the
staff, those two days of meeting and preparing for the arrival
of participants confirmed the original impression that the
staff's sense of common purpose was stronger than any differences
in learning philosophy.
The meetings were informal and focused on building a
workshop schedule based on what had already been planned and
inserting activities that covered areas not yet addressed.
It was agreed that the planning sessions would run for about
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two hours and then break for two hours to give staff an
opportunity to take action on decisions made in the meetings.
The ideas generated by the discussion could then be acted
upon immediately.
A compromise between the detailed schedule worked out
by the teacher advisor and the IDEAS consultant and the
open-ended approach advocated by the technical advisor was
worked out with surprising ease. The Montpelier planners
could see the value of leaving some of the decisions of time
and activity to the participants, and the Brattleboro staff
realized that a magazine would require specific skill
instruction and the provision for deadlines. Everyone was
agreed on the importance of arranging some definite sessions
in advance with consultants.
With staff roles and responsibilities understood from
earlier meetings, communication and planning became a relatively
easy process, characterized by cooperation and enthusiasm
for the workshop. The schedule was developed through a
process of examining how each activity would meet the goals
of the workshop.
The final schedule in itself presented few problems to
the staff, but the debate then focused on how and when to
present it to the participants. Should the full two-week
schedule be given out at the time of arrival, or should it
be announced on a day-to-day basis so as to encourage the
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teachers to become involved in the planning? The teacher
advisor and the consultant argued that it was important
that the teachers have an overview of the experience, while
the technical advisor felt that it would be a mistake to
impose such a structure.
Again, a compromise was worked out. It was agreed that
the overall schedule would be presented verbally at the intro-
ductory session and that it would be reviewed when necessary.
The daily schedule would be written on a blackboard in the
meeting area each morning. Also, a flexible method of
creating a more extensive calendar by using index cards was
devised so that participants could schedule meetings through
this medium. Sessions planned before the workshop were written
up on these cards and placed on the bulletin board calendar.
The printed schedule then would be for staff purposes
only. The first five days were fully planned with day-time
sessions that dealt with specific skill development areas,
including identification of resource people in the community,
interviewing, photography, and the technical aspect of maga-
zine production. Evening sessions during this time would
include presentations of general interest in the field of
oral history. The remaining nine days of the workshop were
left open for participants to work on the magazine. It was
assumed that an informal schedule would be built during this
time by the participants based on the task at hand.
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The staff was aware of the need to build into the sched-
ule a regular group meeting to discuss day-to-day issues and
problems and to insure on-going communication. A daily morn-
ing meeting following breakfast was scheduled for this pur-
pose. At the same time a vehicle for on-going evaluation and
feedback was suggested in the form of a group journal to be
left in the lounge/meeting area. The group journal would al-
low staff and participants to record their feelings and re-
actions to the workshop on a day-to-day basis, or, as the
spirit moved them, through a non-verbal medium. On the sub-
ject of school-year follow-up the staff decided to consider
that part of the program at the end of the workshop when they
would understand the needs and strengths of the teachers
better.
By noon on the day of arrival the planning was complete
and the staff concentrated their nervous energy on the last-
minute details of arrival. The menu for the first dinner was
planned with the staff as the preparers and clean-up crew.
While the directors set up the resource center, the advisors
got together the cameras, magic markers, and poster board for
the first experience: visual portraits of all workshop people.
The staff eagerly awaited the first arrival late that after-
noon.
In summary, the design and planning of the workshop were
consistent with the assumptions of Foxfire: to respect compe-
tence, foster self-sufficiency, and encourage cooperation
in
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work and planning—to be, in short, an interactive experience,
exemplifying for the participants the way in which an in-
formal educational approach could combine the teaching of
real and specific skills but still allow room for consider-
able responsibility and initiative on the part of the learners.
By the end of the planning period, it was clear that an
adaptive planning approach—one in which some preconditions
existed but which remained open to changes and compromises
—
had helped to produce a better program plan than might have
occurred if everything had been established ahead of time
or if everything had been left to the full staff for decision.
The implementation of the plan in the form of a historical
narrative of the workshop and the school-year implementation
follows
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Section Two; A Narrative Account of the
Training and Implementation Phases
The training phase; the workshop . Day one
. By six o'clock,
the first evening, all of the workshop participants had
arrived and dinner was served by the staff. The portraits
taken of each person were mounted on poster board with basic
personal information, including what each person wished to
be called. Following dinner the group assembled in the
lounge/meeting area for the introductory session. The
participants sat in a circle for an overview of the workshop
presented by the staff. The director summarized the purpose
of the workshop by saying, "We are here to learn about the
Foxfire concept and ways that it can be used in the schools
and communities from which you come. We will do this by going
through the same process your students will go through and
produce a magazine by the end of the workshop.
"
The four staff members and the IDEAS consultant intro-
duced themselves and described their roles and their expecta-
tions. Basically, each person offered himself as a resource
person willing to share both knowledge and skills. However,
the staff tried to communicate from the beginning that the
direction of the workshop ultimately would be up to the
participants.
The participants then introduced themselves, providing
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basic biographical data and telling why they had come to the
workshop. The introductions were somewhat stiff and occasion-
ally broken by nervous laughter, but a common purpose emerged
as each teacher explained why he or she had come.
The assistant director then went over some of the work-
shop mechanics, including how the cooperative cooking and
clean-up arrangements would operate through a master sheet
that would schedule staff and participants in groups of four
or five for each meal. The IDEAS consultant gave a brief
talk on the origins of Foxfire and her work with it in Georgia
and elsewhere. The Foxfire film was shown and a discussion
ensued focusing primarily on the student's role. The teacher
advisor was called upon to describe her work in Vermont with
Tree Tap , and her comments were of a philosophical nature.
She observed that "student responsibility cannot be developed
until the student has developed a sense of his or her own
self worth.
"
Before the close of the meeting the assistant director
reminded the group of the purpose of the daily morning meet-
ing. The director then described the first week of the pro-
gram as more structured than the second week with a series
of skill development workshops and activities. The next day,
she told the participants, would include going out into nearby
communities in small groups to gather information. The
participants were told that the staff had decided to keep a
group log, a book of empty pages that would be open for anyone
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to write in at any time. That first evening, like most
subsequent ones, was a late one with people staying up
into the early morning hours getting to know each other.
Day two. Following breakfast and the first morning
meeting of the workshop, which dealt with clarifying a few
logistical matters, the director gave an overview of the
day's activities, including the drop-off in a nearby town.
Prior to the drop-off, a staff member from the School for
International Training (SIT) addressed the participants on
the historical development of a typical New England town.
The group was involved for about an hour in an anthropo-
logical construction of a typical town.
Although they were courteous and participated actively
in the exercise, the participants seemed more interested
and somewhat anxious to begin the drop-off. Following the
presentation, final instructions and a rationale were given.
Participants were to go out to their assigned communities
and learn as much about that town as possible. It was
suggested that in the process they might meet people whom
they would wish to interview later in more depth for an
article in the magazine. They were asked not to take tape
recorders as it might create a barrier to what they would be
trying to accomplish. Each team, composed of staff as well
as participants, was allowed one camera. Each "town" was
asked to make a report on its findings that evening using
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its slides.
A inernber of the group sent to a town about fifteen miles
north of Putney described her experience this way;
We learned of an old woman who was particularly
laxDwledgeable about the town history. We found
her at home, and after we allayed her initial
suspicion with an explanation of our assignment,
she opened up to us, bringing out books of old
photographs and clippings from musty corners and
hidden drawers. When we returned to Putney, we
found that nearly everyone had experienced equal
success and excitement, in spite of some real
initial fears.
Following dinner the group retired to the viewing room
for reports on the drop-off. Although each group was asked
to limit its presentation to fifteen minutes, some groups
took more than three times as long in their enthusiasm. Be-
cause a representative from the Vermont Historical Society was
scheduled later in the evening, it became necessary to re-
schedule two drop-off presentations to the following morning.
It seemed clear though that the drop-off had fulfilled its
goal of helping the teachers make contact with the community
and develop skills in identifying community resources. It
also helped in identifying prospective subjects for the
magazine and in bringing group members into a working
community.
The historical society spokesman presented samples of
his work in oral history and visual documentation in Vermont.
He discussed the work of others involved in folklore collection
.
His broad perspective on what is wortharound the state
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documenting in the state ranged from the work of a black-
smith to a thirty-mile snowmobile rally in the Northeast
Kingdom of Vermont. He shared his interview technigues and
experiences with the group and at the same time expanded the
definition of historical documentation to include contemporary
events which would become important material in later years.
The presentation thus pirovided a comprehensive overview of
oral history work being done within the state. Despite the
fatigue felt by the group, the talk appeared to be an
appropriate follow-up to the drop-off.
Day three. The morning meeting presented an overview
of the day's activities, which included finishing the drop-
off reports
,
interviewing each other with tape recorders and
talking photographs, and, in the evening, a visit to a local
film study center. The teacher advisor discussed the
rationale of interviewing each other. She suggested that
this approach should be used in classrooms before sending
students into the field. The technical advisor made a brief
presentation on bulk loading direct/positive film.
The magazine was brought up by the technical advisor, who
reminded the group that interview contacts should be made by
the next day in view of the production schedule, which at
this time was still vague and ill-defined. He proposed that
a meeting be held Saturday evening to bring clarity to the
magazine and define a step-by-step approach. The group was re-
minded that an annotated list of possible interview contacts
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in the area was posted on the bulletin board.
After the final presentations on the drop-off the
group broke into groups of three to interview and photo-
graph each other. This first experience of formally inter-
viewing with full equipment brought the following reaction:
I learned that I could ask questions with the
tape recorder running that I never would have
asked normally.
As part of the interviewing exercise, the teacher advisor
presented an overview of interviewing techniques as they
related to working with students, pointing out both the
human and technical aspects of the process. The interview-
ing session seemed to stimulate an awareness of the role
of family and community in peoples' lives as well as a
sense of skill developnent.
One of the themes that was to become an important
undercurrent in the workshop was homesickness: the partici-
pants missed their spouses and children. This feeling was
expressed in different ways, including several notations
in the log book, and was probably underscored by the
workshop developing a focus on family and roots.
Day four. Saturday was planned as a day to make contacts
and begin the interviewing for magazine articles. Individuals
shared what contacts they had already made and in some cases
offered other contacts for people who had not yet found their
"interviewee." It seemed that the group was beginning to
sense the relationship of the magazine to the things they
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were doing and experiencing in the workshop: that is, trans-
lating the skill development activities and affective aspects
into a magazine which would show what they had learned in the
two weeks.
However, although the consensus seemed to be that the
production of a magazine was a logical and desirable outgrowth
of the workshop, one participant recorded his feelings on
the subject in this manner:
I really don't care what you'll do because
I'm going to satisfy my wants and needs.
Magazines aren't my trip but I can learn
from anything.
The structure of the workshop was both loosening up and, be-
cause of the impending demands of the magazine, tightening
up in a way that would require the group to bring definition
to their diverse interests and pursuits.
The field work allowed each participant to define and
act upon his or her interests in an open-ended way. Going
into the community occurred in many ways, each person choosing
his or her own approach. Some returned to their drop-off
towns to follow-up with people they had met already: others
used the provided list of contacts. By Saturday the idea of
writing an articl© was firmly established.
One participant decided to travel to Massachusetts to
interview her parents. She found the experience in her home
town to be especially rewarding. One of the lessons she
learned was that "people's willingness to share depends on
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vour readiness to approach them." she also added;
Students may learn from people, histories,
culture and crafts in their communities, but
ultimately, they will learn about themselves
and through this have a greater understanding
of others.
The process of identifying contacts and carrying on
interviews presented some real challenges as described by
one participant. She reflected in the introduction to her
interviewing experience that she felt like a laborer over-
whelmed by the task of building a brick house. She finally
decided to do it one brick at a time;
My bricks are used now and, as I stand back
and look at my product, a slow seeping feeling
of accomplishment has begun to happen. I've learned
so much from these two interviews—technical
aspects but, nrore importantly, personal knowledge.
I feel deep self-satisfaction that I completed my
set goals, these being to interview strangers and
record my reactions.
My thoughts here center on the idea I must generate
in my students. Don't go for the interview. That's
secondary. Go for the experience, the sharing. Go
to make a friend.
In some ways her experience was typical of the value
placed on treating contacts with respect and sensitivity.
The teacher advisor had emphasized ethics in her introduction
to interviewing. Apparently her remarks made a great im-
pression on the participants. There seemed to be a great
concern and awareness of the ethics of interviewing in a
situation where the interviewers would probably never meet
their contacts again. She also warned them about romanticiz-
ing their contacts by reminding them that they are people
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like the rest of us with strengths and weaknesses."
The Saturday evening session to define the magazine
further was led by the teacher advisor and the technical
advisor. This was the first of three meetings on the sub-
jsct, and it dealt with developing a focus for the
publication. Since most participants were in the midst
of field interviewing, problems related to that immediate
experience were dealt with first. The question of what types
of articles and whether they should be descriptions of the
interviews, full transcriptions, or a combination of the
two styles was discussed at length. Thematic questions
were discussed such as selecting New England seasons as a
common theme.
As the discussion of the magazine's focus developed, it
became apparent the selection represented very different
approaches and themes. It was tacitly agreed that this
diversity should not be viewed as a weakness or compromise
of the process since each person was still finding his or
her own way. Instead, there seemed to be a confidence that
it would somehow all come together at the appropriate time.
Day five. The early morning meeting to discuss the
magazine ended in a decision to postpone the final discussion
of the step-by-step plan until Monday night, thus allowing
additional time to work on interviewing and articles. This
group decision in effect deferred scheduling the production
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of the magazine. The technical advisor, who felt responsible
for the magazine, began to feel anxious about the limited
time available to accomplish this considerable task. Al-
though he did not communicate his feelings to the group, he
did share his anxiety with the director saying he felt as if
he were absorbing the tension of the group. But he was willing
to go along with the schedule since he did not wish to create
unnecessary pressure for the participants.
The experience that the technical advisor deferred to
was the personal and professional learning taking place
around him. The journal entries relating to this dynamic
and personal interaction allowed the participants to share
their feelings. Although the staff was concerned about the
pressures of time for producing the magazine, many log entries
allayed anxieties by reassuring the staff that many of the
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goals of the workshop were indeed being met;
People are flooding with ideas and apparently
feel none of the normal constraints of the
"workshop concept. " We are sharing the total
experience but more than any knowledge we're
growing through the essence of closeness.
Day six. Monday was given over to field work and
writing. The field work generally represented a highly
positive and energizing experience, but the reality of trans-
lating this experience into a finished article presented a
challenge that taxed many participants.^^
The Monday evening meeting to finalize plans for the
magazine marked a turning point in the workshop. Up until
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this time the workshop had focused on the development of
Foxfire skills through both structured and random experiences.
Much of the formal and informal interaction between workshop
members dealt with the personal and professional value of
these experiences and created a strong sense of community.
At the same time the presence of the teacher advisor reminded
the group members that what they were doing could be applied
in their schools and communities. She helped the group
translate and interpret what they were learning for their
classrooms and communities. Much of this was done informally
through late evening discussions and cooperative work
situations in the kitchen. In essence she was a symbol to
the group that it could be done.
Also, by this point in the workshop it was evident that
there existed differing levels of participant commitment and
motivation. The two participants who missed the first maga-
zine planning meeting Saturday evening had by their absence
and later actions indicated that they were not interested in
doing a magazine. Since the structure of the workshop assumed
a certain level of self-motivation, the staff did not attempt
to pressure these teachers to conform to the general high
level of participation. They assumed that like other
participants these two would define for themselves what they
wanted from the experience. On the other hand, the rest
of the group seemed to feel that each person should make a
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contribution to the workshop. The resulting tension, though
present, never became a serious or disruptive issue.
In addition to the teachers who openly expressed their
unwillingness to participate in the magazine there were
also individuals who held differing attitudes toward their
involvement. These became evident after the requirements
for completing a publication were spelled out.
The technical advisor began the Monday evening session
listing on the blackboard the steps necessary to the
magazine's completion. They were:
1. conceptualizing the magazine's essence
2. transcribing articles
3. rough drafts of articles
4. sharing articles with group members
5. finishing articles and showing to contacts
6. deciding on photographs and print negatives
7. design decisions
8. layout
He announced that the articles had to be finished by the
next day. The response was surprise and anxiety. The ten-
sion that the technical advisor had been absorbing was now
being felt by the whole group, and the deadlines he was
announcing conflicted with the group's concept of the
relationship of process to product.
The ensuing discussion focused on who would do what in
the now seemingly more complicated task. One participant
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argued strongly that each person should go through each of
the eight steps to insure that they would be learned.
Others argued the opposite and the open-ended interchange
that had become a familiar fixture of the workshop began.
After about twenty minutes of deliberation that seemed to be
getting nowhere, the technical advisor finally exploded:
"Ood damn it, are we going to do a magazine in this work-
shop or not? If we are, then it is impossible for everyone
to do everything. It just doesn't work that way."
His outburst stunned the group. Here was a staff mem-
ber who had worked patiently with them, and whom they res-
pected and liked. He was now putting his cards on the table,
and the idea of a magazine was suddenly a reality. "Four-and-
one-half days to the printer, " he calmly announced. "Are we
going to do it?" The long silence to his question was at
first difficult to interpret but questions began to be asked
about the steps , and it became clear that after the initial
shock the group was ineeed prepared to take on the task.
Days seven and eight. Completion of articles became the
major task of the two days. The technical advisor offered
a workshop on beginning photography for those who felt they
needed it. One participant who had completed his article
set up a dark room in a storage area in the dormitory and
worked with individuals in developing their photographs.
The site was quieter than usual as people spread out into
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small rooms to work on their writing or got together to
share their work with their friends. Completing the first
part of the magazine task represented an important achieve-
ment.^®
A folklorist from the Vermont Historical Society made
two formal presentations on Tuesday evening and Wednesday
morning that covered the technical aspects of oral history
collecting and archiving. Although she offered some useful
information, her presentations came at a time when the group
was preoccupied with magazine tasks.
Days nine through twelve. Since Monday at 7:30 A.M.
was the deadline for the magazine to be at the printers, the
workshop took on a new intensity. The resulting pressure
manifested itself in a variety of ways: the cooperative
cooking arrangement began to break down as the participants
found it harder and harder to meet their meal preparation
and clean-up assignments. Meal times became later and later,
with people coming forward to fill in.
On Thursday morning, the technical advisor and the
teacher advisor gave a workshop on design and layout. The
instruction in these areas directly dealt with pulling together
the articles that the group had finished earlier in the week.
The session clarified in detail what needed to be done in
order to produce final copy. At the same time it defined
the jobs, such as the final typing and proofreading of copy.
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and the hours that would be needed for this part of the
undertaking. As these and other components became clear,
individuals agreed to take on the required responsibilities.
Up until this point people had worked independently,
and the prospect of working as a team raised new issues for
the group. It became clear that work on the magazine would
have to go on in spite of the upcoming weekend, but it had
not been made clear by staff or participants what would be
expected of them during this time. About half of the group
chose to go home for Saturday and Sunday, leaving the other
half of the group to complete the magazine. This, of course,
created resentment on the part of those who stayed, causing
a psychological split in the group. This split was eventually
resolved, but in the short run it demonstrated the varying
levels of participant commitment to the workshop and created
resentment for those who stayed for the weekend to work.
Those who stayed, however, did so from choice rather than
coercion.
The technical advisor later observed that, "had everyone
stayed for the weekend the chances of completing the magazine
would have been greatly diminished. " He argued that since
the magazine production process can only involve a limited
number of people when under the pressure of time, to add to
that number would only confuse and extend the process.
A member of the magazine crew wrote two pages in the
group log on his negative feelings about people leaving for
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the weekend, but he tore them out. Later, he called this
"self-censorship" and reflected:
I wrote two pages and then didn't want anyone to
read it. I love ^^ou all so much but l was so
mixed up over the way people disappeared when
the heat was on. So I wrote, and got a lot out
of my system. Since it was worthless in this
lovely book, I tore it up.
By late evening on Sunday the magazine was almost ready
to be sent to the printers. Ten exhausted workshop members
had only to choose a title for the piiblication. One
participant wrote:
It is a relief! Whew! To get the layout done
with. And I feel like a real expert . . . like
I could go back to school and teach it. Which
is why I came here in the first place. And that
feels good.
Around midnight the crew met to choose a name for the
magazine. The session lasted for about two hours while the
tired group discussed and analyzed several titles. When a
title using the name Foxfire was suggested, there was almost
unanimous disapproval. The group felt that the title should
reflect this workshop experience and its process. One
participant offered the observation, "this process depended
as much upon the caring which we had developed for one
another and for the people whom we had met during our inter-
views as the actual learning we had shared." Thus , the
title. Process: About Caring and Learning was agreed upon.
The cover of Process depicted a picture of a captain's
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chair set in the woods with a camera and book on its seat
and a cassette tape recorder hanging from one arm of the
chair. On the ground next to the chair was a coffee cup
symbolizing the human element of the process.
Within its thirty-six pages was a listing of workshop
staff and particijDants
, an introduction describing the
structure and dynamics of the workshop, and a table of con-
tents for the eight articles. Included were three personality
articles on people in the community who represented tradi-
tional life styles, one article that a participant had done
on her own family, one interview article done by one
participant on another participant, two articles describing
experiences with contacts who wished to remain anonymous,
and one article describing the interaction of participants
and staff in the workshop.
Day thirteen. The technical advisor delivered the
magazine to the printer, and those who had departed over the
weekend returned for the last three days of the workshop.
No formal activities were planned for that morning or after-
noon, and certain tension filled the air as the magazine
crew awoke and shared the weekend experience with the
departees. Basically it was on a positive level, stressing
the importance of the experience rather than the absence of
some of the group members.
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The departees took over kitchen responsibilities for
the magazine crew for the day and cleaned up and prepared
the site for a folk and square dance planned for that
evening. Participants had invited their contacts in the
community for the event, and the dance provided a valuable
opportunity for the release of tension. The group seemed
to re-establish its sense of community that evening, and the
participation of the contacts and their families provided
perspective on the workshop.
Day fourteen, Tuesday morning the teacher advisor
conducted an extensive session on classroom and community
management techniques based on her experience with Tree Tap.
She covered a wide range of topics, including transportation
of students to interviews, grading, public relations and use
of local media, involvement of parents, funding, student
journals of experiences in the project, involvement of senior
citizen groups in organizing projects, and slide-tape
presentations as an alternative to magazine production.
The session seemed to provide many useful ideas to the
group as their attention turned more to returning home and
getting started in their communities. They asked many
practical questions and seemed assured that there were
solutions to the problems they were raising. The need for
teachers to be diplomatic and the importance of under
standing the school as a political entity were stressed.
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Dealing with the administration and other teachers was
discussed at length, and human relations tips were offered.
In the afternoon the technical advisor organized two
workshops on "alternative media, " one on super-8 film
production and one on video-tape production. The workshops
i^^^strated the possibilities for these media in oral history
work and described free loan equipment available through
statewide agencies.
Day fifteen. The workshop was scheduled to end at noon
with the anticipated delivery of the magazine. Part of the
morning was spent on evaluation of the workshop and follow-
up planning through two means; a written questionnaire with
an objective and subjective section, and an oral evaluation
of the workshop and discussion of the follow-up.
Euphoria filled the room as the technical advisor
arrived with the magazines. After the initial jubilation,
people retreated to savor it individually. The long hours
of work had indeed paid off and Process; About Caring and
Learning was a concrete statement of the workshop experience.
The workshop evaluation. The written evaluation completed
by participants on the last morning of the workshop contained
four sections: General Aspects of the Workshop, Specific
Sessions, Skill Development, and General Questions. The
questionnaire was designed by the staff to cover as many
components of the experience as possible and gain feedback
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on the overall structure and operation of the workshop. The
first three sections were objective, while the fourth
section was nore subjective, encouraging respondents to
raise issues based on their own experience.
The oral evaluation was held directly following the
written part and was intended to be an opportunity for the
group to raise issues and questions about the workshop in an
open-ended manner on an interactive basis. Planning the
follow-up was also part of the two-hour discussion, which
began as a reiteration of what people had written on their
evaluations, but grew into the expansion and growth of new
issues. Overwhelmingly the evaluation respondents indicated
that, because of the workshop, they felt competent in the
following areas
:
1. group leadership skills
2. researching and identifying community resources
3. interviewing techniques
4. transcribing techniques
5. photography and darkroom techniques
6. writing and editing
7. layout and design
8. cataloguing and reference work
9. organizational skills
10.
alternative media work
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One area that sparked considerable interchange was the
the teacher as learner in the workshop and its re™
lationship to working with students in schools. Several
perspectives were offered and reflected a variety of educa-
tional assumptions and philosophies about the relationship
of teacher growth to student growth. For example, one
participant observed:
I get pretty upset if students fail to be able to
deal with the freedom I give them, and I found
I was getting a little edgy and nervous when I
was given freedom and didn't know what to do with
it . . . Now I know a little bit better how they
feel.
But another participant challenged the notion of freedom in
the workshop and school setting, saying that
People are individuals and some need more
structure than others. So you have to set up
a situation that is not ideal but that is prag-
matic and meets the needs of each individual.
This part of the discussion went on at length, with
comparisons between the participants ' learning and their
students' learning. Another perspective tied in the role
models created by workshop staff and the role models of the
teachers for their students.
One of the major issues that surfaced after people had
talked about their reactions to the workshop's learning
approach was the final push to complete the magazine and
the feelings that surrounded its dynamic. "I felt a little
resentful," wrote one person, "that there were only six of
the 12 people still there plugging away at the bitter end.
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It l©ft a k,ind of bitter taste toward those who weren't
there." Bitterness and its inappropriateness , the hard
work versus the joy of completing the job—all aspects of
the final weekend were discussed at length.
The evaluation discussion gave people a chance to vent
their immediate feelings and to have an exchange of opinion.
The final word, appropriately, turned toward the next part
of the Foxfire project:
If this was it and we were never going to see
each other again I would feel very uneasy about
this discussion. But I think the fact that we
are going to be meeting and that I think we will
be formally and informally in touch with each
other will allow us to pick up the pieces as we
go along.
The planning for the follow-up during the school year
emerged naturally as part of the evaluation session. A
point was reached when it was necessary to clarify this
part of the program. The project director explained the
available combinations of independence and support
:
The follow-ups are pretty much in yDur hands. I
will help you organize and coordinate them. I will
be available to support you and visit your schools.
But I think it's clear at this point that the four
sessions are open to what y^u want to do with them.
The planning focused on setting specific locations and
dates for the four sessions throughout the school year and
discussing what might be accomplished through them. Sugges-
tions were made that the meetings should generally focus on
discussing problems of school implementation and sharing
Grant writing was also suggested as a possibleresources.
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agenda item. Involving students in the sessions was agreed
upon as a highly desirable goal as well as inviting other
interested teachers.
Design of the implementation phase. The follow-up part of
the program was viewed as the support phase of the program
when teachers returned to their schools to develop projects
appropriate to local conditions. The individual teacher
would be responsible for determining both the process and
content of the project and develop a strategy for its imple-
mentation. Both prior to and during the training phase of
the program considerable emphasis had been placed on the local
community as the context for implementation.
Although the teachers were assured that the program
would provide support services during the school year at
their request, these seirvices would be limited to on-site
visitations, weekend meetings, technical assistance in
magazine production, and information. The program would not
provide direct financial support to local projects, thus
encouraging the teachers to develop projects based on
locally available funding and resources. It was felt that
directly funding local projects might undermine the self-
sufficiency and potential longevity of local efforts.
In summary, the following assumptions about the school-
year phase of the program were made:
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1* th© tGachers would translate the suinmer workshop
©xps^isnce into student programs and produce
publications or other media on traditional as-
pects of Vermont life
2.
the teachers would need support, resources and
continued program input to effectively deal
with the problems of local implementation, but
would not need funding from the program
The themes that emerged from the follow-up that form the
basis for the narrative are:
1. the development of relationships between students
and older people in the community
2. the development of local curriculum based on the
Foxfire concept
3. a multi-grade and interdisciplinary application
of Foxfire concept
4. student skill development and personal growth
5. community and school response to projects
6. teacher support network producing a statewide
publication
The implementation phase. The structured activities of the
program consisted of the four Saturday meetings planned at
participant schools around the state. Due to scheduling
conflicts, the first meeting, planned for one month after
the workshop, was cancelled and rescheduled a month later.
The agenda for the day, typical of the other Saturday meet-
ings as well, included visits by resource people from various
education agencies within the state to describe their programs
and resources; and discussion of project progress and problems
and time to deal with specific technical needs with the
project staff. The day-long session was then followed by
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a late afternoon potluck supper at a nearby teacher's home.
The second Saturday meeting held some weeks later focused,
at the request of the teachers, on how to write effective
proposals for local projects funding. Potential sources of
funding were identified and both the techniques and politics
of gaining grants were discussed. Generally the group reacted
positively to the follow-up meetings as an opportunity to
share ideas and problems. These formal meetings also en-
couraged the informal network among the project teachers
and with other teachers. Some of this interaction resulted
in school exchange visits to share skills and project ex-
periences and provided informal support to the participants.
In early January, some four months after the workshop,
the program received an unanticipated grant from a New York
foundation that was to alter the nature of the follow-up.
The staff met to decide how the funds could be best used and
agreed to the idea of creating a statewide publication that
would include articles from local projects.
A straw vote of the teachers taken by telephone pulled
a seemingly enthusiastic response. A follow-up letter
describing in detail the steps and timetable for the maga-
zine's completion was sent out by the staff with the following
rationale
:
The magazine will serve a number of functions
including the creation of direct student partici-
pation in our program as well as a potential
prototype for a statewide publication. The
magazine will also reflect a variety of approaches
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that in themselves will provide ideas to other
teachers and students.
It is clear that our individual projects are at
different stages ranging from just getting off
the ground to completed articles. We would like
to reflect this in the magazine and document
the process of getting a project going and
the problems involved.
The plan for the magazine was ambitious: each teacher
was asked to contribute two articles: a student article and
a description of the project written by the teacher. The
program staff visited each school to work on the prepara-
tion of the articles and to prepare them for the final layout
sessions which involved teachers and students during the
winter vacation in late February,
The final product, Rowen: The Second Cutting
, was
presented two months later at a regional conference on the
Bicentennial. At the conference, students from seven project
schools ran workshops on their work in oral history.
The production of Rowen provided a clear focus that
more directly involved students in the overall statewide
program. It also attracted two new teachers who had not come
to the summer workshop and provided them support in their
efforts, heretofore independent from Poxfire-Vermont , for the
oral history projects they had begun in their schools by
themselves.
But aside from the obvious satisfaction the participants
and their students seemed to feel at the completion of
Rowen the staff had second thoughts about the wisdom of
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undertaking the project. Their questions included: Had they
imposed an idea that redirected local efforts and placed
unreasonable pressure on teachers who already had their
hands full? Did the staff act from their own needs rather than
the needs of the teachers and their students? Was too great
an emphasis placed on the product thus undermining the process
to which they supposedly had a strong commitment? Were
local projects prematurely pushed to produce something there-
fore compromising their independence or quality?
Local adaptations of the Foxfire concept by workshop
participants produced the following publications in magazines
and other media including local newspapers:
Echo—A bi-weekly series of articles in a local weekly
newspaper done by a tenth-grade English class.
Fulcrum—A joint publication of two schools in the
program of tenth-, eleventh-, and twelfth-grade
English classes.
Insight: Middlesex—Publications of a sixth-grade
social studies class.
Northern Waters—Publication of a seventh-grade science
class.
Shatterack—Publication of a school district including
a high school social studies class and social
studies classes from six elementary schools.
Stowe ' s More Than Snow—Publication of sixth-grade
social studies class. Teachers did not come
to summer workshop, but did participate in
follow-up activities including Rowen .
Vermont Media Project—Two high school social studies
classes which produced super-8 films and developed
articles for a local weekly newspaper.
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The above listing of publications reflects in general
terms the local accomplishments of the teachers and
students. The following information amplifies this listing
by documenting more concretely the scope of the projects
in terms of numbers of students, teachers, and community
people involved based on year-end participant evaluations:
Number of Students 199
Number of Community People 275
Number of Program Teachers 9
Number of Non-Program Teachers 9
Seven teachers did not participate in the summer work-
shop but worked with program teachers in schools. Two
teachers independent of the program started their own
projects and joined the follow-up activities. The local
projects present a variety of grade level and subject
applications as indicated in the previous listing of projects.
One of the teachers, a district career education media
specialist conducted inservice training and involved six
teachers at the high school and elementary level in a
collaborative publication effort.
The process of developing local projects was the trans-
lation and adaptation of the summer workshop activities into
programs for students. The teachers began by introducing
the idea of studying the community around them to their
students and then began teaching interviewing techniques.
The role of the community in local project development was
generally active with teachers and students finding, with
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only some exceptions, positive responses from interview
contacts and with other segments of the community.
Material support from the community included outright
9^^^hs from local historical societies
,
private founda-
tions and school boards. One of the teachers describes
community support in the following way;
We have had everything from fan mail to a
shipment of hamburgers at an evening layout
session. The local historical society helped
us find contacts for our interviews, spoke with
many of the students and co-signed a $1000 loan
for printing when an anticipated grant did not
come through. The weekly newspaper donated their
office and supplies for our Rowen article and
gave us enormous free publicity. A local
printer turned over their office and some
supplies for two days as we frantically did
the final touches for the press. The typing
class typed all our articles and helped with
the layout. Local merchants purchased the
magazines outright so that we could pay the
printers inmediately.
The projects received varying degrees of support from
their school administrators, ranging from outright hostility
in one case to active involvement. Generally, though,
school administrators were viewed by the teachers as un-
involved in the projects but supportive in matters such as
scheduling, materials and transportation. The one case of
administrative hostility seemed more of a serious personal-
ity clash than a sharp philosophical difference. It was
the principal's first year in the school and he therefore had
no foreknowledge of the planned project.
General administrative support notwithstanding the
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school environment imposed restrictions that required
accommodation on the teachers' part. The structure of
traditional public schools dictated scheduling realities
that could be worked around but not radically altered. For
some projects this meant that most interviews had to go
on outside of school time which often created conflicts
with other activities such as sports or work. Scheduling
transportation to and from interviews presented one of the
most time-consuming and difficult tasks for the teachers
and sometimes caused conflicts with other teachers because
Foxfire students missed their classes. Some teachers felt
the pressures of lack of materials or equipment or physical
space for their projects, although these were in the dis-
tinct minority. On another level the non-traditional
aspects of Foxfire caused anxieties for some students who
20
were accustomed to more traditional teaching methods.
Despite the problems teachers encountered and perhaps
in part because of them, their ultimate satisfaction and
reassurance by what they were doing seemed clear. The bene-
fits their students were deriving from the program, on both
the cognitive and affective levels, were perceived by the
teachers as overwhelmingly significant for students of all
abilities and levels. This is not to say that every student
who participated achieved what the teacher expected and
hoped for, but the projects generally met the expectations
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of the teachers according to their verbal and written docu-
mentation of their projects.
In addition to teacher descriptions of students in the
21project, the year—end evaluations contained student
responses and reflections on their experiences during the
year. Many of these portrayed strong changes in the
students ' development. One of the most revealing ones is
that of a high school girl who had had a stormy relation-
ship with her mother, whom the teacher encouraged her to
interview. After considerable hesitation the girl did so.
She later wrote:
The interview I did with my mother was the most
positive part of the project, I have lived with
her for 16 years and in the half hour it took
for the interview I learned more about her feelings
for children than I had in all the 16 years. I
feel that interview brought me closer to realizing
how I and my sisters and brothers mean more to her
than anything else.
In the spring of that year at a state librarians ' con-
vention a high school student from one of the projects made
a slide/tape presentation on a local railroad line before
300 people. His teacher described B. as a:
boy who had mentally dropped out of school years
before and read on a 5th-grade level. The
thought of making such a presentation to such
an audience would have put him away just a few
months before. But his exuberance at having done
it is indescribable.
Such student presentations to local and regional groups
did much to publicize the program. Numerous articles
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describing local projects appeared in newspapers around the
state giving the program high visibility. Public response
Foxfire concept was enthusiastic and gave encourage-
ment to both teachers and students. it also seemed to in-
credibility of the program for school administra-
tors.
The year-end written evaluation was completed by nine
the pro^sct teachers who participated in the summer work-
shop and by one who joined the program during the school
year. The evaluation was designed to assess attitudes toward
the overall program and its relationship to local accomplish-
ments. Specifically, respondents were asked if the summer
workshop was helpful in implementing their projects, if the
program staff was supportive enough during the school year,
and if the support network of staff and other participants
was helpful. Answers to all the questions were generally
positive.
The teachers were also asked in the evaluation if they
would have carried out a project had they not participated
in any part of the Foxfire-Vermont program. The responses
to this question were more varied. Five teachers said
definitely no, because they had neither the skills nor
knowledge of the Foxfire concept. Three teachers felt they
would have begun Foxfire projects on their own because they
had already initiated similar projects or had plans to. (One
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of these teachers remarked that before the summer workshop
she did not realize how much more she needed to know. ) All
of these three teachers, it should be noted, involved their
students in media other than magazine production. Three
teachers said, in effect, that they might have done a project
but not nearly as effectively.
Asked if projects would continue in the next school
year, four teachers said yes, four said they would not for
very practical reasons
, and two who were leaving their
schools had trained others to continue their projects. In
fact, six of the original 1974 projects continued in 1975,
four with the same teachers and two with others who had
been trained by the program teachers. One project was
started at a new school by a program teacher who changed jobs
,
while two were discontinued altogether because of departing
teachers. One of the teachers who took a year-long leave of
absence returned a year later and revived her project.
At the same time three of the program teachers were
selected by the state Department of Education to partici-
pate in a resource program in the coming year and present
workshops on the Foxfire concept in schools around the state.
Three program teachers did not submit final evaluations.
These individuals, two of whom were first year teachers in
their schools, discontinued their participation in the
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program at a relatively early point in the year and did not
attend the follow-up meetings. One participated in Rowen
but discontinued the local project in early spring.
In summary, the assumptions for the follow-up phase
were justified as the school-year implementation phase of
the program met the expectations of both the staff and the
teachers. Despite three summer workshop participants who
dropped out of the program, the local projects produced an
impressive body of literature and electronic media on
traditional aspects of Vermont life, and each project had
its own characteristic flavor.
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, „
learning process characteristics of the Harrisonand Hopkins model that were incorporated into the Foxfire-Vermont training program included the following:
1. instructors should be viewed as facilitators
who encourage the learner to take self-
directed action toward accomplishing the
goals of the training program
2.
the staff should incorporate its own individual
teaching styles but should reach a general
consensus about the level of responsibility
given learners
3. the staff should assist learners in making
connections between their training experiences
and the situations for which they are preparing
4. the planning of the program should be used as a
staff training phase to highlight and resolve
differences and to agree upon a training strategy
with defined roles
5. as part of the facilitator's role, staff should
encourage learners to become aware of and re-
flect upon their experiences as they take place
6. the training program and setting should be viewed
as a community in organizational and inter-
personal terms with learners taking responsibil-
ity for maintenance of the training site
7. the project approach, with the learners planning
and carrying out small group projects aimed at
gathering information from the social environ-
ment
,
provides an important element of the
training design
8. emphasis should be placed on the process of
learning or learning how to learn
9
Eliot Wigginton, Moments: The Foxfire Experience
(Washington, D.C. : IDEAS, Inc., 1975), p. 5.
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Initial contact with IDEAS was not positive because
of their uneasiness with the idea of another organization
—
the School for International Training—running a program
with the Foxfire name attached to it. IDEAS' approach had
been on a national level, selecting and funding schools to
initiate projects in widely diverse parts of the country.
The notion of working in one state through an inservice
teacher education program conflicted with their practice
of bringing teacher advisors and students to Rabun Gap,
Georgia, for summer workshops. They were concerned that the
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Vernont project might compromise the integrity of the Foxfire
concept through misapplication, A series of telephone calls
and ensuing correspondence between the program planners and
IDEAS resulted in an understanding that the planners would
consult with IDEAS as the program evolved. In addition, it
was agreed that IDEAS would provide a consultant for three
days at the beginning of the summer workshop to help with
final planning. IDEAS also seemed reassured that the teacher
advisor for the program, whose work they were aware of from
Tree Tap , would be on the staff,
11The following statements, drawn from the applications,
reflect this feeling:
We have found our lives enriched by being able
to provide for our comfort and siirvival by the
work of our own hands. Our personal lifestyle
has involved learning as much as we could about
local ways of living and past ways of living.
We have tried to be self-sufficient as much as
possible through doing our own building, garden-
ing, product raising and related activities.
12
As one teacher wrote in the application:
The Foxfire process would fill a need at my
high school by interesting an essentially non-
academically oriented student body in remaining
in school.
A teacher from a high school in the most economically
depressed area of the state wrote:
I feel a program of this type would be excellent
for my students. The majority do not continue
their education after high school and need to
learn how to use their skills while they can
receive encouragement and help.
^^These concerns were expressed in a number of ways.
A teacher from the most economically developed region of
the state wrote:
Our area of the county is probably growing faster
than any part of the state. For this reason,
the traditional ways of life are under attack
more and more, and Foxfire-Vermont may have^the
greatest potential impact here in the state's
largest county.
Another teacher wrote:
Since most of the students will continue to re-
side in or near the town after graduation, I
believe Foxfire will instill in them a lasting
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appreciation for their community and the
people in it.
One teacher offered a more global view by observing:
With the world's economic trends moving toward
a greater awareness of ecology and the lost arts,
the practical side of living must be reviewed
and the student of today exposed to it.
Typical statements on the intergenerational aspect of
Foxfire included:
Many young people at our school feel that old
people have nothing to offer them. l believe
that they would learn that it just isn't true,
because the process would require them to meet
with old folks and depend on them for information.
14The structure of the workshop was described in the
following way:
The day-to-day scheduling will involve group
meetings to discuss progress and problems, skill
workshops, and time to do the actual work on
the project—the production of the magazine.
In addition, we have arranged for relevant films
to be shown. Though the two weeks will be
quite full, we recognize the need for free or
unscheduled time, and thus, the timetable will
be flexible and time allotments will be decided
upon largely by the participants.
The information sheet tried to communicate the planning
process and staff expectations of participants:
It is our hope that we will be able to work
and learn together, sharing the responsibility
and participating in the various aspects of
the Foxfire process.
The relationship of the follow-up component of the program
to the workshop was stressed in the following way:
It is important to the success of the workshop
and the project as a whole that you consider,
before hand, the specific relationship of the
program to you and your students, as well as
your community. Through this, you will probably
be better prepared to deal with your particular
concerns and better able to help direct the
workshop in a course that will be useful to
you.
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A participant wrote in the journal of the first
evening:
1 very happy that I'd had some stimulating
conversation with other teachers—
—an experience
which infrequently occurs although, because I'm
a teacher.
16
In the words of one participant, recorded in the
log book:
This workshop experience has been so expansive
to me: not solely through the learning of
process but personal interactions. ... It
has come, I feel, through sharing the family
chores and the elements of the process. These
feelings are influencing us so strongly now,
but unlike so many other workshops this is going
to continue. I know this I
17 . .
One participant wrote:
I'm in a bad way. I'm not doing anything. I
can't concentrate and I want to. I want to go
home but I don't think I should because I'll
miss some of the process here and I don't want
to do that. Transcribing is difficult in that
I have to make all kinds of decisions about
what I want to include. Wow. Must begin
somewhere.
18
A pertinent journal entry by a participant reads:
I really feel accomplished— I stand back and
look at my article and feel the pleasure of
having done something which I'm pleased with!
This is the first time that I can recall that
I have ever shown my writing to my peer group.
1 Q
Typical reactions include the following:
The summer workshop was so energy^producing
compared to regular school contacts that the
follow-up meetings served to recharge the
batteries. Getting back together helped
stimulate new ideas and techniques. The
Saturday meetings were beneficial because of
their loose structure which enabled us to
share ideas.
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20One teacher describes this problem;
The kids I had were super concerned about
grades and it bothered them that they did
have constant direction. Some were unsure
of where we were going and I knew that I
couldn't tell them because they'd have to
discover that direction.
Another teacher observed:
The hardest thing for me was keeping the students
'
sight clear so that they could see where they
were going.
21The following is a sampling of anecdotal descriptions
offered by the teachers on student skill and attitudinal
development;
The student most helped by the project was
a senior girl who is very overweight and
shy. With very little coaching she turned
in a beautifully empathetic interview with a
90-year-old member of her community. Her
self-esteem hit an all-time high.
One of the people interviewed is a very elderly
woman. The youngsters enjoyed her very much.
She had an automobile accident and the kids
were beside themselves about it when the word
was first out and it sounded as though she
was seriously hurt. The students have made
that wonderful discovery that all of us learned
last summer that to interview someone makes
you a part of that person's life.
L. is a very bright and popular girl, but
very willing to settle in her work for second-
best. The first draft of her article written
with another girl of the same caliber was
downright boring and poorly written. I am not
sure which was the cause and which was the
effect, but by the end of the year, L. was the
most efficient, most enthusiastic student and
produced an excellent article, after at least
five drafts.
S. (sixth-grader) read on a third-grade level
and had never written a paragraph on his own
in his life. He worked on his own in the
library doing drawings for our magazine and
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when he finished went on to do an article on
a construction company, tapping away for hours
on the typewriter.
22Another student writes about her first field inter-
view experience:
I'll never forget the first time we went to
see B.P. She was talking and suddenly she
started crying. We found out that the reason
she was crying was because practically the
only people that came to see her were her
family, and I guess she never really talked with
them. Then when we came in there interested
in her, it was too much for her. She opened
up and started telling us everything that had
probably been locked up inside her for a long
time. It wasn't what I expected, but I'll
never forget it. I guess I didn't think it
would mean that much to someone.
Another student describes the significance of one of his
interviewing experiences this way:
The interview with Doc S. really affected me.
I may never use the information he gave me, but
I shall always remember the experience. I no
longer have the fear of talking to people I
don't know and that will help me when I move
to a new school next year.
CHAPTER IV
ANALYSIS OF THE CASE STUDY:
AN EXAMINATION OP THE
MAJOR ORGANIZATIONAL DECISIONS OF THE PROGRAM
Introduction
The presentation of the case study in the preceding
chapter, including the detailed description of the back-
ground and planning of the program design and the narrative
account of the two phases of the program, provides the data
for an analysis of the Foxfire-Vermont program. This
analysis is divided into two sections: an examination of
the training and implementation phases and a summary of the
case study findings based on the results of the analysis.
The main focus of the analysis is that the initiating
decision to use Foxfire techniques with an almost unarbi-
culated humanistic orientation set the stage for contradic-
tions and tensions to develop within the program. The first
section of the analysis examines that decision and other key
decisions behind the program design. Each of them is analyzed
in terms of its intended and unintended consequences within
the contradictory framework of the values of Foxfire and
humanistic education. The initiating decision and the
following organizational decisions form the outline for
the analysis of the training phase:
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1. the decision to run the workshop within a
two-week framework
2. the decision to create a relatively isolated,
intentional community as the learning setting
3. the decision to develop a printed product,
a magazine, by the end of the workshop
4. the decision to integrate directed and non-
directed learning experiences
The analysis of the implementation phase is less lengthy
than that of the training phase, reflecting the relative
significance of the two parts to the overall program. The
implementation analysis centers on the tensions that developed
between expectations by staff and participants for the
year's work and the realities of developing programs in the
schools. The organizational decisions analyzed include:
1. the decision to hold four day-long, follow-up
sessions
2. the decision to allow each teacher to define
and develop his or her own project based on
local conditions
3. the decision to produce a publication, Rowen
The second section, summary of findings from the case
study, takes an overall look at the characteristics and
themes of the Foxfire-Vermont program and identifies their
contributions to the findings.
Section One: Analysis of the Training and
Implementation Phases
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The initiating decision; the use of Foxfire techniques with
a humanistic education orientation
. The decision to simulate
a Foxfire project as a way of training teachers in Foxfire
techniques presented a series of issues for the planning
and design process. The success of Foxfire, as demonstrated
by the acclaim of the Foxfire books and adaptations around
the country, left little doubt that it was a workable
educational approach. Its apparent relevance to the social
conditions of Vermont reinforced this perception. The
experience of the planners on the staff of the School for
International Training and staff with experiential training
backgrounds shaped the assumptions about the suitability of
such an approach. Inherent in this thinking was a belief
that the teachers would be able to define and ultimately
direct the learning experience for themselves.
However, as the planning continued, problems developed
concerning how best to teach Foxfire skills and in what time
frame and setting. Underlying these problems was the issue
of the relationship of Foxfire to the personal and profession-
al growth of teachers. The workshop reflected this issue
in a number of ways which are examined later in this chapter.
The confusion in the planners' thinking can be explained by
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looking at Foxfire and its relationship to humanistic
education.
^
Implicit in the planning was the assumption that Foxfire
and humanistic education shared similar characteristics and
goals. However, although the goals and approaches of
humanistic education and Foxfire complement each other in
many ways, there are also differing assumptions and degrees
of emphasis and interpretation. A brief examination of these
similarities and differences can contribute to understanding
the nature of the summer workshop.
Humanistic education places great value on learning
through experience, with the learners actively involved in
decision making about the design, implementation, and evalua-
tion of their learning experiences. The assumption is that
the learner directly benefits from self-initiated and self-
directed learning experiences. This process encourages the
application of new insights and skills which, in turn,
foster personal growth. Learning is assisted by support
and feedback from others. In short, human support systems
encourage movement toward renewal.
Humanistic education stresses the importance of the
process. It holds that information and specific skills are
less important than the means of attaining them. It also
holds that optimum learning takes place when the learner
tests his or her ideas under conditions in which the
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results are immediately apparent. Related to this is the
belief that the optimum level of frustration is one which
allows the learner to achieve success only after difficulty.
Also implicit in the beliefs of humanistic education
is the emphasis on personal growth and change as an
integral part of the educational process. This growth and
change are viewed in the context of the learner's relation-
ship to his other peers, whether it be a group of students
or a group of teachers. Growth is seen as an interactive
process among peers toward the goal of self-actualization.
While Foxfire concurs with the beliefs of humanistic
education as they relate to the role of experience and the
role and responsibilities of the learner, it differs signi-
ficantly on other issues. The assumption behind Foxfire is
that learning takes place best in the community through
interaction with people who are different from the learner.
This intergenerational nature of Foxfire is a dimension that
goes beyond the commonly held ideas of humanistic education.
It emphasizes that the learner encounter and interact with
the unfamiliar and possess the skills to face this challenge
positively. The implication of this emphasis is that to
function effectively in this new relationship the learner
must acquire a set of personal and technical skills.
On an affective level these personal skills are
different from but not exclusive of those of humanistic
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education. Self-understanding is required, but in the
context of a diverse setting: the community. Unlike humanis-
tic education, which values the here and now as the basis for
growth and learning by looking inward, Foxfire directs the
learner to look outward and backward to the strange and
unfamiliar. Specific technical skills in Foxfire are
viewed as an important vehicle to affective growth and an
integral part of the process of documentation through the
discipline of oral history and other related fields.
Foxfire diverges from the goals of humanistic education
by incorporating documentation through public media as an
essential part of the process. This dimension of Foxfire
emphasizes communication skills that include both inter-
personal interaction and at the same time the ability to
interact with a broader audience on a public level. This
emphasis brings into focus the relationship of the education-
al process to the product. In humanistic education the
process is an end in itself, while in Foxfire the process
ultimately results in a tangible product. The product is
based on oral history that requires specific research,
writing, and other skills. This difference is significant in
the way it is dealt with and the way it affects the dynamic
of a given group, as can be seen in the present study.
Although the issues revolving around humanistic
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education and Foxfire were not consciously deliberated during
the design, planning, and implementation of the Poxfire-
Vermont summer workshop, they nonetheless played a major
role in the program's training phase. The confusion and
contradictions between Foxfire goals and humanistic goals
resulted in a significant undercurrent in the summer workshop
which surfaced in the product/process conflict over the
magazine production. The staff shared a humanistic orienta-
tion and generally agreed on the workshop's goals and means
of attaining them. But the divergent goals of Foxfire and
humanistic education created a tension in the workshop that
provides a key theme in this analysis.
Organizational decision No. 1; a two-week summer workshop.
The decision to hold a two-week workshop was in some ways
arbitrary but nonetheless responded to a number of assump-
tions about the timing and length of the experience. The
planners felt that in order to accomplish the goals of the
program it was necessary to bring the teachers together for
at least two weeks. It was felt that a shorter period would
be inadequate to accomplish these goals and a longer period
might discourage teachers from participating, which, in fact,
it did, because of potential conflicts with their personal
lives. The length of the training phase became part of the
selection process as it required teachers to make a serious
commitment in time.
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On another level, the time frame was idiosyncratic to
the program and accounts in part for both the intended and
unintended outcomes of the training phase. It defined the
physical and psychological parameters of the learning ex-
perience by imposing a set of deadlines and expectations.
While these deadlines were artificial to the outsider they
took on real meaning to the staff and participants.
Other time frames were not seriously considered because
of the planners ' belief that the training phase should be
intensive and involve group interaction at each step of
the way. However, another time frame might have been just
as suitable for the goals of Foxfire. Equally effective might
have been a three-day, skills-oriented workshop earlier in
the summer followed by self-directed field work over a
four-to-six week period in their home communities, with a
final three-day workshop at the end of the field work. This
model would have focused more on the environment in which
the teachers were to adapt the Foxfire concept and less on
group interaction.
The decision to conduct an intensive two-week workshop
reflects what the planners perceived as the advantage of
creating and defining a learning environment. However, this
time frame can be viewed as a restrictive approach to the
application of the Foxfire concept because it placed time
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constiraints on th© learner’s * interactions in the surrounding
community. An example of this conflict was the rushed nature
of the interviewing experiences, a factor which could have
reduced this important process, in Foxfire terms, to near
exploitation of the informant.
One of the unanticipated consequences of expecting
people to participate fully in the workshop for two weeks
on a full-time residency basis was that some found this an
unreasonable or impossible expectation. Although the
participants in theory committed themselves to full-time
participation and the norms developed by the group supported
this commitment, there were nonetheless deviations which
resulted in some individuals returning home to visit their
families. When discreetly practiced, this behavior was
accepted and tolerated, and it was never a secret from the
group.
But the constraints of the two-week period did not
compromise the spirit of Foxfire as a vehicle for creating
deep and prolonged relationships with people in the commun-
ity. The data suggest that the teachers were, in fact,
able to adapt themselves to these limitations and were able
to approach their informants with sensitivity, making it
clear that they were taking part in a Foxfire workshop on
a short-term basis. This field work approach was the result
of considerable emphasis during the workshop on the ethics
of interviewing, which helped reduce the possibility of
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exploitation of informants.
The decision to hold a two-week workshop fulfilled the
expectations of the staff by; providing an adequate time
frame for fulfilling the workshopte objectives? serving as
a useful selection criterion; and defining and controlling
the temporal nature of the experience. Unintended or unfore-
seen consequences of the decision were: limited interaction
with surrounding towns and villages and constraints on
participants who found it difficult to be away from their
homes for the entire two-week period.
Organizational decision No. 2: the creation of a temporary
intentional learning community . Related to the two-week
time frame was the decision to create a relatively isolated
community as an appropriate structure for the accomplishment
of the workshop and program goals. This community, intentional
in nature, was to provide an environment that would encourage
the development of the skills and attitudes deemed necessary
to undertake Foxfire.
The physical characteristics of this learning community,
a relatively isolated rural setting, reflected the planners'
belief that the workshop should be an entity unto itself.
The day-to-day living situation, designed on a cooperative
model, placed staff and participants in a situation where they
were responsible for meal preparation and maintenance of the
site. It was assumed that by sharing these responsibilities
the group would develop a sense of community and support.
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However, the community that was created in fact repre-
sented some conflicts with the notion of community in the
context of Foxfire. In some cases it limited broader
interaction with the surrounding towns and villages, which
offered real opportunities to experience the diversity of
local life. Although the surrounding communities were
valued as the source of field work opportunities, they
became of secondary importance in relation to the more
homogeneous learning community of teachers in the Foxfire
workshop. This was a direct result of the emphasis placed
on the workshop group itself. The living situation and the
daily group meetings naturally turned the experience inward
to the group and more specifically to the individuals
themselves.
In short, the workshop did just what it should have done
in humanistic terms, but it came at some expense to the
specific Foxfire-related goals. One example of this direc-
tion is the group journal. The journal was established by
the staff to provide a vehicle for individuals to share their
feelings and experiences with the group. It was also seen
as a technique that the teachers might want to use in their
schools. The staff did not articulate any assumptions to the
group about the journal except that it was available for
anyone to write in and read. In fact, however, the journal
represented a humanistic education technique that offered
the teachers a chance to share their feelings and to write
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from experience. On another level it utilized a Foxfire
technique in that it provided a history of the workshop
and encouraged the teachers to create their own written
history.
The staff members were the first to write in the
journal, and unwittingly they set both the tone and norms
for subsequent entries. These entries can be characterized
as reflective, focusing on personal feelings and motivation.
The entries offer a chronological guide to the events of
the workshop, including the crisis. They also reveal a kind
of self-censorship which eliminated most expressions of real
intergroup conflict. In fact, the one entry which was highly
critical was torn out by the writer because he did not want
to offend or upset the group or the individuals he criticized.
Despite his strong feelings on the subject, the writer
ultimately felt a greater loyalty to the group. In the
same way, it can be argued that the teachers felt a greater
commitment to their peers than to the people they inter-
viewed in the community. Both of these are examples of the
conflicts during the workshop between humanistic education
and Foxfire.
The journal in fact served many roles. It provided a
silent documentation of support and encouraged people to
share their feelings. It also required teachers to express
themselves in a medium with which many felt initially
uncomfortable. It became very apparent as the workshop
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d©v©lop©d tz.hd't th© t©ach©3rs l©cX©d confid©nc© in th©ir own
writing skills and found th© actual writing of th©ir articl©s
to b© th© most difficult part of th© Foxfire process.
Th© effort to create an intentional community focused
a great deal of energy on the group itself. The results
were a kind of individual and group introspection that was
reinforced by the staff who created expectations based as
much on humanistic education as on Foxfire. However, the
goal of producing a magazine counterbalanced the humanistic
education focus by emphasizing the product. It also caused
conflicts and confusion about the role of process in Foxfire.
In summary, the creation of an isolated, temporary
intentional community fulfilled the expectations of the
staff by: isolating the participants from the distractions
of their normal lives: providing an environment for the
learning of new skills and attitudes: forming the basis for
an ongoing support group throughout the implementation phase:
facilitating the use of the resources in surrounding towns
for field work: and placing the responsibility for main-
tenance and meal preparation on a cooperative basis as a
community building technigue. Unanticipated conseguences
of this decision were: the group process became a competing
element with the field work possibilities: personal growth
became an important goal of some workshop participants: and
some participants found it difficult to separate themselves
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completely from the demands and distractions of their
normal 1 ives
.
Organizational decision No, 3; the development of a
printed product. A significant contribution to the sense
of time pressure was the staff decision to produce a
magazine by the end of the workshop. This decision had
^^^*”^®sohing consequences, both intended and unintended,
and it looms as a key issue in the study of the training
phase. More than any other decision, this one affected the
nature of the individual and group dynamics in the work-
shop. It determined interaction on a number of levels:
staff with participants, participants with each other, and
participants with people in the community.
The imposition of the magazine as an expectation of the
workshop was based on the assumption that the teachers could
best learn about Foxfire by actually doing it, by going
through the steps as their students eventually would, right
down to the preparation and publication of a magazine. Under
the time constraints, this assumption was very ambitious,
and although it was accomplished, it raises important
issues in the context of the workshop.
During the first four days of the workshop, the maga-
zine was a hidden agenda item. The staff knew that it was
on the agenda, and they had made detailed plans, including
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scheduling its publication with a local printer. But the
, despite the fact that a magazine had been
identified as an outcome prior to the start of the workshop,
were not aware of the implications of this goal during the
initial stages of the workshop. The staff underplayed the
magazine during this period and focused instead on the
planned skill development activities. These activities, in-
cluding the community exploration exercise, offered the
teachers a way of focusing on the community as a learning
resource. But such activities deferred the reality of pro-
ducing the magazine, resulting in pent-up anxiety on the
part of the staff.
The emotional outburst by the technical advisor at the
magazine meeting was symptomatic of this anxiety. As he was
primarily responsible for the magazine, his concern about it
was most pronounced. His reaction to the group symbolized
the turning point of the workshop and forced a decision. As
an educator, he was impatient with process when a job needed
to be done; he felt more comfortable once a clear plan had
been devised. In another way this turning point cleared the
air and defined the focus of the rest of the workshop.
The issues of product and process in the workshop
cannot be easily dismissed for they are both significant and
complex. The fragile relationship between the two, particu-
larly in the context of a two-week workshop, is crucial to
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understanding the events described in the narrative account
of this phase* The decision to produce a magazine became a
clearly stated goal of the workshop only after the workshop
was one-third over, and it defined the nature of the
experience thereafter. How people reacted to that decision
accounts for certain unintended consequences.
One of these was the differing levels of participant
commitment to the production of the magazine. These dif-
ferences manifested themselves in the degree of individual
participation in the steps involved in completing the
magazine. These levels ranged from total involvement on
the part of about five of the group to almost no involvement
by two members of the group. The other five were somewhere
in the middle.
This is not to suggest that those who did not actively
participate in the production of the magazine were not in-
volved in a learning process. There were at least two levels
of process occurring simultaneously in the workshop. These
levels can be identified as the interaction between the
participants themselves, primarily in the context of the
living setting of the workshop, and the process involved in
producing the magazine. These two levels of process were
often in conflict because they represented differing assump-
tions about the means of accomplishing the workshop goals.
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This conflict is evid©nt in th© group journal, with
implicit and ©xplicit ©ntries on individual commitments to
th© magazine. Some of th© participants rejected the pro-
duction of a magazine as a legitimate outcome of the work-
shop and limited their participation in it. From the staff's
viewpoint this rejection meant a lack of commitment on the
teacher s part while to the teachers involved it was more
a matter of individual emphasis. The rejection of the
magazine did not result in a complete withdrawal from the
workshop by these individuals; they simply assumed a role
which did not include full participation in the magazine
production process.
In a sense this self-definition of one's role is com-
patible with the precepts of humanistic education, and in
those terms it was an appropriate response. But in the
context of learning Foxfire skills, it created tensions
between learners who made different kinds of choices. This
tension is clearly shown by the data, and caused a split
between those who stayed on through the end of the magazine's
preparation and those who left for the weekend. Those who
stayed resented those who left even though the latter had
made their intentions clear well before the weekend.
Although the staff did not attempt to force an involve-
ment in the magazine, they nonetheless felt that
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participation in the workshop meant a commitment to that
P^^^^uct. This belief was strongly held and was in direct
conflict with the humanistic aspects and the time frame of
the workshop. The isolated, cooperative intentional
community had strong overtones of experiential learning
with a process orientation. But the structured learning ex-
periences of the first four days and beyond contradicted
that orientation. A confusion resulted about the relation-
ship of the structure to the learning assumptions.
This confusion was in part due to the staff's interpre-
tation of Foxfire, which demanded the development of techni-
cal skills. The structured experiences set a tone that
initially placed the learner in a more passive role than
the planners really wanted. As a consequence the teachers
were not psy::hologically prepared to take on the collective
responsibility of the magazine. What seemed to be the
abrupt imposition of the magazine by the technical advisor
jolted the teachers into individually deciding how they
would act. This imposition represented a contradiction to
the image of the workshop as a structure for learning
Foxfire skills. The magazine became an end in itself in
the minds of many of the teachers, some accepting it and
forming a sub-group committed to its completion and others
forming another sub-group which chose not to participate.
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The broad issue of process and product as it related
to the magazine is a symbol of the tension in Foxfire-
Vermont, but the workshop was more complex than just a
vehicle for producing a magazine. It was a group of people
living together with common beliefs but differing expecta-
tions of themselves and the experience.
The staff had assumed during the planning that the
motivation levels of participants would be similar. When it
became apparent that individuals came with differing levels
of motivation and commitment, the staff made the implicit
decision to allow the group itself to determine how these
differences would be worked out, a decision consistent with
humanistic practice.
What emerged from this dynamic was a series of complex
interactions in the context of a group decision-making pro-
cess that were guided by individual expectations and needs.
At the same time, however, the rhetoric of the workshop created
a kind of myth about the importance of process in Foxfire.
This rhetoric caused confusion: If process was so important,
why was there such an emphasis on product? In retrospect
this question can be understood by examining staff assump-
tions about the workshop and their relationship to what
actually happened.
The expectation of the planners that each participant
would go through the steps of completing a Foxfire project
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assumed that these steps were a process similar to
Wigginton's four levels of Foxfire. But the staffs inter-
pr^t^tion assumed that these four levels could be effec“
condensed in a two-week time frame, while simul-
taneously achieving the other objectives of the workshop.
Again this series of structured and unstructured steps with
the magazine as an end product conflicted with some of
the goals for a humanistic process.
On the one hand the staff felt that each participant
would define for him or herself how he or she would function
individually and as part of the group. However, the im-
position of the product expectation limited this definition.
The myth of free choice in this respect was perpetuated by
both staff and participants as a communal value. It is
articulated often in journal entries, but the staff and
peer pressure behind the myth cannot be ignored. In effect
the myth of free choice was in contradiction to the goal
of producing a magazine because it assumed that individuals
could opt to participate or not participate in the magazine.
In fact, those who did opt not to participate were seen as
deviants by the staff and group. Other individuals felt
torn as a result of the conflicting messages. This created
conflicts within the group; individuals were not supported
if they chose to pursue other activities, such as extensive
ID th© community aftsir th© cl©acllin© for
magazin© articl©s.
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In summary, th© d©cision to publish a magazin© by th©
©nd of th© workshop m©t th© ©xp©ctations of th© staff, which
included providing a r©ality—bas©d goal to ©ncourag© skill
development, and actively involving participants in th©
process of completing a magazine. Unanticipated conse-
quences of this decision were that some participants chose
not to participate in magazine production entirely or
they limited their involvement: varying degrees of participant
commitment to the workshop itself were expressed through the
magazine issue: and sub-groups among participants formed
over commitment to and participation in the magazine.
Organizational decision No. 4: the integration of directed
and non-directed learning experiences. The planners viewed
the workshop as a series of directed and non-directed learn-
ing experiences integrated to accomplish the stated objec-
tives. This integration of two learning approaches was a
philosophical compromise on the appropriate means to
achieving ends. Some of the planners felt that the work-
shop should be structured with directed learning activities,
while others held that once the organization and staff
resources were established the learners should be left to
determine how best to achieve the workshop goals.
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The magazine decision, however, greatly affected the
form of the unstructured learning experiences. The product
goal assumed some direction, as did the need to learn
specific Foxfire skills. The compromise on this issue
resulted in a mixture of activities perceived by the planners
to be both structured and unstructured. The first third
of the workshop was seen as structured, providing the
basic skills of Foxfire, while the rest of the workshop was
viewed as more open ended.
One of the unintended consequences of this strategy
was that the initial structured activities set a tone for
the entire workshop. It was implied that the staff held and
controlled the resources and expertise needed by teachers.
This created a conflict between the rhetoric put forth by
the staff on the community as a learning resource and the
structured nature of learning activities. A good illustra-
tion of this conflict was the use of outside resource
people in the workshop. By bringing in speakers from the
Vermont Historical Society the staff believed they were
providing valuable input by giving participants useful back-
ground information on oral history work around the state.
However, the actual resource sessions, although highly
relevant to the content of Foxfire, contradicted the learner
centered rhetoric of the workshop.
For example, one presentation followed a day of field
work by the participants in surrounding communities. The
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fact that informal presentations on the day's field work
were suspended until the next morning to allow for the
presentation suggested that it was more important for the
teachers to listen to a professional historian than it
was to share their immediate experiences.
Implicit in this approach was the staff assumption
that listening to outside resource people was a way of
learning about Foxfire and oral history. This assumption
conflicted with the Foxfire emphasis on learner-directed
development of knowledge within the community and the
experiential rhetoric of the workshop itself.
The use of pre-identified resource people to give
formal presentations suggested that professional oral
historians were the best source of information. Although
this was not the planners intent, the structured presenta-
tions simulated the formal classroom in a way that con-
flicted with Foxfire. Because the teacher advisor had
herself received considerable help from outside people,
she assumed that they could also be valuable for the
teachers in the workshop.
The difference, however, was that she had sought help
out of a specific need to get her project off the ground;
she had known what she needed. In the workshop this need
was not felt. The use of the consultants contributed to
the atmosphere of the workshop community as an artificial
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academic entity separate from the realities of the towns
and villages important to the Foxfire approach.
Along these lines the planners assumed that inter-
generational interaction would be accomplished in the
surrounding natural communities. This interaction would
allow the teachers to practice the skills and use the
knowledge derived in the structured portions of the work-
shop in more unstructured ways and develop the affective
skills of Foxfire. Specifically, interviewing was per-
ceived as the major activity of the work in the community.
There were few guidelines offered on what the interviews
should involve by way of content or focus. Further, age
and other characteristics of the people involved were not
stipulated by the staff. Each teacher was left to his or
her own devices to determine whom they wished to interview
and write about.
Going into the community for interviews became the
main focus of the second third of the workshop. It
presented the first opportunity for the teachers to venture
out into the community to encounter the unfamiliar with a
clear purpose. Initially the field work allowed each
teacher to grapple with and define the way he or she would
approach the task of creating an article. This was the
most unstructured part of the workshop, and during this
phase the staff shifted from an instructional to a support
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role, providing guidance to those who requested it.
"^^sching interviewing skills involved structured work™
shops that covered the technical aspects of the skill as
well as the more affective dimensions. The teachers also
interviewed each other in preparation for the field work,
as they might do in their own classrooms. This emphasis
on relating workshop activities to classroom application
existed throughout the workshop and was viewed as a way of
directly relating the teacher's immediate experiences to the
school setting from which they came. The conscious staff
decision to make this connection continually, both con-
ceptually and operationally, accounts in part for the over-
all feeling of structure in the workshop.
Stated differently, the staff, particularly the
teacher advisor, felt strongly that these connections should
be made to strengthen the possibility of successful adapta-
tion during the school year. It was assumed that successful
adaptation of Foxfire in Vermont would have to be made in
the context of traditionally oriented school systems, which
would require Foxfire's justification in traditional educa-
tional terms. This meant that the workshop needed to focus
not only on this justification but also on the politics of
introducing an essentially non-traditional educational
approach to traditional settings. Many hours of informal
discussion between the teacher advisor and the teachers
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occurred on these issues. It became an important issue in
the workshop and the data show that the teachers felt that
the workshop prepared them in this way.
The emphasis on structured activities was in part a
i^®fl©ction of the staff's need to make these connections
explicitly in ways they felt were appropriate to the
teachers' backgrounds and experience in educational settings.
At the heart of this assumption and resulting strategy is
the question of how to prepare classroom teachers working in
traditional settings to incorporate non-traditional projects
such as Foxfire.
The assumption in the program was that there would be
little active administrative support for Foxfire, and
teachers would need to develop political skills to be
successful. This is why experienced teachers were pre-
ferred for the program. On another level, though, the
desire to prepare teachers to implement Foxfire overshadowed
concerns for living up to experiential educational concepts
by continually focusing on application during the school
year. The teacher advisor was the embodiment of this con-
cern as were the other staff who viewed the workshop as a
preparatory phase.
A contradiction in the analysis arises here. The
workshop was in fact planned and carried out as a self-
contained learning community based on experiential learning
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concepts with humanistic overtones.
The emphasis, however, was supposedly on prep>aring
for school application through relatively structured means.
The conceptual analysis must take into account both of these
orientations because the data suggest that a blend of the
two existed that created both continuity and confusion.
The structured components and activities provided a
series of reference points for the teachers. This contin-
ually happened throughout the workshop so that the group
became the class that, as Wigginton suggests, is the place
to share and evaluate experiences. It seemed important to
have this "class” because it was, on a teacher level, the
equivalent of a class of students in their own schools.
The group was the classroom, and it absorbed the processes
being played out around it. It became more important in the
end than the surrounding communities because the teachers
felt more comfortable with it. The staff unwittingly en-
couraged this because they felt comfortable with their
expectations of what a learning community should be. The
drawback of this was the de-emphasis of the communities.
But it can be argued that the teachers did develop the
skills, listed under the workshop evaluation, they needed:
the data, as given in the preceding chapter, support this.
Clearly the magazine reinforced the inward nature of the
because it forced the individuals to come togethergroup
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physically and emotionally.
What is impoirtant to qualify here is the nature of
the community field work. Although its quality and depth
may be questionable in the spirit of Foxfire, it nonethe-
less represents unstructured learning that was defined by the
learner. Some examples of these experiences are modest
reflections of Foxfire, such as the article one of the
teachers did on her own family. Clearly in this article
the unfamiliar aspect of Foxfire is lacking, but at the same
time a personal need was fulfilled that led to work in the
broader community.
Underlying the design decision to integrate directed and
non-directed learning experiences was the staff assumption
that the participants were capable of functioning effectively
in both approaches and able to conceptually and experientially
integrate them. Most were able to accomplish this inte-
gration, while for others it was confusing and unattainable.
At the same time the focus on classroom application brought
clarity to this approach and provided a realistic framework
from which to evaluate this integration.
In summary, the anticipated consequences of the decision
to integrate the two approaches were to: strike a phased
balance between traditional and non-traditional learning
approaches appropriate to Foxfire: provide a way of learning
how Foxfire can be implemented in traditional settings: and
the teachers to share their immediate workshopencourage
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experiences and accumulated classroom experience in prepara-
the coming year. The unanticipated consequences
of this decision were that: some of the teachers were un-
able to function effectively in the unstructured phase of the
workshop: some were unable to integrate conceptually the
two: and for some a confusion existed about the relation-
ship of the unstructured and structured experiences to the
magazine.
Summary of the training phase. The workshop data, including
participant evaluations, reflect the emergence of some real
contradictions of intention in the program design. Dif-
ferences in perception of the goals of the workshop and the
resulting tensions can be traced directly to those areas
in which Foxfire and humanistic education values diverge.
Accommodating these divergent values, which created multiple
and sometimes contradictory expectations, became an under-
lying theme in the workshop. At the same time, however,
these tensions and contradictions had little effect on the
planned outcomes of the experience: rather, they created a
group dynamic that was unanticipated but not detrimental to
the staff's values and expectations.
During the program, the planners were aware of the
importance of Foxfire and inservice concepts of education.
The significance of humanistic education concepts, however,
surfaced only later, providing, ultimately, a useful
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framework for the analysis of this phase of the case study.
The following charts, comparing Foxfire and humanistic
education, are intentionally rigid in order to demonstrate
the sources of tension that arose during the program train-
ing phase. The first chart contrasts the characteristics of
the two: the second identifies their shared values: the
third lists their divergent values. The listing of the
characteristics is random. The charts are developed from
the author's interpretation of the values of Foxfire and
humanistic education.
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CHART #1
CONTRASTING CHARACTERISTICS OF FOXFIRE
AND HUMANISTIC EDUCATION
Characteristics of Foxfire
Characteristics of Humanistic
Education
!• There should be a balance
between process and pro-
duct.
2. There are specific tech-
nical skills to be
developed.
3. Values intergenerational
communication and its
documentation
.
4. Values the past, old
ways of doing things as
a basis of understand-
ing the present and pre-
paring for the future.
5. Learning takes place
best in natural communi-
ties interacting with
the unfamiliar.
Relies on primary sources 6
and personal accounts as
a method of recording
history using an inter-
disciplinary approach,
drawing on the fields
of history, English,
sociology and anthro-
pology.
1. More concerned with pro-
cess than product. Human
interaction is an end in
itself.
2. The skills of humanistic
education are primarily
interpersonal
.
3. Generally emphasizes peer
interaction aimed at mutual
support and is not con-
cerned with documentation.
4. Emphasizes the here and now
5.
Focuses inward on the in-
dividual in the context of
the group.
Not concerned with history
or any other discipline
per se.
6
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Characteristics of Foxfire
Characteristics of Humanistic
Education
7. Fosters self-under- 7,
standing through
interaction with an
immediate social en-
vironment different
from the learner's.
Is concerned with the
preservation of the
skills and knowledge
of the past and contri-
butes to a public
awareness of the value
of cultural continuity.
8. Requires the teacher 8.
initially to take an
active role in
instmction.
9.
Requires the teacher 9.
to have a knowledge
and understanding of
both the students and
the community beyond
the school.
10.
Works within the 10.
school and community
as it exists.
Himanistic education
fosters self-understand-
ing through interaction
in familiar and unfamiliar
social environments.
Requires the teacher to
act more as a facilitator
rather than an active
teacher of specific skills
and knowledge.
Is concerned with the stu-
dent in a broad societal
context.
Is sometimes outside the
norms of the school or the
community.
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CHART #2
SHARED VALUES OF FOXFIRE AND
HUMANISTIC EDUCATION
1. Both value the role of experience in learning.
2. Both value human interaction on a cooperative basis.
3. Both aim at increased self-understanding.
4. Both aim at increased understanding and appreciation
of other s
.
5. Both acknowledge the value of encountering and over-
coming the difficulties for the learning process.
6. Both value self-directed learning and increasing the
learner's independence.
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CHART #3
DIVERGENT VALUES OF FOXFIRE AND
HUMANISTIC EDUCATION
1. Foxfire is rrore concerned with a product.
2. Foxfire is more concerned with the development of
technical and cognitive skills.
3. Foxfire values the past and its documentation as a
major focus for learning.
4- In Foxfire the teacher is initially more of an in-
structor and less of a facilitator.
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The analysis of the training phase forms the most
substantive section of this chapter, dealing, as it does,
most directly with the key issue under examination: the
tensions arising in a program to prepare rural inservice
teachers to develop a new curriculum based on Foxfire. The
latent struggle between humanistic education and Foxfire
that arose during the workshop finally provided the means
to understanding those very tensions. The implementation
phase, less intense and less pivotal in the overall study,
will be examined only briefly.
Analysis of the implementation phase: organizational
assumTjtions . The organizational decisions of the planners
for the follow-up consisted of a series of articulated and
unarticulated assumptions formed out of a number of per-
ceived realities and pressures. In the implementation phase,
the program shifted from the group-oriented goals of the
summer workshop to goals more appropriate for the various
schools and communities. Furthermore, there was a lack of
clarity about the goals of the follow-up that created con-
fusion for both the teachers and the staff.
The planners' assumptions, both articulated and un-
articulated, can be summarized as follows:
1. the summer workshop had developed the neces-
sary skills and attitudes for the teachers:
they would be able to undertake local Foxfire
style projects successfully
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2. ©ach teacher should assume primary responsi”bility for initiating and carrying out these
projects
3. the local projects should be self-sufficient
and autonomous, drawing upon locally available
human and financial resources
4. the staff's role in this process should be
secondary with on-site support upon teacher
request
5. for evaluation, the primary evidence of success
would be the completion of a local publication
by the end of the school year
These assumptions were based on a combination of
factors. First, the experience of the summer workshop
assured the staff that the goals of the training phase
had been achieved and the teachers were ready to act on an
individual basis. Related to this assumption was the commit-
ment the program had made to the grantor. Title I of the
Higher Education Act, that the teachers would be capable
of implementing local projects. The follow-up was a
test of the overall effectiveness of the program. The
remaining assumptions also stemmed from the original pro-
posal, which described the production of Foxfire-style publi-
cations around the state. The proposal also emphasized
local autonomy for projects and the desirability of using
local resources.
One of the main concerns to arise centered on loyalty:
was the teachers ' primary loyalty to be offered to the group
or to the local Foxfire project? To whom were the teachers
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responsible: the project staff or their own school adminis-
trators? The planners, following the description in the
grant, assumed the teachers were responsible to both the
program and their schools. This dual responsibility was
only vaguely articulated and was confusing to the teachers
when choices had to be made between one or the other.
Furthermore the absence of any provision for on-site docu-
mentation or on-going evaluation for the follow-up made it
difficult for the staff to know what actually was happening
in the schools.
In a sense the planners felt that a bargain had been
made with the teachers based on a product expectation.
This bargain was perceived by the planners to be negotiable
along the way in terms of the nature of local projects, but
the process of such negotiation was never defined. Negotia-
bility was one of the unarticulated assumptions which was
never fully understood by the teachers.
Local publications were the central goal of the follow-
up. This goal had been articulated by the planners from
the beginning of the program and was a pre-condition for
teacher participation. It was a condition of the grant and
the planners felt committed to it. One of the difficulties
in this product expectation was a lack of understanding by
the planners of the dynamics and problems of local imple-
mentation. The planners held fast to the notion that
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signing on by the teachers was in itself a commitment to
full participation in the program with a local product as
evidence of a successful project. Although they were aware
of the product expectation, unfortunately the teachers were
unaware of this requirement in the grant and its importance
to the planners. As a result, an on—going tension was
created between the expectations of the planners and the
realities of school implementation. This tension was
exacerbated by geographical distance and the psychological
isolation of the teachers from their fellow participants and
the staff. The loose nature of the staff support during
this phase further confused the teachers about the role of
the staff.
Organizational decision No. 1; four daylong, follow-up
sessions . The staff viewed the four day-long workshops as
a way of reducing the isolation of the teachers by trying
to recreate the support group and sense of fellowship of the
summer workshop. In fact, though, the meetings resembled
alumni reunions and never accomplished their goals. Several
factors contributing to this can be directly traced to the
confusions of the follow-up itself. The agendas for the
meetings were left open for the teachers, contrary to the
predetermined and specific orientation of the summer work-
shop. Teacher input on the content or process of the
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meetings was seldom forthcoming and the meetings had a
floundering, uncomfortable quality. The sense of collective
staff and teacher ownership and group decision making
developed in the summer workshop faded. This collective
spirit was no longer appropriate for teachers without a
common project who met once every two months for one day.
The follow-up meetings in structure and format were
inappropriate to the goal of maintaining a support group.
The time allotted was inadequate for this purpose in view
of the distances people needed to travel. For several
teachers it meant more time on the road than at the meet-
ings. The concept of a support group in itself may have
been inappropriate in this phase because the teachers had
changed their focus from the summer group to their indi-
vidual school situations. Ironically the meetings had the
unintended effect of acting as a de-selection mechanism
for teachers who did not initiate local projects. The
message the teachers received was that the meetings were
for people developing projects.
Perhaps full weekend sessions structured along the
lines of the summer could have accomplished the stated
goals of the follow-up, but this organizational alternative
was never seriously considered by the planners. In short
these meetings neither met the needs of the staff with
their product orientation or the needs of the teachers torn
between the needs of their regular responsibilities and the
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implementation of the new project. In fact, the meetings
contributed to the teachers
' reduced sense of program owner-
ship and involvement. The planners were locked into the
phases described in the grant and were unwilling to change
this point, even though the overall objectives of the
grant were not being served by the meetings.
Another contributing factor was the fact that the staff
was only involved with the program on a part-time basis
during the follow-up period. The project director and the
two other staff members were geographically separated from
©ach other during this phase, so that communication was re-
latively infrequent. The staff's involvement with regular
jobs left them little time to evaluate the program and consid-
er alternative strategies. In fact the lack of communication
made them unaware of these issues until the school year was
half over.
Organizational decision No. 2: each teacher was allowed
to define and develop his or her own project based on
local conditions. As discussed earlier in this section the
follow-up phase was perceived by the planners as a period
for project implementation with the teachers assuming
primary responsibility and the staff filling a secondary
role of support. This arrangement seemed logical to the
planners given their assumptions about the nature of local
educational change in Vermont and their confidence in the
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teachers' abilities to act effectively. The staff felt that
the expectations about local implementation had been set and
it was up to the teachers to function on an individual
basis and produce local publications, as described in the
grant.
The change from the collective goals of the summer
workshop to the emphasis on individual goals could have been
facilitated by overt assistance and explanation. But both
the structure of the workshop and the follow-up failed to
consider this need. The adaptive planning process of the
summer, which involved the entire group in decision making,
came to a halt at the end of the workshop and was never
recreated.
The staff articulated a willingness to provide on-site
support to the teachers if they requested it. The fact that
few teachers did so indicated that they were uncomfortable
or unclear about the role of the staff or the meaning of
support at this stage. Here the inconsistency of the
training design in relation to the follow-up design was
evident. During the workshop any individual could expect
support: and assistance from the group. During the follow-up
this support was not immediately available either from the
other teachers or the staff.
The consequences of this collapse in assistance were
that two teachers were notable to complete projects. One
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of these teachers, who was in his first year, did not
attempt to begin a project because it seemed too difficult.
The other teacher began but abandoned her project as
logistically impossible. Had she received staff support
project might have proceeded, but she was unsure about
what if any support from staff was available. At the same
time, the staff did not take the initiative of communicat-
ing directly with her to offer support. For these two
teachers the assumptions about individual initiative were
inappropriate. Their regular teaching responsibilities were
F»aramount and demanded their full attention.
For some teachers the extra time and energy required for
a Foxfire project over and above the exacting requirements
of their regular teaching responsibilities was considerable.
It was an issue that the planners considered only in the most
superficial way, minimizing its importance by pointing to
the experience and motivation of the teachers.
As a contrast to the planners ' assumptions it is worbh
examining the issues of local implementation from the teachers'
perspective. The staff assumed that Foxfire would be the
primary concern of the teachers and somehow their other
responsibilities would take a back seat to their projects.
As it turned out, this expectation was naive and unrealistic.
The staff did not consider the demands a full-time teaching
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load, with its related responsibilities, makes upon
teachers. No provision had been made in the design to
the teachers released time for the follow-up meetings
or on—site activities nor was any provision made for
lightening their regular responsibilities for the sake of
this new project. The teachers were placed in the position
of fulfilling all their customary responsibilities, and in
addition directing a non-traditional educational project.
Furthermore, the meaning of the program as the teachers
perceived it changed when they returned to their schools.
The change in meaning was shaped by the culture of the
schools manifested in the patterns of daily routines. Each
teacher was left to develop his or her project in isolation
from the overall curriculum of the school. In Foxfire terms
this meant that the teachers faced the problem of effecting
curriculum changes in their schools, getting access to the
community as a learning setting, and actively involving
students in this setting. The question of the teachers*
relationship to their school administration was central to
how they developed their projects and dealt with these
problems
.
Because the staff did not have on-going data about these
problematic situations little support was given to the
teachers. Again the staff's assumptions were responsible
for their inaction. However, despite the lack of staff
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involvement and the lack of clarity about their roles, the
local projects developed, each with a unique dynamic and
momentum. Except for the two teachers who did not imple-
ment projects, the program results of the ten other
teachers met the overall program goals.
One characteristic common to the local projects, which
are described in Chapter Three, was the integration of Fox-
fire into the formed curriculum of the school. In some
cases it became part of the English curriculum, in others,
social studies, and in one, science. This integration was
important because it gave the Foxfire approach an academic
legitimacy in the eyes of administrators, students, and the
community that helped to resolve logistical problems such as
transportation to interviews and scheduling. This acceptance
evolved from the application and selection process preceding
the program which asked the teachers to describe how Foxfire
would be adapted to the school's existing curriculum. As
a result, most of the teachers discussed this adaptation
with their administrators and in some cases their school
boards. The stage then had been set and support was maxi-
mized in the pre-workshop stage on a local level. The
teachers who did not carry out projects did little or no
pre-planning.
The most successful projects were those that maximized
this pre-planning stage and went beyond the official school
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structures to include the community. These teachers capital-
ized on their experience in the community which resulted
in continuing support throughout the school year.
The confusion ahout the staff's role and responsi-
bility became secondary to teachers who developed local
bases of support. For several teachers this meant recruit-
ing and training other teachers in their schools to partici-
pate in the project. The involvement of other teachers was
an unanticipated outcome of the follow-up and accounts in
part for the self-sufficiency of the local projects. It
also accounts for the ineffectiveness of the four follow-up
meetings since the new teachers who had been recruited by
the participants could not relate to the assumption that
the meetings were to serve as a support group.
At that point the confusion about the staff's role in
the follow-up was relatively insignificant; staff became
secondary in the teachers' minds as their own projects
came into focus. The staff interpreted this development as
a threat to the achievement of the program's goal of producing
local publications since the staff was unaware that projects
were developing in local terms. The teachers were committed
to their projects and making substantial progress toward
their realization, but the staff did not realize it. The
teachers by and large adapted Foxfire to their school situa-
tions in creative ways. Not surprisingly, of the five
projects which still operate today, all included other
teachers at the early stage, which gave the project a
broader base in the curriculum.
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Organizational decision No. 3; production of a
publication. The anxieties of the staff about its role in
the program came to a head in the early winter of the follow-
up and resulted in their decision to publish Rowen . This
decision can be viewed as a crisis in the management of the
program resulting from the uneasiness of the staff about the
development of local projects. The staff was out of touch
with the local projects and felt, finally, that the follow-
up design needed to be altered to revitalize the program.
The teachers did not share this anxiety; they were, in fact,
working on local projects within the limitations of their
other responsibilities. This revitalization was seen as a
way of rekindling the collective values of the summer work-
shop by involving the teachers in the production of a group
publication. The staff expected that the dynamic of produc-
ing the workshop publication would be recreated in Rowen ,
realizing the support goals of the follow-up. Instead it
reimposed an unwelcome product goal.
On another level the staff was anxious about its
responsibility to the grantor in terms of fulfilling the
conditions of the grant, which included the production of
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local publica'tions • Th© staff vi©w©d Roven as a v©hicl©
for realizing this responsibility and creating a more
active role in the program for themselves. However, an
active role for the staff at this point was confusing to
the teachers. An individualistic orientation had been
established and each teacher had set priorities based on
the assumption that they were working autonomously. The
collective values reintroduced by the staff in mid-stream
created conflicts for the teachers with their own agendas
and priorities. Rowen imposed an unanticipated set of
expectations on the teachers that overburdened them and
confused them about their own roles and that of the staff.
Instead of contributing to the development of local
projects, Rowen diverted attention from them by imposing a
product with a deadline. The staff, however, felt they had
reclaimed the ownership of the program. Ironically, though
the purpose was to reinstate the humanistic orientation of
the summer, the decision to publish Rowen was imposed from
above. For the teachers already involved in productions the
pull back to the group was confusing.
A set of competing concerns emerged. On the one hand
the staff's intention was to insure a publication and
fulfill the requirements of the grant. However, the staff
never articulated the rationale for Rowen to the teachers
in terms of this responsibility. On the other hand the
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teachers
'
priorities were based on responsibilities to their
individual projects in the context of their roles as full-
time teachers. They were unaware of the pressures behind
the decision to publish Rowen
. The teachers were committed
to Foxfire, but in a local context.
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Section Two; Summary of Findings
from the Case Study
This section presents a summary of findings from
the case study based on the preceding analysis of the
training and implementation phases of the 1974 Foxfire-
Vermont program. The analysis of the case study has focused
on the major program decisions. The analysis of the training
phase examined these decisions in terms of their intended
and unintended consequences within a Foxfire/humanistic
education framework. The implementation phase looked at
the tensions between the expectations of the staff for the
follow-up and the realities encountered by the teachers
during this phase.
The organizational decisions of the planners have pro-
vided the core of the analysis and form the basis for the
findings of the case study. Underlying these decisions were
a number of articulated and unarticulated assumptions which
affected the program's development and outcomes. In an
organizational sense these assumptions resulted in separate
and sometimes competing agendas for the staff and the
teachers.
The planners had assumed that the objectives of the
workshop were attainable. This assumption was supported by
their perception of the participants as highly motivated
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individuals who joined the program because of their desire
to use Foxfire in their schools. A connection was made in
the planners' thinking between this perceived motivation,
the chief criteria in participant selection, and the
P^^^i*^ip^nts ability to operate effectively in the workshop
and program as the planners thought they should. This
connection further assumed that the teachers would be able
to function in both directed and non-directed learning
situations
.
When some of the participants resisted staff and peer
pressure to work on the magazine during the workshop, the
staff members accepted these choices as an outcome of their
decision to create a workshop built upon self-directed
learning and experiential concepts. At the same time,
however, the workshop structure was intensive, relatively
well-defined, and oriented toward skill attainment and
production of the magazine. The implications of these
contradictory decisions in terms of their consistency with
Foxfire were not completely understood as they related to
the individual differences , needs , and expectations of the
participants. This lack of understanding accounted for a
number of the unintended consequences of the workshop.
Despite its internal contradictions based on tensions
between Foxfire values and humanistic education values, the
carefully planned training phase was manageable in the
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immediate time frame of the summer workshop. Because the
emphasis on cooperative values was strong during the work-
shop, the staff and participants were able to resolve the
major tension surrounding the product/process issue. However,
these tensions remained unresolved in the broader time
frame of the follow-up, when the participants were widely
separated from each other and focused on their school
responsibilities. The group decision-making process used
during the summer, which facilitated an on-going discussion
of workshop issues, dissolved during the year. The expectation
of autonomous activity for the implementation phase also
directed attention away from the group and toward the
school setting.
That part of the program design that emphasized product
as an important outcome in both the training and imple-
mentation phases created a number of tensions between the
planners and the teachers. These tensions manifested them-
selves in a variety of ways. Initially the design called for
the production of a workshop publication and then a series
of local publications. In both phases the teachers were to
take on primary roles.
Although both goals were attained, there was confusion
about responsibility and roles, first in the summer workshop
around the production of the magazine Process , and later
during the implementation phase with the decision to
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publish Rowen . In the publication of Rowen the roles of the
staff and teachers became reversed: the priorities of the
staff were placed first in contradiction to the earlier
expectations of locally focused priorities. The shift
from the values of the collective activity of the summer to
individual activity for the school year were never well
articulated. Rowen further confused the teachers by the
imposition of a top-down organizational structure. Despite
this confusion the teachers were able to carry on effective
local projects. This can be attributed to their high level
of motivation and the success of the summer workshop in
accomplishing its goals. In short, the expectation for
individual activity in the schools was realized in spite of
the staff's confusion and anxiety.
During the summer workshop, differences in expectations
between the staff and teachers were reconciled: during the
school year, the expectations diverged, based on differing
sets of pressures and realities. The staff shifted from
an expression of confidence in the skills the teachers had
gained during the workshop to an aggressive stand urging the
teachers to produce a follow-up piablication as proof that
the staff had run a successful program. The teachers, on the
other hand, had already accepted the responsibility of im-
plementing a local Foxfire project but were faced with the
problem of balancing the demands of their regular school
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responsibilities against the requirements for a local
publication. Based on these findings the final chapter
draws conclusions, mcikes recommendations and offers
implications for further research and practice in the
field.
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FOOTNOTES
Chapter IV
Humanistic education, as it is used here, is based
on the author's understanding and interpretation of the
application of humanistic psychology to education.
Humanistic education holds that real learning involves the
total person, which enables the learner to discover his or
her own unique qualities. Learning in this sense leads the
learner to self-understanding and the ability to make
choices about one's own growth. Earlier in this work,
Arthur Combs was cited as a spokesman for the humanistic
movement, and along with Abraham Maslow and Carl Rogers,
has applied humanistic psychology to education.
Alfred Alschuler in his article "Humanistic Education"
offers a series of guidelines in planning humanistic educa-
tion programs, which in part form the basis of the humanistic
framework used in this analysis. These guidelines include;
focusing attention on what is happening in the present;
providing an intense, integrated experience of the desired
new thoughts, actions, and feelings; helping the person
make sense out of his or her experience by attempting to
reconceptualize what happened; relating experience to the
person's values, goals, behavior, and relationships with
others; stabilizing the new thoughts, actions, and feelings
through practice; and internalizing the changes. See
Alfred Alschuler, "Humanistic Education, " in Humanistic
Education Sourcebook , ed. Donald A. Read and Sidney B. Simon
(Englewood Cliffs, N. J. : Prentice Hall, 1975), p. 66.
For further elaboration on humanistic education see
Abraham H. Maslow, Toward a Psychology of Being (Princeton,
N.J.; Van Nostrand Company, Inc., 1962); and Carl R. Rogers,
Freedom to Learn (Columbus, Ohio: Charles Merrill, 1969).
CHAPTER V
FINDINGS, CONCLUSIONS, AND IMPLICATIONS
This chapter presents a summary of findings from the
FOxfire-Vermont program. It offers conclusions in light
of the literature reviewed earlier in this study, and it
discusses implications for research and for practice.
Summary of Findings
The study was designed to answer the following central
research question:
What tensions and issues arise in a program
designed to prepare rural inservice teachers
to implement a new curriculum based on the
Foxfire concept?
Summarized below are the major issues that arose in the
two phases of the program under examination: the training
phase and the follow-up/implementation phase:
Issues of the Training Phase:
1. tension between Foxfire and humanis-
tic education values: i.e., the product
versus process issue
2. tension between the demands of the
intentional learning community and
those of the surrounding communities
3. tension between directed and non-directed
learning experiences
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Issues of the Follov-up/Implementation Phase;
1. tension between the expectations set
in the training phase and the
realities of school-year application
2. confusion about the roles and responsi-
bilities of the staff and the teachers
in relation to each other and the local
projects
3. contradictions inherent in the decision to
create a product (Rowen) and the tensions
created by distracting the teachers from
their local projects
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Conclusions of the Study
This section draws upon the research presented in the
the literature. Comparisons are made between the
bindings of this study and the findings of previous studies,
with particular reference to the Rand study. The conclu-
sions of the present study offer an alternative conception
of staff development from that which prevails in the
literature. In this discussion, these aspects of the
Foxfire-Vermont program are identified as they apply to rural
staff development.
The present study demonstrates that rural staff
development programs can prepare teachers to initiate new
curricula in their schools. It concurs with Jonathan Sher's
recommendation cited in Chapter Two that the teacher is a
logical participant in the development of curricula appropri-
ate to the local community and that the curricula should
be built upon the "natural advantages" of rural communi-
ties.^ At the same time, the study suggests that in order
for this to occur certain conditions must be present. Among
these are readily available training opportunities for
teachers, a certain level of local support, and teacher
motivation and initiative. These conditions are necessary
for the effective development of rural curricula through
staff development programs but they take on new meaning in
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light of the findings of the Rand study.
The Rand study, which presently stands as one of the
nost cited works in the field of staff development, presents
a number of conclusions that corroborate the findings of
the present study. Among them are the importance of the
teacher's sense of efficacy and the need for local support
of educational change. The Rand study views program develop-
ment as an activity which is best carried out through a
collaborative effort involving a group of teachers in a
single school working on an equal basis. This approach
was considered most effective in terms of short-range and
long-range success. Another type of strategy considered
less effective was what the study called "grass-roots"
activity which it defined as activities planned by teachers
2in relative isolation from school or district officials.
Another conclusion of the Rand study, supported by Alex-
ander Nicholson and Bruce Joyce, is that training oppor-
tunities need to be provided close to the work site. The
Rand study further maintains that professional learning is
critically influenced by organizational factors in the
3
school and the district. The Rand study views program
development through staff development as a group effort
which seeks to bring about broad-based changes in a school.
It is not surprising, then, that it concludes that sxibstantial
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local support and leadership are prerequisites for such
change. However, the findings of the present study suggest
3 variation in this nodel when it is applied to rural
schools.
In contrast to the organizational bias of the Rand
study, the present study suggests a more individualistic
approach to rural staff development which encourages the
teacher to define and act upon his or her needs in order
to revise the curricula. Program development in rural
schools can be carried out by even one or two teachers
initiating a new course. To be sure, a certain level of
administrative support is necessary but the teachers them-
selves need to be aJole to develop that support. Based on
the findings of the present study the grass-roots
strategy can be more effective in terms of its short- and
long-term success than the Rand study would indicate.
Sher helps to explain the effects of the rural environ-
ment when he suggests that the community generally has a
more direct voice in school and curriculum decisions than
it does in urban settings. One of the keys to the
effectiveness of the grass-roots strategy in the present
study is the concern of the teachers to directly involve the
outside community into the developing projects at the school
This was necessary because of the very nature of the project
but it also occurred because of the teachers ' awareness of
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the need to gain local support for their efforts.
The study by Julia Blake cited in Chapter III, which
conclusions on effective educational innovation in
Vermont, stated that the general support by the community
was crucial to effective educational change.^ The present
study concurs with this finding and viewing community
support as a significant dimension of rural staff develop-
ment
.
The design of the present study does not, however,
directly focus on the significance of the role of the
community in the implementation of the local projects.
Like the Rand study it does not fully take into account
the importance of the community and its relationship to the
process of staff development. The limitations of the
present study in this respect are similar to those of the
Rand study, which also overlooked the importance of the
broader social context. However, the importance of this
dimension is discussed under the section on implications
for research.
Another finding of the Rand study was the overriding
importance of teacher efficacy in program development
through inservice education. Efficacy is defined as the
belief by the teacher that he or she can be effective with
the most unmotivated student. The present study strongly
supports this finding and offers an expanded definition of
teacher efficacy in the context of rural settings. This
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definition suggests that involvement with the wider commun-
ity can be a key factor in a teacher's sense of power and
confidence to help students. This involves moving beyond
the boundaries of the school to meet and involve the
community in the educational process.
This willingness by the teachers in the present study
to deal in social and political ways with the community is
a characteristic unique to rural education and it suggests
that rural teachers acting individually can initiate curri-
culum change on a relatively small scale. This seems
particularly tnie if the content of the new curriculum is
compatible with the values and resources of the community,
as was the case in the present study. Foxfire, which
studies and respects the qualities of irural life, was
particularly appropriate for attracting community support.
The Rand study found that school administrators were
far more important to a project's success in the long term
than the project director. The present study concurs with
this finding but finds that neutral or indifferent princi-
pals were compensated for or balanced by strong cormiunity
support, which insured project continuation and permanent
integration into the curriculum. Again, access to the
community becomes the most influential factor. At the
same time, the present study suggests that the teacher s
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ability to involve other teachers in the project had a direct
bearing on its success and continuation.
In summary, the findings from the Foxfire-Vermont
program present an alternative view to the prevailing
knowledge in the field of staff development. in contrast
to the organizational development bias of the Rand study
stands the conclusion of this study that change can occur
in rural schools through the activity or influence of a
single teacher. Teachers from the Foxfire-Vermont project,
trained during the summer, were able to implement new
projects and involve other teachers without large-scale
school or administrative involvement. In the light of this
finding, there remains a need to examine prevailing research
on staff development as it relates to the special circum-
stances of rural settings.
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Implications for Research
This section presents a series of implications for
further research growing out of the findings of the present
study. Four areas for further research are suggested. The
first focuses on the nature of support that should be
developed at the site of curriculum change projects. Al-
though this study reveals the need for on-site support in
general
,
and in particular when an intentional community or
centralized site model is adapted for training, there are
undoubtedly innovative and comprehensive means of building
that support which should be identified by further research.
The Foxfire teachers did come to the program with
letters of support from their administrators. The questions
for further study are, what more could or should be done be-
fore the training program begins? And, once the program is
underway, whose responsibility is it to develop local
support: the project staff or the teachers? The present
study found that the teachers were able to take the respon-
sibility for developing effective local support. However,
the relationship between the initiatives that individual
teachers take and the overall design of a program needs to
be considered. The present study suggests that the program
begins not when the training phase begins but as soon as
the first planning decisions are made. More effective
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ways of involving teachers from the beginning need to be
found as a way of focusing their initiatives on building the
local support that is crucial to insuring effective curri-
culum change.
The second area for further research concerns the
conditions in rural schools that contribute to teacher
efficacy and motivation. This study concurs with the find-
ings of the Rand study concerning the significant effect of
teacher efficacy upon the success of curriculum change
projects. However, the Rand study's definition of teacher
efficacy is limited to the ability of the teacher to function
effectively in the classroom. In contrast, this study
offers an expanded view of teacher efficacy in rural schools
which the Rand study does not address. The definition that
emerges from this study includes the classroom but also
encompasses the teacher's ability to work effectively with
a broad range of people in the local community as part of
the educational change process.
Related to the definition of teacher efficacy in rural
schools is the need to examine and understand the back-
grounds of teachers who participate in rural staff develop-
ment programs, especially if they involve approaches such as
Poxfire. The present study suggests that the local perception
of the teacher as a native or an outsider has significant
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implications for rural community-oriented program develop-
ment, and it should be studied in the context of local
support for innovation.
The present study did not examine this factor as a
formal part of the research, but in retrospect it is im-
portant to note that of the twelve teachers in the program
under study none were native to the towns in which they
taught and only three were native Vermonters. The other
nine were what in Vermont are called "transplants, "
people who came from other states. The significant issue
here focuses on the specific training needs of teachers in
rural areas who want to do community-oriented curriculum
work but may be considered outsiders by the school and
community. In Vermont, as in other rural areas where school
activities are so closely controlled and scrutinized by the
local townspeople, factors which are insignificant or
irrelevant in urban or suburban schools may and often do
play an important part in the success or failure of change
projects.
A third area for further research involves the need to
study the specific differences that exist among urban,
suburban, and rural staff development needs and the best
ways to address each of them effectively. While the term
staff development has become a rubric for a wide variety
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of activities offered for teachers for the purpose of im-
proving teaching, the specific nature of the social setting
and the schools are seldom examined. There is a need to
uncover the differences in the realities and needs of
teachers in varying settings. As this study suggests, there
are some major differences between rural, urban, and suburban
schools and their methods for incorporating changes into the
curriculum. Research should focus on the differences in
schools, the differences in teacher and student character-
istics, and the differences in design strategies for working
with teachers. Staff development is linked to many factors,
including the social organization of the school
,
its en-
vironment, and the characteristics of its population.
Simplistic or comprehensive definitions of staff develop-
ment should be challenged and research conducted on these
factors and their effect on practice.
This study also offers a basis on which to conduct
further comparative research about innovative programs and
their appropriateness to rural schools. What educational
approaches other than Foxfire would be likely to increase
students ' skills and understandings and at the same time
be suitable to rural schools?
The fourth and last area for further research focuses
on the long-term effects of Foxfire projects on the teachers
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who initiate them. To some extent the effectiveness of the
program under study was determined by the fact that the
Foxfire idea was attractive to the teachers both personally
and professionally. They were people who had consciously
chosen to live in the rural towns of Vermont, and Foxfire
gave them a means of learning more cibout these communities
while they developed in their students attitudes of respect
and understanding as well as specific skills. How long do
Foxfire projects continue after the conclusion of the
training program? Once internalized by teachers, do Foxfire
concepts become evident in other aspects of the curriculum?
Have Foxfire projects been adopted and carried on by teachers
who were not involved in the training?
These research topics are only a beginning. They are
not intended to be inclusive, only representative of the
issues. In summary, an important overall focus for research
should be to determine the extent to which the conclusions
of major staff development research projects based on urban
and suburban data apply to the study of rural staff develop-
ment programs.
This type of research is recommended because the present
study indicates that the imposition of assumptions about rural
settings based on data from non-rural settings can create
confusion and tension. Additionally, the author recommends
that research on rural staff development should be
done in
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the context of specific geographical regions to reflect the
unique characteristics of those regions. This is important
because so much of the current literature ignores the
importance of the characteristics and needs of specific
regions, perpetuating an overgeneralized approach to the
design of staff development programs.
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Implications for Practice
This section offers implications for practice that are
drawn from the tensions and issues identified in the
training and implementation phases of the program under
study. The recommendations center around: 1) the need
for the content of inservice training programs to be compat-
ible with design and 2) the need to create and build local
support for curriculum change in every phase of the
program.
The issues of the training phase revolve around the
degree to which the humanistic assumptions of the planners,
revealed in the design of the program, conflicted with the
goals of Foxfire. One tension revolved around the issue of
whether the decision to publish a magazine was to be made
by the staff or the participants. Another occurred between
the demands of the intentional learning community of the
workshop and the attractions of both home and surrounding
communities. A third tension in the training phase occurred
between directed and non-directed learning experiences;
the expressed expectation of the staff that decisions
^.yonl H be made hy the individual , for the sake of the group,
and the unexpressed expectation that specific skills would
be learned and specific outcomes ( Process , etc.) achieved.
These tensions were not unmanageable within the overall
context of the program's goals and may be that some
tension
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is of value in bringing individual expectations to light.
In staff development programs which seek to encourage
participant interaction and decision making it is important
that the planners discuss as clearly as they can with each
other and the participants what the program goals and
expectations are. One of the tensions of the implementa-
tion phase reveals the same lack of clarity about the focus
of decision making which also created tensions during the
training phase, i.e., the decision, imposed by the planners,
to publish a magazine. Again, had that decision been part
of the original design, both the planners and the teachers
could have prepared and planned accordingly.
Another strain emerged during the implementation phase
from the convergence of the three major aspects of the
program: the teachers' immediate teaching situations, their
individual Foxfire projects, and the planners' expectations.
The staff assumed that the intentional community formed
through the summer workshop would and should be maintained
as a focus and source of support for future work. But the
analysis shows that this expectation was unrealistic and
counterproductive. Future projects should focus instead on
enabling teachers to gain and build support on-site. On-
site follow-up sessions should be planned around the special
needs of each individual teacher, rather than around the
participants as a group.
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In gGnBiral
,
thGs© issuGs and th© solutions which ©rnGrgQ
may b© subsum©d in th© discussion of two compr©h©nsiv©
r©comm©ndations: 1) cont©nt must b© compatibl© with d©sign,
and 2) local support must b© car©fully d©v©lop©d for
impl©m©ntation of rural staff d©v©lopm©nt proj©cts.
Contont must b© compatible with th© d©siqn. On© of the
important issues in this study revolves around th© nature of
th© design process. Th© planners of Foxfire-Vermont designed
a program which they perceived to be carefully constructed
with clear goals and a structure that would meet the needs
of the program and the participants. At the same time the
planners felt confident that the design was realistically
based on the social and educational conditions of the
settings in which the program would be implemented. However,
like many curriculum or program development oriented inservice
programs, the planners were unaware of the consequences of
their design decisions on the participants. The result was
a series of tensions arising from the program's content and
process in relation to the needs and expectations of the
participants
.
What is in question here is an issue of competing agendas
and priorities seldom addressed in the literature on staff
(5ey0lopment . On the one hand, there exist programs that
are developed externally by planners with their own interests
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and agendas; on the other hand, there are teacher-partici-
pants involved in the programs with their needs and
priorities. In the present case study Foxfire offered
the teachers a content which seemed appropriate to their
interests. The design intended to establish a balance
between teacher and staff needs and priorities. In fact,
however, it only blurred the underlying tensions of the
training and implementation design. The training setting
under study created a community of teachers who interacted
more within that setting than in the rural settings around
them. In retrospect this decision appears to be in
contradiction to the Foxfire emphasis on interaction in
the unfamiliar environment with people of different out-
looks .
Another aspect of this contradiction between design and
content was the fact that some of the special qualities of
rural life were slighted by the planners because their
assumptions were rooted in non-rural ideologies. The
interactive, learner-centered training model which the
planners adapted turned the teachers inward. A temporary
learning community was created based on humanistic notions
that differed from those of the surrounding rural communities
which were to serve as the arena for Foxfire studies.
In the present study the training model employed
diminished the rural education context of the program. The
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act of bringing together teachers from different rural
schools resulted in the dominance of humanistic values, with
u^^an and suburban overtones. Although the project
was to be implemented in rural communities, the teachers
^nd planners were not primarily from rural backgrounds,
which reinforced the nonrural orientation.
From another perspective, the rural dimension of the
program under study was equated with the rural focus of
Foxfire as a concept which gives teachers techniques they
can use with their rural students to explore their environ-
ments. However, the designers of the training program
depended on a repertoire of skills which are more cosmo-
politan and which have their roots in humanistic notions of
education. The training design was cosmopolitan: the
skills taught were rural. It could be said that the program
was designed in spite of the rural orientation of the
participants and not because of it. The program planners
approached the teachers as they would have approached any
group of teachers whether they be rural, urban, or suburban.
And in fact, while they happened to teach in rural schools,
the teachers participating in Foxfire-Vermont were no
different from most teachers. The majority, as non-
natives, were eager to gain acceptance into their communi-
ties by helping students explore their cultural heritage.
As the resulting tensions show, designers of staff
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development projects must carefully consider the suit-
of learning settings and the background of the
project participants. The study further suggests that
the problem of competing agendas in staff development
programs can be reduced if the planners make their goals
and priorities clear throughout all phases of the program
and simultaneously work to integrate the goals and interests
of the teachers.
It is insufficient, however, simply to recommend that
staff development programs articulate their goals and ex-
pectations as the way of avoiding unanticipated tensions.
This study also clearly demonstrates that even when a
program is carefully planned, with a built-in decision-
making process that includes both staff and participants,
tensions and competing agendas will still exist. Unantici-
pated outcomes and hidden agendas will always be present
when planners create participatory programs which incorporate
an organically developing process. While it is neither
possible nor desirable in this model to eliminate tensions,
there is a need to be constantly aware of and continually
responsive to the demands of the process.
The study also suggests that unintended outcomes are
inevitable and mechanistic models of staff development
which view planning within a management framework are
inappropriate to staff development programs that seek to
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incorporate process
-oriented principles. At a time when
mechanistic ideas of planning staff development programs
continue to dominate the field, this study highlights the
need to develop flexible planning approaches that respect
the educational concerns of the people involved.
While the need to involve teachers actively in the
planning process is generally agreed upon, there are a
number of issues around how best to accomplish this goal
that the present study does not answer. One of the major
deficiencies of the program under study is that it did not
involve the teachers in the planning. Therefore, although
the study can offer insight into the need for teacher in-
volvement in planning, it cannot offer guidelines for
directing that process.
Importance of maintaining focus on local connmunities.
Another insight which relates to the implementation phase
of staff development programs is the issue of project
support for teachers working in their own schools. In the
present study the support group expectation of the planners,
as shown in the analysis section, was inappropriate for a
number of reasons. What is significant here is the reali-
zation that a short-term intentional learning community
cannot provide effective support to teachers in dispersed
schools. This may be true for all situations (whether they
be rural, urban, or suburban), but distances in rural areas,
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both physical and psy::hological
,
make the maintenance of a
temporary support community difficult.
Once back in their schools teachers must respond to the
needs of their immediate settings; the training comnunity
becomes irrelevant. To try to recreate a sense of community
through short reunions is unrealistic. Instead, the present
study suggests, program emphasis should be placed on en-
couraging the developanent of local support, and this issue
should be carefully covered during the training phase of
staff development programs. Support should be close and
immediate; it cannot be fully provided by program staff or
other teachers miles away from and unfamiliar with local
conditions. Instead of struggling against the competing agen
das of the training staff and those of the teachers in their
own schools, programs should be designed to help teachers
build support within the local setting. One way to en-
courage this support is to require teams of at least two
teachers from the same school to participate in the train-
ing phase, thus insuring a certain level of local support
during the implerrentation phase. Although Foxfire-Vermont
did require teachers to secure assurances of administrative
support, greater emphasis could have been placed on inter-
preting the requirements of the change-project and insuring
local commitment in advance. This study clearly indicates
the need to incorporate local understanding and
support,
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to provide adequate transition from the training situa-
tion to local implementation.
As part of local support, programs which use a de-
centralized implementation model need to build in monitoring
devices to determine what is occurring while the program is
in operation in relation to the goals of the program, and
to identify tensions as they arise. These tensions need to
be made explicit: the causes should be analyzed and the
tensions responded to. By building in such strategies the
planners and teachers can be encouraged to deal with tensions
as they arise as an integral part of the process. In the
course of a two-week workshop and year-long program in-
tended to effect curriculum change tensions and contra-
dictions are bound to arise. A staff development program
needs to plan a strategy for identifying and coping with
them in creative ways.
There remains a great need to expand our understanding
of the potential and needs of rural inservice educators to
create challenging learning opportunities for their
students. It is hoped that by looking at one program
this study has contributed to an understanding of some of
the issues surrounding the design and implementation of rural
staff development programs.
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